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INTRODUCTION

Beginnings
by Peter Havholm
[’88H, later Vice President at Miles and now
ore than most in Wooster, the
Mayor o f Birm ingham ] and Dr. Lucius Pitts
long feature story in this issue
]’70H], the president. The following year,
on Black Studies at the College
Ruth Smyth (mathematics emeritus) used
relies upon the unfiltered
her leave year to teach at Miles w ithout pay.
memories and interpretations o f others.
“ People at Miles seemed pleased by
That is because investigation made one d if
Wooster’s interest because it went beyond
fident about offering summative interpreta
symbolism. And Wooster and Miles turned
tion.
out to be a good fit. Neither o f us was pre
Obviously, Black Studies has brought
tentious; we both had a church background;
new knowledge to the academy and the
and we both believed that the world could
society. Obviously, its place in the academy
be better. O f course, what they most needed
is earned and secure. But just as obviously,
was the financial support we were not in a
neither the society nor the academy is yet
position to give. But the faculty visits from
comfortable about that.
Wooster and the student exchanges seemed
Henry Louis Gates, in the essay
genuinely helpful.
“ Integrating the American Mind,” quotes
“As the Miles program continued,
John Dewey:
Wooster began to recruit Black students
How are we going to make the
more seriously, and the next step was their
most o f the new values we set on variety,
creation o f some organizational structures
difference, and in dividuality — how are
on campus, like the Black Students’
we going to realize their possibilities in
Association.”
every field, and at the same tim e not sac

M

rifice that plu ra lity to the cooperation we
need so much? How can we bring things
together as we must w ithout losing sight
o f plurality?
Gates answers the question: “ For us
— scholars and teachers — it is the univer
sity, whose constant refashioning is our
charge, burden, and privilege.”
This issue’s features are a first look
from the ’90s at Wooster’s refashioning of
itself to take account o f African Americans,
a refashioning accomplished by many
hands, making a story that can only be told
by many voices.
We begin immediately, here, w ith
three o f them.
Hayden Schilling (history, dean o f
admissions) remembers, “ In 1965, a group
o f faculty gathered in Bob Walcott’s (histo
ry, 1946-75, d. 1988) living room. We talked
about establishing a relationship w ith a pre
dom inantly black college in the south.
Other institutions had done this. Then in
the summer o f 1966, three o f us — A rn
Lewis (art), Tom Raitt (religious stud
ies,1964-90), and I — visited Miles College
in Birmingham , Alabama.
“ We observed, taught some classes in
the summer school, met some students —
including Sol Oliver [’69, political science
1972-76, trustee], who was w orking in the
book store. We met Richard A rrington
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“The whole process was like the
shifting o f tectonic plates.”
A rn Lewis remembers: “ We were
innocent. In the mid-sixties, we were sud
denly confronted w ith a problem we felt we
had to take seriously. We took it seriously,
but we were not prepared to deal w ith its
complexity. We simply assumed that what
we did would be understood and encour
aged, and it was, up to a point.
“ But I remember visiting the library
at Miles and asking the librarian i f he would
be interested in some books I felt sure
Wooster could spare. He took me to a huge
back room, filled w ith stacks o f books, and
said, ‘There are 14,000 volumes here that we
cannot afford to catalogue.’
“ The whole process was like the shift
ing o f tectonic plates. There was a huge
eruption in the mid-sixties, but it was fol
lowed — and is still being followed — by
periodic aftershocks.
“ For me, the most exciting moment
came in the fall o f 1969 at Wooster, when
the Black Students’ Association presented
their Manifesto. That moment represented
the passing o f the baton from the enthusias
tic people who initiated the process to those
who would now control their own lives.”

David Moldstad remembers: “ We
were aware that we were bringing good
Black students to a campus which hadn’t ;
thought a lo t about Black life or culture.
also were aware that the white students at j
Wooster were receiving an education that 1
did not consider differences w ith in the
culture.
“ I would say one-third (and maybe it
should be higher) o f the student body then
was interested in these things. And that
one-third included a lot o f the brightest stu
dents on campus, and when you’ve got a j
group like that, things get done. Under that
group’s eyes, we could not recruit Black stu
dents and at the same tim e claim that the
traditional curriculum was adequate.
“ There is a set o f unconscious
assumptions at a college like Wooster that
makes white students feel welcome here. ^
began to realize that we ought to add
assumptions and attitudes that w ould mak
students o f African-Am erican origin feel
welcome here as well.
“ Finally, we argued that the American
experience was broader than what was
being represented in the traditional cur- I
riculum , and we did not receive counter- I
arguments.
“ There was a sense o f optim ism , then
about what could be accomplished.”
Historian Alphine Jefferson joined |
Wooster’s faculty in 1989 after serving as J
Director o f Black Studies at Southern
Methodist University in Dallas, Texas, and]
w ith degrees from the University o f Chicag1’
and Duke University. Beginning on page
six, he suggests some ways in which the
comments o f Black alumni and alumnae
shed light on the consequences o f their
experiences at Wooster.
Those experiences confirm the resul1
o f Wooster’s many communications w ith
groups o f you in the last several years: the?
are many colleges here, very nearly one fof
each student. We explore the swimmers’
college this issue, beginning on page twefl'
ty. It is very difficult to take good pictures
swim m ing meets because the light’s terriWj
and people are mostly under water. We atf
pleased to show you how a good photogra'
pher meets that challenge.
Finally, Wooster was most fortunate
to have been able to inaugurate the new
V ictor J. Andrew Chair in Physics w ith a
talk by the eminent physicist A.V. Crewe.
Crewe’s reflections on the place o f his discll
pline illum inate recent changes in the reD'
tionship o f science and society.
When even physics is being refash
ioned, a college had best be w illin g to meet
change w ith an open heart. Wooster’s hi®'
to ry indicates it can do that.

issue 6 ! hree «ues,i° ns ab° “ t ‘his 1993 picture last
pleas ^ Severa^ readers answered correctly. In a
the ch
tUrn’ ^ owever• a “ wrong” answer offered us
ance to remind you that the Society for. Creative

Anachronism (see the firs t letter) was preceded at
Wooster by George Bradford’s ( ’21) Chaucer Banquet.
Bradford taught in Wooster’s English department from
1928 until his death in 1960.

Medieval Memories

S

ubject: Could be a Greensward and
a Green Sword

To: Phavholm@acs.wooster.edu
a
1• Although the setting
tur earS ^ ecbeval, this is clearly a 20th cenfor^ ^ 1CtUre’ because the swordsmen in the
th^ground aren’t blurred, even though
re moving rapidly. Fast modern films
oth aS£^ °n S''ver nitrate (AgN 03) w ith
in er c^ ern^cals which can form a latent
la8e in a fraction o f a second.
In other words, you can snap your
f C Llre so quickly that you can “ freeze”
S ' moving subjects (such as the swords0 en ln Ibe contest photo). Medieval film ,
^ t e other hand, was based on the slowereacting silver halides, especially silver
e r >de (AgHb). Exposure times o f several

A t right, fifty-tw o years ear
lier but on the same
greensward in fro n t o f the
same building (just behind
Virginia Lee’s right shoulder
is the Kauke H all door that
was to become the Delmar
Archway later). Here are
Virginia Lee [Bigelow] ’42,
Melissa Roberts
[Robertson] '41, and Eunice
Saxe [ Bius] ’41 before the
1941 Chaucer Banquet.

minutes were common. Medieval photogra
phers learned that they w ould get blu rry
pictures i f they tried photographing moving
objects such as people, horses, snails,
glaciers, or active fault zones. They there
fore specialized in stable landscapes. The
western islands o f Scotland were especially
popular, so popular that they were nick
named “ The Hebrides,” after the silver
hebride emulsion o f the film . (They have
kept that name to this day, as you can see on
any map o f the area.)
2. What is going on? The Society for
Creative Anachronism (SCA) is having an
event, as part o f which two “ stick jocks”
(fighters) are going at each other.
3. The SCA re-enacts the M iddle Ages
the way they should have been: no Black
Death or burning at the stake; lots o f feast
ing and fighting. From the number o f peo
ple in the background wearing Medieval
garb, I’d guess that this is an organized SCA
event, not just a couple o f stick-jocks hold
ing an im prom ptu practice. Since there
aren’t huge throngs present, it’s not a Crown
Tourney.
At Crown Tourneys, the w inning
stick-jock becomes the new king. Ohio, i f
mem ory serves, is in the M iddle Kingdom.
I am currently in the kingdom o f Atlantia,
on the Eastern Seaboard.
The SCA began in California and, in
the absence o f any effective quarantine,
spread rapidly through the U.S. and
beyond. I don’t know exactly in whom or
when it arrived at Wooster, but it was obvi
ously only a matter o f time. It must have
been later than 75, when I graduated.
Brent Warner 75
Laurel, Maryland
Bwarner@code713.gsfc. nasa.gov

The glory of course is yours. And for
the laughter on a cold winter’s day, we hereby

The W hole Story
In regard to your contest in the Fall
1993 issue o f Wooster, here are our answers
1) The twentieth century, Common
Era. Likely early last fall.
2) This is a fighter practice o f the
March o f the Thistle o f the Society for
Creative Anachronism (SCA), the local
chapter o f an international educational
organization dedicated to re-creation o f the
M iddle Ages (also known in Wooster as the
Wooster Medieval Society). Present are sev
eral [tow n] members o f the local chapter, 1

Before the Chaucer Banquet, 1940s.

throw in second prize as well: a lifetime
subscription to this magazine, with which we
hope you will find other occasions to
correspond.
— Ed.

D&D Graduates?
1. This century, o f course.
2. This is almost certainly an event
(celebration? ritual? contest? rehearsal for
any o f the above?) o f the SCA, or Society for
Creative Anachronism. The less charitable
among us th in k o f the SCA as graduates o f
D & D (Dungeons and Dragons) but since
D & D is overwhelmingly a (young) male
occupation, and SCA includes many
females, this can’t be entirely right.
3. M y guess is that this sort o f thing
came to COW in the mid-seventies. It’s a
cheap (compared to other possible under
graduate activities) but engaging thing to
do, provides a casual but (to some) satisfy
ing sort o f social activity and doesn’t hurt
anyone. They even learn something. This
was not done at Wooster in my tim e (196670) — we were otherwise occupied — but
an isolated place and some people who
need to get out o f the library give rise to
such things.
I ’ve never taken the tim e before to say
how much I enjoy reading the magazine. It
powerfully evokes what I try to remember
about the place.

A T im e Warp
The combat is clearly a time-warp
from the M iddle Ages, though whether you
wish to consider it as the M iddle Ages
revivified as they ought to have been or
today in the fourteenth century is up to you.
One o f my daughter’s friends is a current
student at Wooster and also involved in
SCA, so it’s no surprise to see that such
things occur. However, I was surprised
when one o f my friends went to teach
English in Korea a couple o f years ago and
took his fu ll armor. It is rather astonishing
that there are enough SCA members in
Korea to stage tourneys!
Martha Krieg ’70
Ypsilanti, Michigan
GST KRIEG@emuvax.emich.edu

Deborah Burnham ’70
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
dburnham@mail.sas.upenn.edu
A t the Banquet itself, the distinguished gentleman at
right is Charles F. Wishart ("Prexy"), president o f
Wooster 1919-44, d. 1960.
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“Steward” Roger Richards '45 and “Lord o f the Castle"
Robert Kendall '44 before the Chaucer Banquet in M f
1946.

including Lady Dubchobhlaigh ni
Domhnall (Laura Dulaney), in the white
w ith her back to the camera; Decrease
Mather (Paul Blackwelder), on the steps,
w ith his back to the camera, speaking to
Aelfwyn Elsworth (Am y Schuman); Lord
Varden Ryfeldraig (Rev. Ken Hutchinson) i®

George Bradford (English
1929-1960, d. 1960) usual
ly dressed as the poet fo r the
Chaucer Banquets, which
he called “a laboratory
experience to show how
people acted, dressed, and
lived 600years ago.” The
firs t Banquet was held in
April, 1932. Perhaps a
Wooster alum took the idea
to California? (See Brent
Warner's letter.)

headband just beyond the fighters; and
aptain Robert o f Bristol (Todd Bunt) sittlng on the steps.
Were not sure who the fighters are, or
the other spectators.
3)
“ This sort o f thing” began in
„ (^ ° t ':er a^ out twelve years ago, when an
demo" (or educational/recruiting
Pu licity event) was done in Wooster by a
^tia ll number from the Cleveland and
r, on groups (the Barony o f the Cleftlands
^ the March o f Gwyntarian, respectively).
everal students were recruited, as well as
^ m<yt0WnsPeople, and the group was
j Unded. Long-term members o f the group
nc ude Varden, Lady Mageen o f Kincora
on Pilarczyk), Decrease, Dubchobhlaigh,
andCapt. Robert.
Many students have passed through
6 §rouP over the years, including in the
paSt «W years Diana “ Ginevra” Powell ’86,
“ RSi ^ , stre'” W hittington ’87, Eric
o and Ackerman, Tamara “Aureldis”
'beckoff, Steve “ Garnish” Knox, Joe
ya m Phillip, and D. Alex “ Moses”
K, V r 91s, K im “ Fiona” Banks, Kristie

The glory is yours because, as the other
pictures on these pages show, you are right in
a deeper sense than the merely factual.
Please accept our thanks for remembering
the Chaucer Banquet, created by George
Bradford (English) in 1932 and continuing
for many years.
— Ed.

The D ark Ages
Enjoyed your articles in the recent

Wooster. Lots o f good memories about the
place from what my kids call the dark ages.
Bill Cayley ’60
Eau Claire, Wisconsin
wmcayley@uewc.edu

M- i.S’«an<^ ^ arren “ Badger” Meade ’92s,
v,-3!' Iean-Pierre” H eriott and Andrew
c olson ’93s, and ourselves.
Doug “ Vladyslav de Jaffa” Browne ’92
and Lee “ Gwendolyn the Graceful”
(H illm an) Browne ’93
Bloomington, Indiana
DBR0WNE@ucs.indiana.edu

T^e Other Creative
A nachronism
H Picture taken: ’4 6 -’50.

2- Medieval joust.
,
3. Thought up by one of the English
dePartment professors.
1 may not gain glory, but at least I can
M e m b e r.
6 y

Catherine Stark Campbell ’50
W ilm ington, N orth Carolina

“Lady” Beth Boyer [Jones] '41 a n d 1Lord A rt Cowles
'40 at the Chaucer Banquet in May, 1940.

R eally M aking a C ontribution
The Fall issue was good reading, but
one story stands out: Van Cleave’s “ I Can’t
See Myself Anywhere Else” (page twelve). In
a w orld gone mad, I got a great lift from this
story o f someone’s really making a contri
bution to lessening the sufferings in this
world, and enjoying it!
Before becoming a college professor
o f English I taught ju n io r high school stu
dents and often felt just as he does. I know I
caused several students to become readers.
W illiam Hoffman’s discussion (page
twenty-seven) interested me because I too
was involved in the training o f teachers. 1
can’t help echoing his thoughts on teacher
training and have always observed that the
best college teachers taught secondary
school first. That’s where they learned to
teach; one cannot lecture adolescents! I too
found many extremely bright students in
the teaching program.
Robert F. Mehl ’48
Grand Island, New York

W ooster Is Everywhere
Tita ge Namibiaba tawa ra ha. This
means “ I am in Namibia” in the Damara/
Nama language. I am here as part o f the
WorldTeach program whose purpose is to
help this newly independent country
achieve its goal o f making English its
national language. Also here as one ot the
th irty-five WorldTeach Volunteers is
Kathleen Culhane ’92.
D uring our orientation in the capital
city of Windhoek, I met w ith another
Woosterite, Barbara Bell [Library], here in
Namibia to assist the national library set up
a national bibliography. Namibia is a
sparsely populated country, so it seems
quite a coincidence that there would be
three Woosterites here at the same time.
W ith my m ind fu ll o f wonder at the
far-reaching extent o f the Wooster diaspora,
I headed to the school I was assigned to:
Noodweide Prim ary School at St. Michael’s
Roman Catholic Mission in the remote dis
tric t o f Outjo. When I arrived here, one o f
the first children I saw was wearing a WHS
Generals shirt.
I came all this way, about as far from
northeast Ohio as one could possibly get, to
see what can be seen on the corner o f Beall
and Bowman?
I soon found out that the volunteer
here at Noodweide before me, Nancy
Taggart, is a native o f Wooster.
Wooster is everywhere.
Matthew Crummey ’92
c/o St. Michael’s R.C.M.
P. Bay 2598
Outjo
Namibia
EZ

set o f responses to a recent ques
tionnaire to Black alum ni from
this magazine expresses a very
wide spectrum o f attitudes,
behaviors, and comments. They ranged
from elation at hearing from Alma Mater to
outright annoyance at a request to respond
to another questionnaire. Yet many o f the
feelings expressed seem to concur w ith and
echo applications development engineer
John R. Bohannon’s (’75) elegant summa
tion o f his tim e on “ The Hilltop.” He wrote:
“ The professors/coaches/people
impacted me significantly because I felt
they were interested in me — not just inter
ested in me learning. In a sense, you have a
feeling o f an extended family. It’s a warm
feeling, a good feeling. I th in k learning and
growing, in an environment such as
Wooster, was for me invaluable, the people
unforgettable.”
The respondents celebrate what
Wooster has done for them while occasion
ally questioning its shortcomings, and most
o f the answers to the questionnaire reflect a
sim ilar positive construction on the respon
dents’ college experience. The general tone
o f the responses accented the positive edu
cational and interpersonal attributes o f The
College o f Wooster. From these alums’ per
spective, Wooster encouraged them
through demanding hard w ork while pro
viding caring attention and positive feed
back. Many respondents noted that
Independent Study was the most valuable
single aspect o f their college careers, occa
sionally making a direct connection to their
current employment.
The people who responded to this
survey are a busy lot. Their jobs range from
hospital adm inistration to selling mutual
funds to corrections and police work, from
education in its many incarnations to the
m in istry to acting and vocal performance.
One person is a belly dancer; another a
retired IB M executive; another a director of
a corporate research technology develop
ment laboratory for a m ajor corporation.
One alum, Reginald L. Mathews ’84,
worked two years as a Kittredge D ining Hall
manager and two years as a service manag
er in Low ry Center. Today, Mathews credits
his position in a Columbus-based food ser
vice and vending company to his experi
ence at the College. Though his job is physi
cally draining and the hours flexible —
“ some days I won’t go to w ork un til 3 p.m.;
other days I am at w ork as early as 4 a.m.”
— he likes it. It provides a variety o f profes
sional activities and assignments, and it
keeps him moving around and meeting lots
o f different people. He credits Wooster and
Independent Study for his ability to make
supervisory decisions and feels confident

A

in Wonder
by Alphine W. Jefferson

The people who responded to this survey
are a busy lot. Their jobs range fro m hospital
administration to selling m utual funds to correc
tions and police work, fro m education in its many
incarnations to the m inistry to acting and vocal
performance.
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that his customers and clients are getting
superior service.
“ I could never have thought about
moving to a different state i f I hadn’t gone
to Wooster,” writes Rochelle Barnes ’91
bom Philadelphia, where she is a client serVlces associate w ith a mutual fund companY- I guess it made me bold in some way.”
Leslie Davis ’87 dislikes the unpre
dictability in her job as a hospital adminis
trator. “ It is a high stress job,” she notes, but
she believes that Wooster gave her the skills
to handle “ a variety o f people from various
backgrounds. I am confronted w ith new
Ways of dealing w ith people and have to
adjust to extremes o f personalities.”
While Davis comfortably manages
Personality extremes, it is these differences
ln experience, outlook, and background
which made a few Wooster alums question
their own Black identity. Though Jackie
ewis ’76 writes that “ sitting in the corner
at Lowry Center” (where Black
students have congregated for
ecades) is one o f her most posi'Ve memories at Wooster, Angela
. e Hart ’79 felt alienation and
*s°lation that led her to write, “ I
. ° n * think about Wooster much.
It
ls a good institution.”
J°nsequently, De Hart’s threePa§e typed response reveals a
°°ster which does not have a
JUonochromatic black comm uniky- ^ or does it always offer the
md of affirmative nurturing
envj:°n m ent many students who
are different” need.
f
Jennifer Clement ’93
|
j lrms this sense o f not belong~
§ ln her commentary. She
p
going to Zimbabwe during
r junior year as her greatest
F o s te r‘ experience, “ the growing experience] ^
gained through dealing w ith race
Rations
k . Hons and the search for my identity
J lng neither white nor Black.” W hile
arnent credits Terry Kershaw (sociology)
93) ^ ^ Was' Osei (political science, 1989as faculty members who kept her sane,
en ° C\3
^ art §*ves Evonne (political scifor 3n^ ^
W illiam s (chem istry) praise
so ^ [° V^ ' n8 academic mentoring and perWr*3 s°iace. Upon further reflection, she
the°te’ * ^ e d Dr. Watts [history emeritus],
St ?ro^wh ° taught me South African
ex l ' eS'
was a character, but he let me
Ye[*i?re and made me think. I liked that.”
at ^ e Hart’s poem, which she wrote while
can ° ° S*er’ reveals a level o f profundity that
i ,.0nly come from those spaces where the
So i'vidual is snatched from the abyss o f
, e and forced to hear someone,
in college a DARK black man — a

man I w ill forever be grateful for — a
man I have never seen again — heard
the voice inside o f me and asked me a
simple question: “ Do you hate Black
people?”
Many tears, fears, and years later,
now, she writes:
“A man asked me whether I hated
Black people and then, on such a small
campus, disappeared from m y life. I have
never seen him again. He was a dark, hand
some man. He changed my life — for the
better. M y exploration o f my race took place
at Wooster and enriches my life today.
There was some exploration o f myself as a
female but that is really just beginning now.
The race issue was the most im portant
thing while I was on the campus, and my
dark, handsome friend was the biggest help
0f all — he asked me a question, and it took
me years to answer it — no, I do not hate
Black people. To him I am forever grateful.”

Libby Turner ’86 has no complaint
about her sojourn on the Wooster campus;
yet, she has felt somewhat disoriented upon
her return. Being a fu ll-tim e professional
singer and recording artist as well as voice
teacher, legal advocate, and choir director,
keeps Turner extremely busy. Yet she did
find tim e to fill out the questionnaire and
note that she was most influenced by her
courses in languages, religion, music, and
theater. In addition, she lists Daniel Winter,
and Josephine W right (music), Dale Moore
(music, 1977-84), Annetta Jefferson (the
atre), Pablo Valencia (Spanish and Italian
emeritus), A rn Lewis (art), and Gordon
Tait (religious studies emeritus) as most
influential and comments that she loved
my radio experience at WCWS. Tui ner
notes a contradiction in her treatment as a
student and as an alum. She wrote, I was
encouraged by a supportive music faculty
— but as an alumna, I have not always felt

so well-received as a returning artist or
A frican American.” She comments: “ I find
this interesting i f not predictable, but I do
enjoy returning to campus for w ork and
visiting.” Finally, her unbridled enthusiasm
for the place overrides her other concerns
and she notes, “ I keep my memories o f
Wooster in collections o f good feelings.”
On the other hand, Bim Adams’ (’92)
most powerful mem ory o f Wooster is “ the
brotherhood I was involved w ith among my
classmates. Everything we did or accom
plished was as a family. I was strong for
them and, at times, they were strong for me.
We communicated, as we still do.”
For many Black alumni, Wooster was
neither heaven nor hell; it was simply a
place to go to college. Yet each student
retains one special habit or skill which was
honed in the Amish suburbs.
In response to the question, “ What
did your Wooster experience contribute to
the life you are now living?”
most respondents are quite spe
cific. Dale Perry ’62 (trustee)
writes that Wooster “gave me
the confidence to compete w ith
anybody in my fie ld . . . . ” He
also notes fondly the value that
physical education and keeping
fit have played in his life. His
favorite Wooster memory: “ My
experience as a freshman, ru n 
ning w ith classmates John
Harley ’62, Stuart Paterson ’62,
and Tim othy Stepetic ’62
against the sophomores at the
Bag Rush relay, stands out like a
scene from Chariots of Fire. We
ran like the w ind that day, leav
ing the sophomores far behind.
As members o f the track team,
we all improved greatly because
o f the conditioning and form training
heaped upon us by Carl Munson (physical
education, 1921-62, d. 1979). Our crowning
achievement was w inning the Ohio
Conference Championship and setting a
school record which stands to this day.”
W hile im proving bodies and minds,
Wooster was also a place that emphasized
cross-cultural communication. Thus, Jackie
Lewis ’76 called “ the a bility to converse
w ith all types o f people,” a skill that “ helps
w ith my job.” Moreover, Priscilla L. LewisPrice ’86 notes that Wooster “ . . . prepared
me for a life o f often being the m inority. At
Wooster, we all met students who took a
college education for granted, as well as
having employment guaranteed after they
graduated. I am still meeting people who do
not understand that in America all are not
allowed the same opportunities.”
Professor Oney D. Fitzpatrick, Jr. ’80
7

(psychology, University o f Texas) says that
Wooster “gave me a sense o f direction and
the drive to be successful.” He credits IS and
the psychology department for setting him
on the path which keeps him in the Ivory
Tower. “ By participating in so many organi
zations at Wooster,” Yvette L. Harris ’89
concludes, “ I improved my communication
and organization skills.”
“Although I was one o f only five
African American students enrolled during
the 1955-56 academic year and one o f a
maximum o f probably twenty by the tim e I
graduated,” remembers Donald Register
’59, “ the m ix o f international students and
students from many states across the coun
try, from different social, academic and
economic backgrounds, made interaction
educational, stimulating, and challenging.
It is what prepared me for the breadth o f
effective involvement in the church and
world I have had. 1 am good at interacting
w ith people o f varied backgrounds,
interests, and intellect.”
As a private practicing attor
ney, Cuthbert Johnson ’74 notes
that he developed the “ facility
which fosters study in solitude” at
Wooster. Johnson also singles out
Solomon Oliver ’69 (political sci
ence, 1972-76, now alum ni trustee)
as a prim a ry influence on his life.
On a more jocular level, Ronald S.
Ransom ’77 claims that “ the
Wooster experience broadened my
views on a variety o f subjects — I
have many fond memories, but as I
am now a happily m arried man
(and wish to stay that way), I th in k |
it is best that I keep silent.” In fact, ~
despite its location and the weather ®
(known as “ Woostering” ), several
respondents met their spouses here.
Prester Pickett ’87 and his wife have
presented national tours o f A Word, A Song,
a two-person tribute to the lives o f M artin
Luther King, Jr., and Mahalia Jackson.
Learning Specialist for Educational Support
Services at Case Western Reserve University
while he works on a Ph.D. in American
studies and a rapidly developing career as
w riter for theater and television, Pickett
credits his success to Wooster’s ability to
allow him to belong, learn from and con
tribute to the Black community. He particu
larly remembers how Black faculty sus
tained him during the deaths o f three very
close fam ily members. In addition, he
notes, “ The IS experience still benefits me
to this day. After graduation I was able to
tour w ith my IS [a one-man show] and
make a number o f connections that helped
me maintain the pursuit o f a career in the
ater.” His careful, thoughtful answers to the
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various questions suggest a special accolade
for Ted W illiam s and the chemistry depart
ment as well as an affirm ing special rela
tionship w ith Annetta Jefferson. “ These
professors made me feel special, and 1
know,” he writes, “ that they weren’t acting.”
One athlete, George Bell ’79, says he
“ started coaching while at Wooster and
have continued after graduation.” Though
his appearances in Kauke are rare, he is
“just down that hill,” where he coaches soc
cer and track for the Wooster C ity Schools.
Teaching K-12, he notes, “ Every day (from
seven to seven!) is a new challenge.”
“ No one ever said that redefining the
sociopolitical structures o f our w orld would
be easy,” writes Thoko M. Banda ’90, as he
looked for a job and long “ wondered i f the
‘peanut-butter-jelly-sandwich’ days would
ever end. Pounding the streets o f
Washington, D.C., was made easier by
remembrances o f thought-provoking p o liti

cal science (particularly Dijana Plestina’s)
classes and the camaraderie o f the women’s
soccer team, which he helped coach while at
Wooster. Now a successful consultant spe
cializing in policy analysis, political risk
assessment, and executive leadership devel
opment, this political refugee from Malawi
has found a home in America try in g to help
destroy the last vestiges o f colonialism and
neo-colonialism in southern Africa.
His favorite story is a classic academic
nightmare. His tongue firm ly in cheek, he
writes, “ I must be the only person in the
world who did not celebrate when the
Berlin Wall came down! M y senior IS was
about future prospects for the European
Community, and, as you can well imagine,
my theory did not anticipate that the EastWest impasse would collapse before Spring
break was over. I thought they could’ve
postponed that historic moment for anoth
er few months or so! (Just kid d in g .)”

Obviously, Wooster Black alum ni
have scattered far and done much. From
Seattle to Florida, many are strategically
placed in government, business, education,
and law. Others toil in labors o f love in the
arts, music, and politics.
Systems engineer Selena Johnson ’74
credits the Career Placement and
Development Center, the Wooster
Internship program, and IS for setting her
on the path o f her life-long career. This is
how she describes what occurred:
“ M y IS project involved a computer
research project. I also was able to p artici
pate in an intern project at Rubbermaid
where I first laid my eyes on computer
hardware and became fascinated. M y first
job out o f Wooster was for AT8cT, where I
became involved in computer software
development. I have had several jobs in the
field.”
A fter years o f working hard in the
world, however, Johnson still remem
bers that “ the high point o f my Wooster
experience was when I got a 99 on Dr.
Fobes’ [mathematics emeritus] math
final. He was tru ly gifted and inspira
tional. I appreciate the fact that he
wrote a recommendation for me to get
my first job.”
“About a month prior to gradua
tion from Wooster,” writes Presbyterian
m inister Donald Register, “ Dr. W illiam
Schreiber [German emeritus] asked me
what I was going to do after graduation'
I replied, ‘I ’m going into the Naval
Cadet Program.’ He responded, ‘I think
that you should try seminary for a year
and see how you like it.’ At that
moment, many o f the experiences and
coincidences o f the last four years
seemed to fit together. I went to semi
nary, and I liked it! T h irty-fo u r years
later, I continue to enjoy a challenging and
fu lfillin g profession.”
Few people can actually be so lucky as
to find both a vocation and a job; yet all of
the respondents to this survey are gainfully
employed. Warwick “ Buddy” Harris ’66,
now an account representative w ith a life
insurance firm selling employer-sponsored
tax-deferred annuities, recalls that, “ I start
ed my in itia l career through a campus inter'
view at Wooster. After a twenty-five-year
career w ith IBM , I took early retirement in
1991 to start a second career in the financial
services business.” One job, like one IS foot'
note, is never enough.
A two-sport athlete, Harris recounts a
long list o f favorite coaches and teachers.
He notes that “ Dr. Ted W illiam s sitting in
his favorite seat at home basketball games. • •
always an avid fan, was also a personal
inspiration to me since I had come to

Wooster from East Orange, NJ. He provided
mstant feedback and support.” In a word to
younger alums, Harris writes that Wooster
contributed to his life by showing him “ the
need and ability to establish friendships
with all types o f people. Also the academic
quality o f Wooster quickly establishes your
educational credibility.”
But this report would not be complete
without a comment like M ark Goodman’s
j 90), philosophy graduate student at Tufts
University and Fellow at the Du Bois
nstitute at Harvard, in a telephone inter
view. The more things change, the more
they remain the same,” he remarked. When
asked why he posited such a cynical asser
tion to an in q u iry about the role and place
°t the College in his personal and profes
sional development, he noted that
Revolutions do go backward. I have been
ack to Wooster many times since my grad
a tio n ; and many o f the goals and issues we
struggled for and were promised as a result
0 the Galpin Takeover’ in 1989 have been
reversed or ignored.”
David Kintu ’88 doesn’t like much
°ut his present employment in temp jobs
~
he works on a master’s degree, and he
juds his situation further complicated by
e College’s determination to collect on the
° ans he had to take out to complete his
e ucation at Wooster. W hile he loved work'^g with George Galster and W illiam Baird
oth economics) while here, his present
1 iculties make Wooster “a bitter expen
s e in my mouth.”
Kintu is bitter and Goodman feels
C ^ g l y about his negative evaluation o f the
s ° e§es comm itment to Black students
^ c ific a H y ancj m ulticulturalism generally,
^ their views do not represent the sentients o f most o f the respondents to our
rve* But no one in touch w ith the broad
ly uterican experience could expect that
°oster would somehow be an island o f
Perfection.
c

Renee W hite ’ 73 took an extra page to
I attended Wooster at the height

act' 6

movement when affirmative

sitUi11WaS °n

m'nc^s °f most white

\yQa c°hege administrators. 1 feel that
Bla°lTer ^ a 800^ i 0'3 ° f ‘accommodating’
reso Stuc^ents — more Black faculty,
0 ° Urce speakers invited to campus,
sles tUn^*eS to congregate w ithout hash ’ el:c’ ' never experienced a situation o f
cauar ent or racism at Wooster — basinot^ 11ecause my R.A. was Black and would
Bla t ° W ^ S0’ f socialized w ith only
pusC stU(fents — my choice. I was off-cama ot thanks to Urban Studies and summerstudy fo Mexico.
ava l- k- aPPrec' ated the small classes and
1a ility o f professors. You could call

them at the office or home any time.
Students were always invited to professors’
homes for dinner or class meetings. You
would never see that at a large university.”
“ M y favorite story is my saddest
story,” wrote one respondent. “At gradua
tion, many o f the Black graduates spent
considerable time at the [Ted and Yvonne]
Williamses’ w ith our fam ily and friends.
The sense o f com m unity and fam ily is d iffi
cult to describe. Reflecting back, I would
have liked more o f my Wooster experience
to be defined by moments like this.”

Jeannette W hitfield ’74, who works
for a government international develop
ment agency specializing in Africa, says that
“seeing student cultural and racial conflict
at Wooster helped prepare me for a world
that is still very polarized, still very Black
and White, rich and poor, city and rural. I
came from a culturally diverse background
in New York City, so I was not used to
Blacks or whites try in g to pigeon hole me,
to tell me what I should think, feel, or
believe based on the color o f my skin. I met,
for the first time, Blacks who had only asso
ciated w ith Blacks and whites who had only
associated w ith whites. It was a struggle not
to bend to the pressures — either by not
letting the parents o f a white “ friend know
we were friends or by changing myself suffi
ciently to fit the then-current definition ot
‘Black.’ I refused to do either and am a bet
ter person for it today.”
W hitfield loved biology and history as
well as math while she was here, “And I still

love learning about everything. But Dr.
Floyd Watts had the magnetism and charis
ma that made me feel I could do it all, that
somehow I would find the path that was
right for me.”
Phyllis R. Simmons ’77 reminds those
who may have forgotten that there is a cer
tain continuity to the Black experience. “ I
remember,” she writes w ith a detached real
ism, “ finally to stop going to a department
store downtown because a male employee
would always follow me around, as i f I were
th inking o f com m itting a crime.” Black stu
dents in Wooster still have to face such dis
crim ination. Though Assistant Principal
Simmons remembers an unpleasant dim en
sion to her college years, she also recreates a
lost — and perhaps nostalgically mythical
— past;
“ I remember walking from Andrews
to Low ry and taking in the beauty o f the
campus, the friendliness o f other students I
passed, and the non-rushed country a tti
tude o f the drivers who always stopped to
watch me cross the street.”
Perhaps Simmons has forgotten the
intent and intensity o f some o f the looks;
because, in 1994, the walk from Andrews to
Low ry is still beauty in the spring and fall.
The friendliness o f the students is obvious.
Yet, they are rushing to class, and the
“country attitudes” displayed by some
drivers are best left unmentioned.
Simmons decided to become a teach
er after her first year at Wooster. “ I have
always wanted to make a difference in chil
dren’s lives.” She remembers “ how Dr. [ Ted]
W illiams would always remind us that his
doors on campus and at home were open to
us and to use them i f needed.”
She, like the other respondents,
named and unnamed, has made a differ
ence; and The College o f Wooster was an
integral part o f her motivations and form u
lations. “ I f it weren’t for Wooster, I would
not have been able to deal as successfully as
I have in a cultural environment very differ
ent from the east side o f Cleveland. Wooster
made me who I am professionally, for I dis
covered my true talent there where it was
nurtured.”
The questionnaires display self confi
dence, the sense o f professional and person
al competence, independent thinking, and
imagination. No college could claim all the
credit for such characteristics, built, w ith
the help o f family, over lives. But even those
who are critical o f Wooster remember its
emphasis on the importance o f hard work,
its caring attention, and its willingness to
reward their successes. They associate those
aspects o f the College w ith their prepara
tion for success in a diverse and challenging
world.
El

ary Young accepted a jo in t
appointment in English and
Black Studies at Wooster in
1991. Talking about her
course “ Black Women Writers,” and Black
Studies courses in general, she says, “ For
some Black students, the course is, in addi
tio n to a course in the study o f literature, a
part o f exploring and understanding their
own identities. For others, it becomes very
confusing because they have never heard of
these people; this is all new to them; it can
cause a lot o f anger. ‘W hy haven’t I heard o f
this before? Why was this withheld?” ’
Annetta Jefferson, who joined
Wooster’s English department in 1974 and
is now Professor o f Theatre, says, “ Black
Studies brings in a very significant part o f
the history and culture o f America which
for many years was totally ignored. When I
was in high school, Blacks died after slavery
as far as the history books were concerned.
In literature, we heard something about this
marvelous slave, Phyllis Wheatley, and we
read a couple o f poems and James Weldon
Johnson’s, ‘The Creation,’ but there were no
other Black writers in the anthologies.
“ So we grew up thinking that our race
had made no contribution to anything, cer
tainly not to the American scene. Luckily, I
had parents who talked w ith me.”
M ary Young says, “ Black people for
the most part have been taught that they are
evil people, bad people, and some students
have internalized that. At the same time,
they know that it’s not true because they’re
not like that. And so they grapple w ith these
two forces: the side that says ‘You’re noth
ing’ and the side that says ‘I’m somebody.’”

Photo by M a tt D ilyard
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Black Studies at
Wooster: A Sketch
by Peter Havholm

These are notes and comments toward a
f u ll account o f an enormously complex course o f
events which continues — and about which there
remains some disagreement.

M ary Young (English) discusses the topic o f the day
with Robin Craft ’94, Heidi Hoffman ’95, Rebecca
Sanders ’95, and A rm and Erwin '95 in English 210:
Black Women Writers.
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“ There are several pieces to the puz
zle,” says Ted W illiams, who joined
Wooster’s chemistry department in 1959.
“ There was a long history o f people com
m itted to more than a narrow focus in edu
cation, people like Helen Osgood (history
emeritus), Bob Walcott (history 1946-75, d.
1988), Clayton Ellsworth (history, 1931-71,
d. 1988), and W in Logan (speech emeritus);
who were forward-looking, and you add to
that people like John Chittum (chemistry,
1929-69, d. 1980) and some o f the others
who were traditionalists but set a climate of
openness for the campus.
“ So it was very easy to move into the
program w ith that senior supportive arm.
Garber Drushal (speech, 1946-63, political
science, 1964-77, president, 1967-77, d.
1982) and Fred Cropp ’54 (geology, Dean
and Vice President for Academic Affairs,
1968-77) pushed, too. In fact, Garber con
sistently supplied funds for visitors like the
Modern Jazz Quartet who made it more
comfortable for Black students to be here.

Some Significant Events
In the United States and at
The College of Wooster,
1953-1973
1953
A successful bus boycott is carried out by
Blacks in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
May 17,1954
The U.S. Supreme Court (In Brown v. Board o f
Education o f Topeka, Kansas) declares segre
gation in the public schools to be inherently

giving President Johnson extraordinary war
powers in Southeast Asia.

Fall, 1964 — Wooster
Seven Black students are enrolled at The
College.
February 21,1965
Malcolm X is assassinated in New York City.

P h o to b y M a tt D ily a r d

unequal.
September, 1957

February 24,1965

Central High School in Little Rock, Arkansas,
is integrated, with the assistance of the U.S.
National Guard.

Operation "Rolling Thunder," the sustained
American bombing of North Vietnam,
begins.

1959 — Wooster
Ted Williams is hired in chemistry, the first

The march from Selma to Montgomery,

Black member of Wooster's faculty.

StudCr°PP ^ ‘re<* Pay
t0 coor^ nate the Urban
aies program at Wooster in 1968.

made it seem natural for us to diversify
° Ur Programming.
Students had begun to question
° f the College’s actions early in the
s>long before there was any substantial
umber of Black students. For example,
teey questioned the requirement that a
k nured faculty member had, essentially, to
jte a Protestant in the Reformed Tradition.
]jcWas a manifestation o f the changing pubun consciousness. Then, w ith the strong
lat

o f vei7 good Black students in the

1961
Freedom Riders, led by James Farmer, leave

There is burning and looting after police
arrest a Black youth in Watts, California.

Castro fails at the Bay o f Pigs.

October, 1965 — Wooster
At the recommendation o f the Black higher

1962
James Meredith becomes the first Black per
son to attend class at the University of
Mississippi.
April, 1963
While in the Birmingham, Alabama, jail,
Martin Luther King, Jr., writes a letter to eight
Birmingham clergymen.
May 10,1963
Martin Luther King, Jr., announces "We have

Bl c ^ ° w> course>the legitimacy of
ac Studies is not a conversation at
ScL0ster- In fact, w ith all o f the brillia n t
0 ars coming along in that field, it’s less
a c°nversation everywhere.”

Nearly 800 boycotts, marches, and sit-ins
protesting segregation are held in 200 cities
and towns across the South.

that VTn<^ ^
was tb at kind o f event
abou 6^an t0 ma^e people at Wooster th in k
°u r responsibilities and what oppor-

August, 1965
Lyndon Johnson signs the Voting Rights Bill.

American-backed attempt to overthrow Fidel

come today to the climax o f a long struggle
for justice, freedom and dignity in the city of
Birmingham."

It wa!j
or8an' zecl a downtown march.
\y0
lzarre>in its own way. No one in
Vot ° S} f r Was denying the Black right to
fa j evertheless, we marched two abreast,
ge |i y and several hundred students, down
to Liberty Street and back up Market.
tj0
^ §ave us a real feeling o f participa-

Alabama, is declared legal, and Viola Liuzzo
is murdered.

Washington, D.C., to expose illegal segrega
tion practices in terminal accommodations.

mat
an<^ earIy
classroorn d ia ,e^ 'langed. There was more questioning
therefore more diverse thinking.

Wo
^ oc^8es began teaching history at
Afr° S,:er 'n 1962, when there were more
en 1Cjari ^ a n African American students
kp ° ec^ at l be College. “ Bev Asbury
ccame
19^2
" Pastor at Westminster Church in

March 21-25,1965

Summer, 1963

Medgar Evers is murdered.
Sixteenth Street Baptist Church in Birming
ham is bombed; four children are killed.
200,000 march on Washington in support of
the new Civil Rights Act. Martin Luther King,
Jr., says: "We have come here today to dra
matize an appalling condition— No, no, we
are not satisfied, and we will not be satisfied
until justice rolls down like the waters and
righteousness like a mighty stream."
November 22,1963
President John Kennedy is assassinated.
1964
A Civil Rights Act is passed by Congress and
signed by President Lyndon Johnson.
Congress passes the Tonkin Gulf resolution.

education study group (charged by Dean
Drushal to inaugurate a study in the summer
of 1965), the faculty creates a Committee on
Negro Higher Education.
1965- 66 — Wooster
More than 10 black students are enrolled at
the College.
Summer, 1966
James Meredith is murdered in Mississippi.
Summer, 1966 — Wooster
A cooperative program with Miles College in
Birmingham, Alabama, begins: tw o Miles
students take courses at Wooster's summer
session; two Wooster students spend the
summer at Miles, working in Miles' Upward
Bound program and in the community adult
education centers. Wooster faculty spend
one week each at Miles, giving lectures,
attending classes, and becoming better
acquainted with the school.
1966
Urban rebellions erupt in Chicago and
Cleveland.
1966- 67 — Wooster
More than 22 Black students are enrolled at
the College.
Wooster's NAACP and the Committee for
Concern on Vietnam merge to form the
Social Action Committee. "Two fairly distinct
branches have developed — one primarily
concerned w ith the Vietnam War and the
draft, and the other with Civil Rights and
Poverty."
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Here proving her versatility
in the fie ld o f theatre pro
duction, Annetta Jefferson
has written books about
Black theatre and her
i father, a bishop in the
j African Methodist
I Episcopal Church.

tunities existed here to remedy the wrongs
o f the past. We were propelled into a height
ened awareness o f race and its implications.
“ I th in k it was in the late ’60s that we
began to contemplate the idea o f the formal
study o f Black America. This was not a very
controversial thing to do. No one can argue
that Americans are all white, but I th in k in
terms o f what was happening around the
country we were certainly not late, so to
speak, as the movement toward the formal
study o f Black America gained pace.
“ O f course there were certain areas
where this was far easier to do. Black histo
ry had been around for a long time.
Beginning in the 1930s, for example, there
began to be a significant amount o f Black
history produced by both Black and white
scholars, and now Black history is a large,
large subdivision o f American history, wide
and deep. You could read a new book every
day and still fall behind.
“ There wasn't any significant opposi
tion to the introduction o f Black Studies to
the curriculum , particularly in certain areas
like history and English. There were d iffi
culties in other disciplinary areas because
the literature was not as wide nor as deep.
“ I taught the first Black history
course. [H istory 281: Afro-Am erican
History, Fall, 1969.] And it had an u n lim it
ed enrollment because people were clamor
ing to have it done. I taught it in the old lec
ture room in the basement o f Andrews
Library. There were about twenty Black stu
dents, almost every Black student on cam
pus, and about seventy white students.
“ There was some tension among the
white and Black students, not in a meanspirited sort o f way. But the white students
were venturing into uncharted te rrito ry
where the Black students were far more
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confident, and they challenged the white
students occasionally to defend naive posi
tions. ”
M ary Young says, “ some Blacks and
some whites seem to th in k that Blacks are
very, very different, that when they say
‘American,’ Blacks are excluded. Many of
my Black students have told me that they
are not American, and when I try to explain
to them that they are, they just sit there and
reject me. I guess that part o f doing Black
Studies at Wooster is convincing my Black
students that they are just as American as
my white students. That everything about
them is American no matter how much
they deny it.
“ I don’t th in k that it’s a question of
their not wanting to be American; I th in k
it’s that they feel that they have been reject
ed and so — before someone gets a chance
to reject them — they reject the idea.”
When asked to remember the
moment o f decision that led to the increase
Jim Hodges (history) taught
the firs t Black history
course at Wooster in 1969.

from seven Black Wooster students in 196465 to fo rty in 1967-68, Fred Cropp is silent
for a moment. Then he launches into a story
about a geologists’ meeting in Canada.
It was a celebration o f the w ork o f
J.Tuzo Wilson, one o f the prim e movers in
geology’s acceptance o f the theory o f plate
tectonics and continental d rift. At a lunch
w ith the eminent scientist he joined by
chance, “ Finally it was tim e for me to say
something to this great man,” Cropp
remembers, “and I said, ‘Dr. Wilson, could
you tell me exactly when it was that you
decided that your original position as a fixist might be wrong and that the idea o f
moving plates m ight be the way to go?’ He
said, ‘No.’
“ I don’t remember how or when it
started, but I know Garber Drushal should
get a lot o f the credit,” he says. “ I do remem
ber that when Garber became acting presi
dent in 1967-68 [after Howard Low ry’s sud
den death in the summer o f 1967], one o f
the first things he said was, ‘We’ve got to
increase the number o f Blacks on this cam
pus.’”
Fred Cropp remembers: “And one dayafter two or three years o f coming over from
Beacon House in Illinois to do Chapel pro
grams for us, Ray Day said, ‘You know, I ’ve
done about all I can do at Beacon
Neighborhood House. I’ve got to do some
thing else.’
“And I can remember going to Garber
and saying ‘We could hire Ray Day [sociolo
gy, 1968-83 first coordinator o f urban stud
ies, d. 1991 ] on our faculty i f we wanted
, >»
to.
Paul Christianson joined Wooster’s
English department in 1963. He remembers
that, in 1967, “ Some o f us realized that
these Black students were arriving in the
fall and no preparation had been made for
their entry to Wooster. So Jack Carruth

Ted Williams joined
Wooster’s chemistry department in 195 % when John
Chittum was chair.

1967 — Wooster
• About forty Black students are enrolled at
the College.
October, 1967 — Wooster
• The Committee on Negro Education reports
to the faculty that "if the College is to contin
ue its work in Negro education, it is time for a
full commitment to be made, always in the
light of the situation in this country now."
November 27,1967 — Wooster
• The faculty approves the constitution ofThe
Social Action Committee ofThe College of
Wooster, whose co-chairmen are the coordi
nator for Vietnam and the Coordinator for
Civil Rights and Poverty

December, 1967
• American troop strength in Vietnam
approaches 500,000.
March 23,1968 — Wooster

(music, 1952-72, d. 1972) and a bunch o f us
ecided that we would invite them over to
Jack’s house.
It was the Sunday before classes
started, and the faculty members o f the
committee on Black education were all
ere inside the house. And then the stuents, who were just as nervous, came up
e walk and the doorbell rang and we
°ught what do we say?’ It was just woner ul because they didn't know where they
ere ancI we didn’t know how to talk w ith
em. It was a very self-conscious time.”
Excerpts from Paul Christianson’s
“ nteS !° r
opening class in English 399:
eadings in American Negro Literature,”
ered in the fall semester, 1968:
dial
a c°urse be run on a genuine
10gue jn which there are no teachers or
'ntellU^ entS 3S SUC^ ’
rat^ er’ Pe0P(e
ectual good w ill and common interest?
dist

^
r *S^
souncf ' n8 na've or ° f
orting what already happens in classst °(ns’ i propose such a course o f JOINT
hire^ an<^ c^ scuss' on *n our present ven-

evgr Christianson remembers: “ Everyone I
t h r ta^ ec^ to had a sense that this was what
be j C° Untry and places like Wooster had to
y0
E went w ithout much reflection,
thin ■W^ at Was r '8bb and this was somei s t i c ^ 10 ^ ° ' There was a strong idealjustice uhad
not
SOm St,reak:
...
au u
u i been
u r a i xserved
m u o and
in
you 6
t0 f*e done. Particularly the
justn§er faculty felt this way, but it wasn’t
tllro^0an8er faculty. I remember walking
Sm'th
streets o f Wooster w ith Harold
as cUh (rebgion, 1948-71, d. 1977) who was
as a° ncerned w ith the issue o f social justice
ny°ne else. It was both a popular thing

to do and also an attractive thing to do in
the sense that it felt right to be doing it.
“ I f you looked at the Catalogue at that
point, it offered a relatively lim ited number
o f courses, in English very much in the tra 
d itio n o f ‘major writers’: Chaucer,
Shakespeare, M ilton.The students didn't
have a lot o f choices in the major. So this
represented a kin d o f radical departure.
“ But so many things were going to
change rapidly — not just w ith respect to
this blunt issue, but in the culture itself.
And that’s what put the hinge in our history.
I really do th in k the world went around a
big corner then.
“ I th in k our whole movement toward
examining cultural contexts in this decade
is in part a reflection o f the realization that
texts can’t be studied in isolation. Even to
decide what is the appropriate text to study
is a healthy question to ask. Certainly that
comes out o f that re-thinking o f what con
stitutes American culture, American
literature.”
Robert Blair joined Wooster’s sociolo
gy department in 1971, and he taught
Sociology 197: “ Racial and Ethnic
M inorities” in the winter quarter o f his first
year here. How did he come to be engaged
in the study that made him competent to
teach the course?
He remembers: “ It goes back to the
’60s. I especially had my consciousness
raised in the seminary where I went to
school, where we would actually be in class
one day and then out marching the next,
and then we would talk about how the ideas
we’d discovered in the march related to the
materials in the books. It was really an

• The Board of Trustees votes to rescind the
church requirement for freshmen.

March 25,1968 — Wooster
• The Urban Studies Major is approved by the
faculty.
May 3 1,1968 — Wooster
• New, more liberal curfews for women stu
dents:
Freshmen:
Sophomores:

10:30p.m. until Thanksgiving,
11:00 after
11:001st sem.; 12:00 2nd sem.

Juniors:
Seniors:

12:00
12:00
1:00 a.m. on weekends for all!
June 4,1968
• Robert Kennedy is assassinated in Los
Angeles.
Fall, 1968 — Wooster
• Raymond Day joins the sociology depart
ment and coordinates the Urban Studies pro
gram, itself a new entry in the Catalogue.
• English 399: "Readings in American Negro
Literature) is offered.

November 5,1968
• Richard Nixon is elected president, Spiro
Agnew vice president.

December 10,1968 — Wooster
• Victor Christ-Janer, architect, presents his
plans for the future McGaw Chapel to an
enthusiastic audience of students, faculty,
administration, and members of Westminster
Church in Scott Auditorium. Trustees had
voted to approve his plans December 7.

exciting time.
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Robert B lair joined
Wooster’s sociology depart
ment in 1971. He taught
Sociology 197: “Racial and
Ethnic M inorities’’ in the
w inter quarter o f his firs t
year.

“ I guess that the big thing was the
summer o f ’64 when we went south and
lived w ith a Black fam ily for three months,
just lived in the community. It wasn’t any
thing fantastic; it was more or less knocking
on doors and going to youth meetings —
voter registration and just really low- key
kinds of, here’s what we are about and
learning the culture. It was instructive to be
the only white in the auditorium and hear
people behind you saying, ‘What the hell is
he doing here?’ — things like that.
“ You get a sense o f otherness; a little
like what a Black person m ight feel. The
fam ily Kate Blair and I stayed w ith had two
young children. He was a minister, and his
wife had lived on the South side o f Chicago
and had talked to only one or two white
people in her whole life. I can remember the
children running their fingers through
Kate's hair, feeling the texture — just the
differences.
“ We were immersed in the culture,
and it gave us an appreciation for its rich 
ness. I ’ve always been interested in the lite r
ature on the Black family. I've always found
it fascinating.”

Wooster found a permanent director.
Back at Wooster in the job, “ I was tr y 
ing to establish a rather broad program, an
inter-disciplinary program which has
always been m y focus but one which never
theless would have coherence and that
would stand the test o f time. I was try in g to
get as broad a representation o f depart
ments as seemed reasonable, and to pull in
those areas which were really related to
what we considered Black Studies, and I
th in k we did that at that time.
“ The institutional attitude to me is
the amazing thing because I th in k it was a
very positive and supportive attitude. There
were certainly skeptical individuals, o f
course, and there were one or two who were
really unw illing to cooperate, but in general
we had wonderful support from the admin-

“ There were housing problems then,”
remembers Fred Cropp. “ I can remember
working w ith Russ Jones (urban studies,
1970-75,d. 1989), so that, when the apart
ment owner told Russ it had been rented, I
could say, ‘Whoa, hold it. I was on the
phone and it was available a half hour ago.’
That was going on in Wooster, Ohio.”
Yvonne W illiam s (Black Studies and
political science; Dean o f Faculty 1989-93)
remembers that Fred Cropp flew to
Hartford, Connecticut, where she was w ith
Ted W illiams during a leave he served at the
University o f Connecticut medical school,
to ask her i f she would consider being the
Director o f Black Studies for one year while
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Yvonne Williams (political science) was Wooster’sfirs t
Director o f Black Studies in 1972-73.

istration and pretty good cooperation from
faculty.
When the first full-tim e director, Ben
Berry (history, Director o f Black Studies
1974-78), left Wooster in 1978 to accept
another position, W illiam s returned to the
job.
“ For me, that was the most exciting
period,” she remembers, “ because I had to
be on top o f everything that was going on in
those days. I learned so much in that period
o f time; to be able to sell what I wanted to
do I had to understand the various disci
plines.
“ It was also a period o f tim e when the
dialogue was at a very high level w ith a
range o f different departments and again
very exciting. I th in k also we had students
in those courses who were excited about
Black Studies and they helped to keep the
pot boiling, so to speak. They were bright,
as our students always are, and they were
engaged and so it was very challenging.
“ I th in k we managed to develop a
very strong core curriculum and then our
program really became a kin d o f a model
for the small liberal arts school. We were
very active in the National Council o f Black
Studies and not many other liberal arts
schools out there were. For a college like
that to have a full-blow n major curriculum
was unusual, and Wooster then became a
kin d o f model for others.
“ In the last two decades, the disci
pline has matured. I th in k that the issue o f
A frocentricity is an overblown one because
there are different camps w ith in any disci
pline. I'm a political scientist, and I th in k of
the behaviorist and the structuralist schools
— yet there’s no thought that the discipline
is not valid. A fro-centricity is just one facet
o f what we call a discipline at whose core is
the conviction that i f you are studying the
Black experience, then Black people must
be at the center o f that study. They should
no longer be studied on the periphery or
always ‘in comparison to.’ That’s the heart of
the discipline.
“And it is expanding to include an
African viewpoint and developments in the
Caribbean as a part o f what we call Black
Studies. There have been other refinements
such as developments in psychology which
allow a Black psychology course. Josephine
W right’s coming to our campus brought
excellent courses in Afro-Am erican music
as well as a course on women in music
which is one o f the Women’s Studies cours
es. The Black politics course has been in the
curriculum for a long, long time, and I
th in k that Eric Moskowitz brings a particu
lar expertise to that course.
“ Our courses give students a broader
view o f a particular discipline, a particular

April 12,1969: — Wooster

Fall, 1970 — Wooster

The board votes to build McGaw and to raze

• Lewis Jones (history) and Russell Jones (polit
ical science) are hired. Both Black, they signif
icantly increase the College's offerings in

Memorial Chapel to clear the site.

April 28,1969 — Wooster
The faculty votes to establish an AfricanAmerican Studies major.

May 26,1969 — Wooster
The faculty votes to abolish the Chapel
Committee and to replace it with a com m it
tee called the Convocation and Campus Life
Committee.

June 6,1969 — Wooster
Victor Christ-Janer reports that McGaw will
have to be four feet further out of the
ground than planned. Its towers will be
proportionately lower.

September, 1969 — Wooster
P h o to b y M a t t D ily a r d

The Afro-American Studies major appears in
the 1969-70 Catalogue with courses listed in
Art, Economics, English, French, History,
Philosophy, Political Science, Religion,
Sociology, and Speech.
Black enrollment reaches sixty-eight.
aul Christianson (English) helped organize his depart
ment’sfirs t course in Black authors in 1968. O f the time,
e femembers, "So many things were going to change
fnpidly in the culture itself. A nd that’s what put the
lnge in our history. I really do think the w orld went
around a big corner then!’

area ° f study. It helps them realize that there
ls another perspective out there, though
whether or not they adapt that perspective
not the point. But it is im portant to
ecome aware o f what the challenges to
ones own point o f view are i f only so as to
e able to do a better job o f defending it.
ny view is enriched by a sympathetic
understanding o f the reasoning o f other
Points o f view.
White students say to me in my
l asses all the time: ‘I never knew that. ‘Why
taven't I heard it before?’ O f course, Black
students say the same thing — increasingly,
ese days. And that to me is sufficient rea
son to have the program.
The major is like any other liberal
arts major. It prepares our students to do a
?
whatever is out there. They have to
eyelop the same kinds o f research skills,
analytical skills, and w ritin g as any other
^ajors. And our students go into a variety
telds: the m inistry, social work, governrnent’ banking; many o f them go on to
§raduate school.”
Courses listed and cross-listed in Black
udies nearly always draw good enrollments.
ere are usually about the same number of
aJ°rs annually as for Classical Studies.
u,
When Annetta Jefferson arrived at
°°ster in 1974, “ there was a big question
in r n i i
,
,
, „ i i
‘ most college’s minds as to whether Black

October 15,1969
Massive anti-war demonstrations are held in
Washington, D.C.

November 6,1969 — Wooster
The Black Students' Manifesto is presented in
Chapel (held in Severance Gymnasium dur
ing construction of McGaw) by Ken McHargh
70, co-chair o f BSA
(B.S.A. Executive committee: Jerry Waters 72
co-chair, members Tony Alford 72, Greg
Bryant 72, Sharon Cleammons 72, Linda
Jones 73, Ben Matthews 72, Libby Moore
74, Rich Thompson 73, Al Tubbs 71.)

November 24,1969 — Wooster
"The faculty endorses the goal o f a greatly
increased number of Black and third-world
students at The College o f Wooster.
"To this end the faculty supports an all-out
effort by the campus community to recruit
Black and third-world students w ithout
delay.
"The faculty recognizes that this will require
additional scholarship funds, and it supports
every effort to raise the necessary funds."

April 11,1970 — Wooster
The board votes to remove the elms in front
of Kauke Hall and to plant cucumber magno
lias in their place.

May 4,1970
National Guardsmen kill four students at
Kent State; several Wooster students are
witnesses.

June 12,1970 — Wooster
"The Board of Trustees of The College of
Wooster reaffirms its continuing commit
ment to the education of Black and other
m inority students as a manifestation of our

courses studying the Black experience.

March, 1971
• Lt. William Calley is convicted o f the premed
itated murder o f South Vietnamese civilians
at Mylai.

October 22,1971 — Wooster
• A letter from Black students is presented to
the board of trustees, expressing three main
grievances:
" 1. The curriculum is not adequate to the edu
cation of Black people in terms of being per
tinent to their particular circumstances, nor
teaching them the kinds o f things they have
to know to return to a community and build
from the ground floor up__
"2. The Black students at The College of
Wooster on May 15,1968, proposed to the
Black Education Committee that by fall of
1969-70 the faculty would include at least
seven Black persons as instructors, professors
and guest lecturers. This has not been done.
"3. There is still, in the Admissions Office at The
College of Wooster, no full-tim e Black person
employed, to recruit Black students, for their
interviewing and to aid w ith dispensation of
their financial aid packages—
"This letter has been thrown together quite
hastily as a result o f the concern regenerated
at last night's meeting in the Physical
Education Center. It should be noted, howev
er, that these concerns have been rekindled
and not merely invented—
"The Black students of The College of Wooster
beseech you the Trustees to aid in this fight
to enhance the education of Blacks and to
dispel the ignorance and preconceived
notions o f whites, for the making of a better
campus community and for the making of
better professional and educated graduates
of this College.
Black Student Association
Ben Matthews, chairman
Jerry Waters, vice-chair"

April 8,1972 — Wooster
• The Trustees approve Babcock and
Westminster House as "program-centered
living-learning units w ith men and women in
the same building."
• The board of trustees votes "That [it] contin
ue the practice of giving full consideration to
women and members of m inority groups in
filling positions on the administrative staff
and in their subsequent promotion to the
level of administrative officer."

Christian concern."
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Josephine Wright (music) is
editor o f the scholarly jo u r
nal American Music. She
has taught in Wooster's
music department since
1981, and she is Wooster’s
present director o f Black
Studies.

Studies was going to be a tem porary thing
u n til the traditional disciplines caught up
w ith Black material or was here to stay. I
was probably one who thought that this was
all going to be — dreamy me — incorpo
rated into regular courses, as women would
be incorporated. Now I know that a Black
Studies major w ill always be needed. For
example, the material I’ve developed for
my text in Black theatre could never be cov
ered in one general course about American
theatre.
“ Black Studies is terribly im portant
because I th in k the biggest problem in the
United States is the lack o f communication
and simple lack o f knowledge. Commun
ication, in a diverse culture like ours,
requires understanding. I f we cannot get
along and understand one another’s cul
tures, then we w ill be in big trouble. We
can’t just sit in our little ethnic closets any
more; we've got to spread out a little and
learn something. And one o f the first things
to learn is that Blacks are an integral part o f
the American scene.”
Josephine W right came to Wooster’s
music department in 1981 from the depart
ment o f Afro-Am erican Studies at Harvard,
“ and I looked forward to the kind o f inter
departmental collaboration that would
allow me to operate between a traditional
department and Black Studies. I would not
have gone into a traditional department
w ithout that comm itment to Black Studies
because it has been m y career. I ’m the
baroque specialist, but nearly everything
I’ve published has been in Black Studies
and now American Music, so it’s really been
the interdepartmental experiences which
have helped me grow.”
Wooster’s Black Studies program
impressed her very much. “ The depth o f it,
the very careful structure o f it. It seemed
that there was dedication to the program,
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and the people who recruited me impressed
me w ith their sincerity.
“ Whether it’s a department or a pro
gram, Black Studies is always going to be an
interdisciplinary endeavor because o f the
nature o f its subject matter. The strategy for
keeping the program healthy w ill depend
upon the institution and the historical con
text o f that institution.
“ But m aintaining a very strong Black
Studies curriculum has more far-reaching
implications for a small institution out here
in rural Ohio. In an urban metropolitan
center, students have other outlets. I f the
College is sincere about fostering diversity,
it’s going to have to have a strong Black
Studies. M in o rity students see it as a sign of
the institution’s interest in the whole cul
ture, no matter what they’re thinking of
m ajoring in.

Here talking with Sunny-Marie Birney '94, Susan
Frazier-Kouassi (psychology) is engaged in research on
how race affects the way elementary teachers shape
children’s attitudes.

“ Black Studies scholars have estab
lished academic rigor and are being recog
nized for what they have achieved. It would
have been unheard o f fifteen years ago for a
scholar who specializes in Black music to be
the editor o f American Music [the major
journal o f which W right is the newly
appointed editor]. But now, the field is rec
ognizing a diversity in music that has
always been there.
“ There are some people who are still
back in the Neanderthal years, arguing the
issue o f legitimacy, but major scholars
today — the scholars the next generation
w ill know — are dealing w ith other issues.
“ We have barely touched the surface
o f the tip o f the iceberg in Black Studies. It’s
really virg in territory, and I would say that
the whole area o f American Studies is wide
open. As a nation, we still have so much to
learn about ourselves.
“American Studies is gradually mov
ing beyond being an Anglo-Saxon-centered
scholarship to being inclusive. Collectively,
people like Ron Takaki [’61, author of

Strangers from a Different Shore: A History
of Asian Americans] are forcing the disci
pline to change. As they get into the system,
w ritin g the books and editing the journals,
it is going to change. It’s a slow process, but
it’s been one that has been based on aca
demic rigor rather than rhetoric.”
Susan Frazier-Kouassi held a post
doctoral fellowship at the Center for the
Education o f Women at the University of
Michigan before she joined Wooster’s psy-

chology department in 1991. There, “ We
Were looking at some o f the psychological
and structural barriers that affect women in
math and science, and what I noticed was
there was a conspicuous absence o f women
of color. Since then, we have been looking at
African American girls and women and
w.hat happens to them in the scientific
Pipeline from K to 12.
It's about fourth or fifth grade where
here starts to emerge the difference in per
ceptions o f ability and perceptions o f confi
dence.
“ In the fall o f ’9 2 ,1 was working in
assillon City Schools and we were in a
1 th-grade classroom, videotaping teachers
2nd their interactions w ith boys and girls,
ts very subtle, but there is a difference in
e way teachers respond to boys and to
§lrls, particularly in subjects like math and
science.
We saw teachers bypass girls who
Were dying to answer the question and call
°n a boy. Then, even i f he got it wrong, he’d
§et the opportunity to get it right w ith in a
Certain period o f time.
But when a girl got it wrong, it was

Wrong ancj they moveci on And ti10se very
su tie behaviors lay the groundwork for
Saymg math is not a g irl’s area.
The m ajority o f elementary school
eachers are female, but they’re not immune
1° these stereotypes. They need to become
Ware that they’re doing it, first.
We have found that African
encan girls get socialized in a very d if
ferent way. It’s the same sort o f behavior,
•ttle Black girls are encouraged to be
They get rewarded for nice clothing
nice behavior and erasing the board.
be <70n>1: necessarily get rewarded for
lj, *n§ 'Htelligent or challenging or anything
dQe , ' They’re the good little girl who
jnt ^ n 1§et enough encouragement along
lo if ^ d e n I teach Black psychology I
gl° at Blacks, and I ’m not comparing
- s w hh whites. As in my research, I ’m
lng to understand the Black perspective,
girls? *S
b

,

exPerience ° f these young Black

dhere are Black psychologists who

tho 1 ® ack Studies. And then there are
„ i Se us who see ourselves as psycholo]ensS lrst’ hut who look through a different

chol ^

S3me Pr° h lems mainstream psytr ■°§lsts study. You certainly have to be
Ien' ned 'n both ways o f thinking. It’s a chaltrai 6 1° t r T t0 steP outside o f mainstream
fergH"1® an<^ look at something from a diftry nt Perspective. We do that, or at least we
'ng s”
Psych> and we end up challeng° ® e ° f the mainstream assumptions.
You probably recall the little robins,

the bluejays and the bluebirds, tracking in
the first grade, where little kids are placed
according to their abilities based upon stan
dardized tests. Once they have certain
scores, children are not allowed to do cer
tain things; their potential is lim ited. But I
don’t subscribe to that; I subscribe to the
belief that children can get smart; they're
not necessarily born smart.
“ Secondly, i f I ’m an inform ed teacher
or an inform ed parent, I have a good sense
o f what my child can and cannot do. A stan
dardized test score does not tell me any
more about what my child can or cannot
do, and so therefore I don’t fin d it to be
informative.
“ T hird, psychologists disagree about
the meaning o f intelligence. How then can
we measure this concept when we can’t even
agree what it is?
“ Since we do not agree about what
we’re testing and the tests add little to what
we know — and since they function to lim it
what children can do, I’m afraid the tests
are a mechanism for maintaining the status
quo. Statistics show that the kids who get
into gifted education programs are dispro
portionately white middle class children,
selected by standardized test scores. The
tests help to keep people in the places where
society assumes they belong.
“ I ’m not in the classroom to change
someone’s fundamental beliefs, but I am
there to get people to question and to th in k
critically about things that they have not
thought about before. That is what a liberal
arts education is supposed to be. A t least
that’s what we say.”
M ary Young says, “A frican American
women writers through the 1940s seem to
be tryin g to say to the m ajority culture,
‘See, we are no different from you. We share
the same assumptions; we read the same
books and newspapers; we have the same
cocktail parties.’
“ Their heroines were as close to white
as possible, while still being Black. By that I
mean that they had European features,
mannerisms, appearance. Perhaps there
were no positive role models in the culture
who were dark-skinned Black women.
Perhaps the writers were try in g to appeal to
their white readership. Whatever the rea
sons, it was only when Gwendolyn Brooks
published Maud Martha in 1954 that there
was, for the first time, a black Black
heroine. And from that period on, there
began to appear different types o f Black
women heroines. Black people had begun
to accept themselves as they were rather
than as outsiders defined them.”

June 17,1972
• Five men are arrested for breaking into the
Democratic National Committee offices at
the Watergate complex in Washington, D.C.

September, 1972 — Wooster
• More than 100 Black students are enrolled at
the College.

March 29,1973
• The last American troops leave Vietnam.

May 28,1973 — Wooster
• The faculty's committee on educational poli
cy recommends a Department o f Black
Studies. The motion fails, 38-57.
• Russell Jones (urban studies) moves that the
Afro-American Studies major be eliminated.
The motion passes 52-23.

May 31,1973 — Wooster
• At a Special Faculty Meeting, called primarily
to discuss major changes to the Statutes of
Instruction proposed by the faculty's com
mittee on governance,
"Several times during the course o f the
meeting business was interrupted by the
appearance and speeches o f Black students
who were protesting the discontinuance of
an Afro-American Studies major and the fail
ure o f the faculty to establish a Department
o f Black Studies [as voted at the previous
meeting]. The students addressed particular
ly questions to the faculty, demanding to
know why individual members voted the
way they did and why the votes were by
secret ballot. Several o f the faculty respond
ed as to the reasoning of their vote, and Mr.
Drushal explained that a secret ballot was in
order whenever requested and was used
many times.
"Mr. Gates moved that a committee
consisting of the following people be
appointed: President, Dean, chairmen of
Music, Art, Speech, History, Economics,
English, French, Political Science, Religion,
Psychology, Sociology, and the Librarian.
"The charge for this special committee,
as voiced by several, was to meet with the
Black Student Association over the weekend
to try to interpret the vote of the faculty on
the two issues, to attempt to create a Black
Studies program, and in general to keep
communication open between the faculty
and the students."
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“ We talk about the great triangle, from
Europe to Africa to the Americas and back to
Europe, the route of the slavers. It is critical to
understanding the Black experience here in
America.
“ We look at the whole history o f
Colonialism, at the Haitian experience, for
example. The Haitian Revolution fed on the
example o f the French Revolution and led to
Haitian independence and to H aiti’s strug
gle to define itself in the face o f America’s
constant in roads. There were two or three
invasions, including one that led to the
U.S.’s occupying H aiti for nineteen years.
Then the coming o f the Duvaliers — so what
we have today in Haiti is really a reflection of
more than a century o f struggle.
“ We study ethnic diversity in the
region, much o f which goes back to the
post-emancipation period after 1842.
Blacks had left the plantations in British ter
ritory, so the planters tried to obtain inden
Alphine Jefferson (history)
directed the Black Studies
program at Southern
Methodist University in
Dallas beforejoinin g
Wooster’sfaculty in 1989.
An ordained Presbyterian minister, Samuel M urrell
(Black Studies/Religious Studies) does some pu lp it sup
ply preaching fo r the Muskingum Valley Presbytery on
weekends. D uring the week, he has introduced courses
in Caribbean Studies to Wooster’s curriculum.

Sam M urrell came to the College o f
Wooster in 1991, w ith an appointment that
divided his tim e between Black Studies and
Religious Studies, tw o-thirds in Black
Studies.
He is ordained in the Presbyterian
Church, “And so I ’m here officially also as a
member o f the Muskingum Valley
Presbytery, and I do a lot o f pulpit supply
preaching in the area.”
M urrell has added “ Introduction to
Caribbean Studies” to the Wooster cu rricu 
lum. “ Slaves were brought from Africa
through the Caribbean to the U.S., so it’s a
logical connection,” he says. “ In fact, 38
percent o f the slaves taken out o f Africa
went to Brazil, and so there are more Blacks
in South America than in North America
and the Caribbean put together. There are
over 100 m illio n in South America, 34 m il
lion in the Caribbean and 35 m illio n in the
United States. Dealing adequately w ith the
Black diaspora takes us well outside the
boundaries o f the United States.”
Among many other things,
“ Introduction to Caribbean Studies” looks
at “ the slave trade, except that we do not call it
‘trade.’ In trade, there is an exchange of goods,
but what we had in Africa was really a
pillaging.
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tured laborers from Europe, and that didn’t
work. So they went to China and then to
India. Between 1844 and 1917, more than
ha lf a m illio n Indians were brought to the
Caribbean. There are certain towns where
you’d th in k you’re in Delhi because nearly
40 percent o f the population is Indian.
“ The Caribbean component is a nec
essary and missing piece in the study o f the
Black American experience.
“ Some o f m y students feel that the
course is too critical o f America and by
nature, the course is critical o f the use o f
U.S. power in the Caribbean. I don’t see any
other way to teach it and stimulate the
interest that I get.
“At any rate, as John Dewey said, edu
cation is not intended to make us feel com
fortable and happy; it should disturb us, get
us on the edge o f our seats, get us ready to
get into action.”

Alphine W. Jefferson (history) says,
When I came here there were twelve Black
faculty on the staff. That's a number that
the College should pride itself for. I don't
mean to say that the College has done all it
needs to do, but given that most schools
have half that number, i f that, the College
has something very special. We do have an
excellent Black Studies program, and I
know it is a national model. It is referenced
often for the kinds o f things we have put
together here.
“ Black Studies is here to stay, w ithout
question. The thing that most impresses
me>not only here but elsewhere, is that year
after year after year, a student comes up to
say I am so grateful that I had this expoSUre. I never knew anything o f this.’ Then
the question w ill come, ‘W hy d id n 't any
body else teach me this? A nd why isn’t there
m°re o f this?’
“ I have fo rty students registered for
tty History o f Black America. I taught it in
the fall to more than fo rty students. So we
Can offer that class every semester and it
whl fill up. Departments have to be w illin g
to forego some o f their traditional prerogatlVes>sometimes, to ensure that faculty who
Can teach Black Studies courses can be
deluded. We may have to create new slots.
“ I think, moreover, that much o f the
conversation about any aspect o f the Third
odd is referenced through the Black experience in the United States. The Black culturalist movement in Brazil, for example, is
now — in 1994 — where the Black C ivil
nights Movement was in 1950 here. And
ney are referencing — page for page, activ'ty f° r activity, legal strategy for legal strate
gy
our Black C ivil Rights movement.
One o f the things that prompted the
. lvu Rights movement that finally matured
jn the 1960s was Black soldiers going away
a° '),ar *n World Wars I and II and in Korea
u having a different racial experience
r°ad. You can see the same thing in what
aPPened to Malcolm X when he went to
ecca- Black Americans’ racial attitudes are
c°nstructed in the lim ited context o f this
° Untry. But Malcolm went to Mecca and
, s Heated as a brother by whites and other
n*c groups — and he then had to reconruct(his thinking about race.
So much is in how you frame the dis
cussion. One o f the most d ifficu lt issues
*8 t now is the Black/Jewish relationship
^ the Black/Korean relationship.
n n °rtunately what is essentially an ecor a° m ic ^ssue is being played out in
^ cial/ethnic terms. It ultim ately doesn’t
whether the store on the corner is
Bl ^ ky a Korean or a Jewish person or a
ac Person. The issue is whether or not

that store is constructed as exploitative and
to what extent that is simply a reflection o f
our economic system or a response to the
kinds o f risk one perceives one has to take
in order to have a store in a certain kin d o f
socio-economic community.
“ But unfortunately, that discussion is
too often focused through a racial rather
than an economic lens. And I th in k that
serves certain populations. I f you keep peo
ple at odds w ith each other, you forestall
any k in d o f coalition, and you rupture what
has been a positive, symbiotic relationship
between Blacks and Jews. Certainly the
C ivil Rights Movement would not have been
anywhere near as successful, anywhere near
as powerful or forceful, w ithout Jewish aid
and support. Most people who know the lit 
erature know that to be absolutely true.
“ I th in k o f the young white woman
who ran up to Malcolm X and asked, ‘What
can I do to help the revolution?’ He said,
‘Go talk to white people,’ and that’s what I
tell m y students when they ask, fu ll o f dis
covery, what they can do. Sure it’s nice to
tutor a Black kid and it’s nice to contribute
to the scholarship fund, but it’s more
im portant to risk something by engaging
your father, your uncle, your grandfather —
those who actually make decisions about
peoples’ lives. So we hope, those o f us who
teach Black Studies, that we are teaching a
generation o f white kids who w ill ultim ately
fin d their self-interest in prom oting more
expansive and tolerant notions o f race and
m ulti-culturality.
“ Only that can save us from the frag
mented culture we all fear, really — a larger
concept o f humanity, a larger concept o f
rightness, a larger concept o f fairness.
“ I would th in k that Americans, Black
and white, would want to live in a society
where there is no violence, where we don’t
every day have to put up w ith the psycho
logical and physical tension that we all
carry around, terrified o f that one mistake
that w ill allow us to be hurt. Perhaps the
way actually to achieve a gentler, kinder
America is to spread resources a little more
widely as well. Perhaps as more and more o f
the white middle class and lower middle
class and w orking class folks see that they
aren’t doing well either — that it isn’t just
the Blacks — they are going to start
demanding certain kinds o f structural
changes that w ill allow us to be less fearful
o f one another. ”
Eg

June 7,1973 — Wooster
• At a Special Faculty Meeting:
The faculty votes (84-7) to adopt the
report o f the Special Committee on Black
Studies which, among other things:
Authorizes appointment of a Director
of Black Studies (and Chairman of the
Committee on Black Studies);
Establishes a Committee on Black
Studies to consist of:
"Black faculty members, Director of
Black Studies, the President, the Dean, the
Associate Dean, the Dean of Students, the
Librarian, and the chairmen of the
Departments of Art, Economics, English,
French, History, Music, Philosophy, Political
Science, Psychology, Religion, Sociology, and
Speech, and students from BSA."
And establishes that the following
courses would be continued:
Black America (History), African History
(History), Afro-American (History), Political
and Social Philosophies of Black America,
Racial and Ethnic Minorities, Black Politics,
Civil Liberties, Afro-American Literature,
French Literature o f Africa and the
Caribbean, Black Religions, Black Theatre,
Black Church Music, Jazz.
Additional courses added to the
schedule since it was printed: Ghetto eco
nomics, Black Oral Interpretation, Black Art
and the Contemporary Scene, African
Mythology.

June 16,1973 — Wooster
• In a report to the board of trustees, the
Human Relations Commission writes:
"Although progress has been made in the
academic, social, environmental, and racial
aspects of campus life covered by the Human
Relations Commission, in some areas lack of
progress or too slow progress requires a con
tinuing role o f the Commission."

June 25,1973
• John Dean '61, former White House counsel,
tells a Senate committee that President
Nixon tried to cover up the Watergate affair.

Summer, 1973 — Wooster
• Yvonne Williams is hired as Director of Black
Studies.
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he North Coast Athletic Conference
is to Division III swimming as the

Southeastern Conference is to Division I
football, and Kenyon and D enison
dominate as if they were Florida State
and Alabama, with Ohio Wesleyan and
Allegheny close b ehind. W hen the
Wooster men’s team went to the NCAC
Conference meet at Oberlin, therefore,
its goal of beating Case and Oberlin for
fifth place seem ed am bitious. The
women set their goal at third.
At right, coaches Keith Beckett (c.), Ken
Plusquellec ’57 (1.) and Brian Vereb ’92
(r.) celebrate the achievement of the
men’s team’s goal. The women also took
the place they strove for, earning Beckett
“Coach of the Year” honors from the
NCAC. The women went on to place
thirteenth at Division III Nationals.
“The morale on deck greatly affects the
meet,” said co-captain Mark Groynom
’94 (see page five). On these six pages,
the morale of W ooster’s swimmers is
apparent.

Photographs by M att Dilyard

“ We’re number five!” Bottom row, 1. to r.:
Peggy Teale ’96, Heather Gleason ’96,
Karen Buchmueller ’97; Christina Rogers
’94 whistles behind Teale; 2nd row: Paul
Caviglia ’95, Kip Kelly ’96, Coaches
Plusquellec and Beckett, Eric Black ’95,
Coach Vereb, and Graham Westerberg
’97; 3rd row: Esteban th u r de Koos ’97,
Matt Kacenga ’97.
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T “ GO!” Phillipe Kozub ’97 and Andrew
Wunderley ’97 sport shaved heads and
kilts, the better to go smoothly through
the water and to shake the opposition.
They are joined here by Krissy Getrich
’97 (1.) and Robin Oswald ’97, all four
cheering on Carolyn Knox ’97 in the
400 yd. individual medley.

Liz Helstein ’96 turns beautifully toward
the water below the three-meter board.

FIELD

STUDIES

At his first Conference meet during his fUst
year at Wooster, M ark Groynom ’94 was
looking for something special to psych up
the team. Through a discovery process n0''
lost in time, he arrived at blowing up (in
both senses!) his swim cap.
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Reflections on
Physics and Society
by A. V. Crewe

Albert Crewe, the William E. Wrather
Distinguished Service Professor of Physics at
the University o f Chicago, invented the scan
ning transmission electron microscope. He
obtained the first images of atoms ever taken
with an electron microscope and took the
first motion pictures o f atoms. This lecture
was given at the inaugural celebration of
Wooster’s new Victor J. Andrew Chair in
Physics.
accepted the invitation to speak on
this occasion w ith a great deal o f plea
sure and for several different reasons.
Although I never had the pleasure o f
meeting Victor J. Andrew [’26], I know the
rest o f the fam ily very well. Ed Andrew [’61]
and I attended countless swim meets
together while our two sets o f children were
growing up. I also know the company, the
Andrew Corporation, quite well and count
several o f the senior executives — past and
present — as my friends. In addition, how
ever, I am a physicist by training, and it is a
pleasure to help dedicate a new chair in the
subject. Finally, I find myself growing older
in a rapidly changing world and have had
cause to ponder on the position o f physics
in society, or more precisely to give some
thought to what that position ought to be.
Maybe these thoughts w ill be o f interest and
maybe they are not what you m ight imag
ine.
Throughout the past half-century, sci
ence in general and physics in particular
have been the domain o f the elite. Science is
intellectually demanding and needs an
inordinate amount o f study time. Physics is
a discipline. No amount o f in tuition or per
ception can substitute for the time required
to absorb the concepts, the history, and the
mathematical techniques that are needed.
Science also has been profitable.
Scientists o f all kinds have been in demand
and, until recently, few, i f any, have been
impoverished. The benefits brought by sci
ence to society are readily apparent to even
the casual observer, and although the rele
vance o f any particular activity may be
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questioned, the value o f the whole is rarely
in doubt.
Science has been well supported
financially. Government agencies o f all
forms have supported both basic and
applied research, although not always w ith
complete understanding. Whatever the pro
jects and whatever the motives, the steady
output o f reports and discoveries made it all
worthwhile.
Industrial support has always been
high, and some o f the best laboratories the
world has ever seen were privately support
ed. Once again, the steady flow o f patents
and inventions justified the cost.
One should also acknowledge the
support o f charitable foundations and
trusts. Many o f these have provided invalu
able help in the scientific endeavor by help
ing those w ith more promise than tangible
performance. We could not have succeeded
w ithout them.
And we have succeeded. One could
cite one trium ph after another. We have
uncovered the laws o f physics one after
another and applied them to an everincreasing array o f industrial processes and
consumer products. Each o f us has benefit
ed from this progress, and few o f us are

Albert Crewe, William E.
Wrather Distinguished
Service Professor of Physics
at The University of
Chicago, gave the inaugu
ral lecture for the Victor J.
Andrew Chair in Physics at
The College of Wooster.
Donald Jacobs is first to
hold the chair.

w ithout one o f these products, from cellular
phones to CD players.
We have had so much success that
many o f us have devoted part o f our tim e to
ensuring that the progress continues. We
have tried to encourage young people to
study science, and we have promoted
physics.
Physics is not easy. In fact, it is proba
bly the most difficu lt and demanding o f all
academic subjects. It is shunned by the
m ajority o f students at all levels o f educa
tion. The worst fate that can befall most stu
dents is having to take physics. It even car
ries over into the social sphere. On social
occasions one is often asked “ What do you
do?” and one quickly learns that the surest
conversation stopper is to reply “ I am a
physicist,” since this response always causes
the tongue to freeze, the shoulders to droop,
and the eyes to glaze over. About the best
result one can expect is “ I took physics once
but don’t remember any o f it.”

The surest conversation stopper is
to reply “I am a physicist.”
The subject is not only difficult, but it
is known to be difficult, w ith the result that
it is hated and feared. This fear permeates
all levels and consequently is passed along
through the generations. To a child who is
having problems in mathematics a parent
can respond sympathetically and somewhat
know ingly — after all we all have some
level o f mathematical expertise. On the
other hand, there is no known need to
understand physics — it is a subject best
left to physicists.
O f course there are a few who find
physics attractive — a very few. Usually
classed by their peers as freaks or nerds,
they are nevertheless quite norm al but have
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a desire to excel, be different, or perhaps
they merely respond to the mental disci
pline. These students are much sought after
at all levels. Colleges are glad to see them
enroll, and universities actively recruit
them for graduate school.
For the past fifty years or so many of
Us have been actively engaged in recruitment efforts at all levels. We have tried to
persuade young people o f all ages that sci
ence is good, science needs them, and sci
ence w ill take care o f them. We have tried to
nnprove” schools so that they can better
serve our needs for more students. We have
tried to improve college curricula and colege texts. Above all, we have tried to prov'de ourselves w ith someone to talk to and
someone to do our work.
This is not a frivolous remark.
You w ill by now have noticed that I
ave used the past tense in these descrip
tions o f physics. The reason for this is that
ae picture has now changed most dramatiCal|y and w ith great speed. The changes are
Permanent, and the adjustment is both nec
t a r y and painful.
Science has changed. Yesterday
P ysics was dominant. From nuclear
'VeaP°ns to the transistor, from cyclotrons
“ CD Payers, from superconductors to the
>physics led the way. Today it is bioc em istry and biology which dominate.
Every day we learn o f new develop
ments o f direct relevance to our everyday
es. We read in the newspapers o f new
signer drugs, new ways to control pests,
jiew wonders o f genetic engineering.
r 10chemists wander freely from the
^search lab to the hospital to new startup
mm^Panies w ith great ease. It is a science
l<j^ We can relate to even though we only
lrn y understand what is going on.
We are fam iliar enough w ith our own
ti^rs° nal genetics to be able to appreciate
0j-e iversity o f reproduction. The concepts
to a §ene and gene m ixing are not difficu lt
^accept, and we can relate to them. The
a

cePt ° f a bacterium or a virus is easy to

infe

^ ave
s n a re d both types o f
'on. So we can easily persuade our-

notES

We un<f erstancl>even T we do

are • ^ ese developments and inventions
als '?te^ ectually significant, and they can
in °r £ Pr°f*table. The skilled biochemist is
is ° reat demand, and every new technique
The Utln‘zed for commercial significance.
pro/ ° nse(l uences to society and personal
und'13re n0t overlooked. The race to
nioterStand l be AIDS virus was as much
cornVated ^ Pr° fit as by curiosity; the
°n nrnercfel value o f a reliable test was lost
con ° ° ne‘ ® ne can only imagine what the
Se9uences would be i f we could develop

a quick test for home use. It would revolu
tionize social behavior and perhaps even
lead to the elimination o f this most dreaded
o f all diseases.
Physics itself has changed. One o f my
early interests was in nuclear physics, and
one o f the very first physics books that I
read voluntarily was a simple exposition on
the cyclotron. Later, as a graduate student
just after World War II, I worked on two
cyclotrons. One was a small one bu ilt in the
1930s by my mentor, Sir James Chadwick,
w ith the money he obtained from his Nobel
Prize, while the other was a much larger one
constructed w ith government funding since
by that time the scale o f the instruments o f

background o f the cosmos. We are spend
ing billions in other telescopic modalities to
learn more about the peculiarities o f astro
nomical objects. We were asked to spend
ten b illio n or so on the supercollider even
though there are only a thousand or so peo
ple in the whole world who can appreciate
and understand the potential results.
The great hope in all these activities is
that particle physics and cosmology can
merge as one subject in the understanding
o f the big bang which occurred some twelve
b illio n years ago. In the first minute fraction
o f a second the two subjects were one.
Perhaps this is true and perhaps not, but we
know o f only one way to find out, and it is

Donald Jacobs, who joined
Wooster’sfaculty in 1976, is
the firs t Victor J. Andrew
Professor o f Physics.

physics had exceeded the capabilities o f any
one individual. This was indeed a foretaste
o f the future because the instruments
became larger and larger as time passed.
These devices became larger because
they were, and are, the only way to probe
deeper and deeper, to explore smaller and
smaller dimensions w ithin the so-called
basic particles. Each step along the way has
brought more discoveries and newer p a rti
cles which are more and more ephemeral. I
was fortunate enough to have been
responsible for the construction o f one o f
these very large machines, one which is
now extinct and would be totally dwarfed
by the supercollider.
This rush to bigger and bigger
machines has brought great discoveries and
great understanding, but not w ithout rais
ing some serious issues, perhaps the most
serious one being the extent to which we
should devote our resources to the acquisi
tion o f knowledge. Although we cannot
make a clear distinction between useful and
useless knowledge, the difference nevertheless exists.
We have spent hundreds o f m illions to
find the anisotropies in the microwave

expensive. Congress has now rejected the
SSC, presumably because collectively they
could not relate the knowledge to the cost o f
obtaining it. Only time can tell whether
they were wise or foolish.
Knowledge has always been expensive
in one way or another. Surely the ancients
did not study the heavens w ithout some
cost in lost tim e and effort, nor did they do
so for the purpose o f im proving agricultural
technology, yet this is what happened, w ith
a mixture o f fact and fancy which persists
today in the form o f The Farmers’Almanac.
The journey o f Christopher Columbus was
expensive, and although it did not achieve
its stated goals, the discoveries were never
theless o f some lasting value.
The voyage o f HMS Beagle was also
expensive. The m otivation was that o f colo
nial expansion and mapping o f the British
Empire, an empire which no bnger exists.
The discoveries o f D arwin remain. They
formed the basis for modern biology and
the understanding o f our own origins. W ith
this kin d o f history o f the cost and impact
o f scientific endeavors, it is difficult to
argue against the modern examples such as
the SSC and the Hubble telescope.
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Physics has changed in other ways
too. I was taught, and still teach, that
physics progresses in a continuous cycle o f
theory and experiment, that experiments
provide data which are explained by theory
which then is tested by making predictions
o f the outcome o f other experiments, and
so on. The essence o f a good theory is testa
bility. Today this is no longer always the
case. Whatever happened in the first m il
lionths o f a second following the big bang
involves events and temperatures and ener
gy densities which can never be tested
experimentally. To this extent, theory is
now becoming metaphysics, and we are
already beginning to sense the form ation o f
bridges between cosmology, particle
physics, and divinity. It would not surprise
me to see jo in t degrees awarded at the grad
uate level.
Government support has changed.
Massive federal support o f research is o f
quite recent origin and has two basic o ri
gins, health and defense. In the case o f
physics, it was national defense that ju s ti
fied the cost, even when the research pro
vided only the basic knowledge to be used
in weapons, either offensive or defensive.
That need no longer exists, or at least is
considerably less. As a result, Washington is
struggling to fin d an appropriate level for
support, appropriate areas o f supportable
research activity, and some way to make
judgments. It is not an easy task, and lines
o f defense and attack are already being
formed.
For the first tim e one sees that it is the
scientist who is resisting change, not the
politician. We are now the conservatives
and the politicians are the liberals and
socialists, wanting to see social values and
potential benefits to society before deciding
to give support.
Industrial support has changed. Here
one can only decry and castigate those
responsible for the destruction o f our great
laboratories. IBM , Exxon, Kodak, and
AT&T have all sacrificed their long-term
futures for short-term gain. The modern
trend in industry is “downsizing” or “ rightsizing.” This can only mean that the man
agers were not doing business efficiently
just a short tim e ago — or it is just an
excuse for not being able to provide enough
work.
In any case, the need to satisfy Wall
Street on a quarterly basis makes long term
research an easy target. Our MBA schools
teach how to squeeze the last fraction o f a
cent out o f each dollar but teach nothing on
the management or value o f research. None
o f us would be here i f our parents could not
wait for nine months for a child to be born,
and yet we give handsome rewards to those
whose vision does not extend beyond three
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months.
The management o f science has
changed. D uring the first, happy phase, it
was the scientist who proposed and the
holders o f resources who disposed; that is
to say, they chose to support or not support
the proposals. Perhaps the first significant
change in this mode o f operation was in the
’60s when John F. Kennedy decided to put a
man on the moon. This was a political ges
ture o f power and a supreme example o f
public relations. It was not science. How
ever, it did establish a credible scenario.
No longer were science and technolo
gy in control. Politicians could now direct
research. This mode o f operation has esca
lated continuously since that tim e and
shows no sign o f abatement. Because o f this
we now see such things as announcements
o f new missions in space saying “ We w ill
send a mission on such and such a trajecto
ry. Do you have an experiment to put on
board?” O f course someone always has an
experiment which is then used to ju stify the
mission.

Scientists are now the
conservatives, and the politicians
are the liberals and socialists.
Who cares i f tadpoles develop proper
ly in space? We also hear o f decisions to
send men to Mars. Why? We read o f pro
posals from Alaskan congressmen to estab
lish a laboratory to determine i f power can
be extracted from the Aurora Borealis and
from the W hite House to develop an auto
mobile to give 150 miles per gallon. Science
has now evolved into megaprojects, and
megaprojects are political plums and can
become mixed in w ith, and confused with,
porkbarrel.
A ll this is prologue. Physics is not
what it used to be, has become political, is
not well supported — and there is now an
oversupply o f physicists. What then should
be our goals in dedicating this new chair in
physics? What is the real, lasting value o f
this most generous act? What should we tell
our young people?
There are a few, o f course, who are
inspired by the subject and have a natural
affin ity for the mathematical foundations.
These few need only encouragement and
advice and perhaps a few facilities such as
laboratory equipment. They w ill generally
fin d their own way. We can only point them
in the right direction.
M y colleagues spend a lot o f time
helping these students, steering them from
school to college to graduate work. We have
done this because there has always been a

shortage o f science students (u n til now, that
is), and we did not want to see anyone fall
by the wayside. W hile there is always a hope
o f spotting another Einstein, in fact we
don’t have to w orry too much about that.
Such gifted people find their own way.
In encouraging emerging scientists
we have paid too little attention to the needs
o f young people who w ill never become sci
entists, and by not addressing this issue, we
are only increasing the gap between the two [
cultures.
Traditionally, we teach physics at sev
eral different levels. Physics for scientists at
the top is usually taught well. Physics for the
medical student is in the middle and is a
watered-down version o f the other, and
physics for poets is at the bottom, and this
is usually so watered down as to be some
thing o f a joke.
What should we do? What should we
expect o f our students?
First and foremost we must recognize
that science and technology pervade our
lives. From entertainment to communica
tions to transportation we could not live
w ithout it. Poets are using word processors,
the typew riter is fast disappearing, sound is
im proving even i f music is not, and the
world has been changed by TV, so much so
that our social structure cannot keep pace
w ith it. Everywhere we turn we meet tech
nology, much o f it developed in only the
past decade or two.
Physics is now just as much a part of
modern culture as any o f the arts or
humanities. In this world, we cannot be
called cultured i f we are totally ignorant of
modern physics, as we would not be i f igno
rant o f literature or music.
Parallels are easily drawn. We would
not consider anyone to be educated unless
there were some knowledge o f Shakespeare
and his place in literature. Isaac Newton
appeared on the scene a hundred or so
years later, and he not only added to human
knowledge, he revolutionized it. He invent
ed Calculus and scientific methodology.
It is now three hundred years since
the invention o f Calculus, and it is still
treated as a novelty by most schools! It
ought to be required. To make the point a
little clearer, you would be shocked to find
someone who understood Calculus but
knew nothing o f Shakespeare. Would you
also be shocked to find someone who could
recite from Hamlet yet knew no Calculus?
Probably not.
There are some great stories to be told
in physics, and some great personalities to
go w ith those stories. These people and
their discoveries have had enormous
impact on society, and they should be
understood.
Isaac Newton stands alone at the head

° f our class. It is probable that there has
never been a greater intellect before or
since. It is told that Halley (o f comet fame)
aPproached him and asked i f it were true
that he could prove that comets moved in
elliptical orbits around the sun. When
Newton answered “ Yes,” Halley asked him
to write it down. Newton’s response was
nnique. He sat down and in one year he
Wrote his Principia. He wrote it in the form
a succession o f propositions and proofs.
It contains the whole foundation o f our pre
sent knowledge o f terrestrial and celestial
^ncchanics, and it is the beginning o f the
scientific method.” There is not a single
e[ ror>and nobody has been able to sim plify
the proofs.
The story o f Michael Faraday and
lames Clerk Maxwell is another one.
Faraday spent his whole life perform lng experiments in electricity and magnehsm, making many discoveries and pro
dding insights into the processes. Maxwell
summed it all up in just four simple equahons. They contain everything, and they
are just as true today as they were 120 years
ag° when they were first w ritten down,
hey not only provide the basis for all elecr'cal phenomena and machinery, but by a
S'mple and logical extension they describe
th ^°rms ° f light. The connection between
e battery in your wristwatch and the magne,t stuck to your refrigerator is just the
Velocity of light.
,

Einstein is another example. You all
uow his name, but how many really know
d at he did? W orking almost alone and in
's spare time, in 1906 he wrote four scien' lc papers, any one o f which could have
n ° n the Nobel Prize. He is remembered by
st people for his monumental w ork on
ativity. He noted the contradiction
e Ween the mechanics o f Newton and the
Qr?. tution by Maxwell o f a unique velocity

communicate the spirit o f science, how it is
done, and what scientists actually do for a
living.
Here it is perhaps useful to make
comparisons w ith what is known about
other professions, and I fin d it useful to
compare physics w ith art. You might th in k
that this is stretching the imagination a lit 
tle too far, but let me explain.
In both physics and art there are just a
few creative people at the top. Those are the
ones who break new ground, make us see
things we have never seen before or make
connections to other fields where none
existed. Then there are a larger number o f
practitioners who follow the leaders and
make their contributions. Each o f these may
be smaller in impact, but there are more o f
them. Then there are large numbers o f oth
ers who w ork on the periphery o f the disci
pline. In art they may be graphic artists or
illustrators. In physics they may be applied
scientists or technicians. In each case, these
are specialists w ith unique values and posi
tions in the spectrum.
I f we simply look at the creative ones,
in both fields they operate in much the
same way. The artist arrives at his studio in
the m orning (or afternoon) and faces a
blank piece o f paper or canvas and is com
pelled to create something new. What even
tually appears is a new creation which
depends upon whatever went before —
w ork just completed, an encounter, some
thing recently read, or just daydreaming.
The physicist does exactly the same
thing. In the m orning, there is just a blank
piece o f paper on the desk. What eventually
appears on the paper is the result o f a very
sim ilar mental process to that o f the artist.

in t 1 (even though the observer is mov§)■ The contradiction could be removed
y by abandoning the idea o f an absolute
^ uac. He was awarded the Nobel Prize, howe ffF>^°r
w ork on tlte photoelectric
the C '
solved a mystery, explaining
pj6 Putative theory put forward by Max
forR an^ lay in 8 down the groundwork
m |W r and others to develop quantum
the

anics> k est remembered by many in
c°ntext o f the Uncertainty Principle.

Qua ^ ne cou^ 8° on and on in this vein,
ar u tU.m mechanics was followed by nucleall t f / S1CS anc^ t^len by Part id e physics and
to n *Sknowledge is now being put together
Unive V'^ g & comPlete description o f the
t"se>the solar system and its origins,
as e
sb1°u ld tell these stories. They are
rie ^ Itln8 and just as relevant as any stohUmWe Could tell in any other field o f
an endeavor. We also should try to

Shtla Garg (physicsj, c., ana smuenu
and Peter Hourigen ’93 at work with Gang’s research
on the elastic properties of liquid crystal.

I should not drag this analogy out too
far, but perhaps I have made my point. The
scientist does not differ too much from the
artist. In both fields one finds people who
are quite ordinary and ones whose behavior
is outlandish. They are both human. They
are both expressing their perception o f the
world. The final products o f their w ork and
they themselves deserve to be understood
and appreciated.
I trust that these remarks have made
it clear what are my personal hopes and
wishes for the holders o f this new chair in
physics. There is always the possibility of
finding another Einstein or a Madame
Curie. I f you do fin d one, the only thing to
do is to encourage, challenge, and urge on
the young man or woman. These are few
and far between, however, and in the mean
tim e one should devote a great deal o f
attention to the scientifically impoverished.
Centuries ago our ancestors lived in a
w orld o f magic. The sun and moon rose
and set in an intricate but unexplained pat
tern. The wonders o f Nature were true won
ders, beyond understanding. People lived in
awe and fear o f the unknown. A ll that is
now explainable, but there are new fears.
Today most people live in a world o f
magic boxes which they do not understand
but are totally dependent upon — every
thing from computers to CD players, from
the TV to the microwave oven, from cellular
phones to virtu a l reality. Dependence upon
the unknown brings the same fears as those
which faced our ancestors. These fears can
only be dispelled by knowledge, and in all
these examples, it is knowledge o f the
physical world which is needed.
^

S U M M E R

Cultural, Recreational
and Social Program

Summer of ’94
June 12-18
Classes
(Each m orning, Monday through Saturday.)

How to Live to be 100- The Psychology o f
Good Health
I f two thirds o f deaths between the ages o f
six and sixty are due to “ stupid” behavior;
couldn’t we live to be “ a hundred” ?
Gordon Collins, Professor o f Psychology

The Other Side o f Medieval Institutions:
Marriage, Family, and Com m unity in the
Middle Ages
The institutions that governed everyday life
for medieval people o f all social classes.
Madonna Hettinger, Assistant Professor o f
History

Monday: Love Letters by A.R. Gurney.
Performed by Richard Figge, Professor o f
German, and Sara Patton ’67, Vice
President for Development.
Dessert Reception following.
(New workshops this year: Robert Nye,
Professor o f Physical Education, w ill give a
golf clinic; Libby Bruch, Proprietor o f
Quailcrest Farms, w ill guide a practical gar
den tour; and Pei Shin Gedelecia w ill pre
sent Fun w ith Chinese Stir Fry. Each w ork
shop w ill be offered twice.)
Tuesday: Workshops
The Ohio Light Opera Presents Franz
Lehar’s Giuditta.
Dinner at The Wooster Inn.
Wednesday: Evening in Cleveland — The
Cleveland Indians vs. the Toronto Blue Jays
at brand new Gateway Stadium or a visit to
the Cleveland Museum o f A rt.
Thursday: Workshops.
The Ohio Light Opera’s premiere
production o f Robert Ward’s Lady Kate
Friday: Shopping at Everything Rubbermaid.

Post-Modernism’s Uneasy Relationship
with M odernism

A visit to the Kent State University Museum
o f Fashion

Attempts to repudiate “grand old modern”
have often exposed the indebtedness o f con
temporary architects to the modern revolu
tion in architectural thought and practice.

Dinner at The Pine Tree Barn

A rnold Lewis, Professor o f A rt H istory

The entire program, lunches, dinners,
and refreshment breaks: $340.00. Housing
and breakfast is available in air-conditioned
Luce Residence Hall or at The Wooster Inn
for an extra charge.
To obtain a detailed description o f the
week, including lectures, along w ith a regis
tration form, please call the Office o f Alum ni
Relations at (216) 263-2324 and information
w ill be sent to you immediately.

Driving Lessons fo r the Information
Highway
What should voters be th inking about as
more and more human activity moves out
o f the world o f things we can touch and into
strings o f ones and zeros, travelling at the
speed o f light?
Peter Havholm, Associate Professor o f
English and Editor, Wooster; James Burnell,
Professor o f Economics; and Stephen
Godek, Visiting Assistant Professor o f
Political Science

Understanding Earth Hazards
The theory o f Plate Tectonics and its
consequences.
Lori Bettison-Varga, Assistant Professor o f
Geology
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Sunday: Opening reception, progressive
dinner and dessert, w ith music by Wendy
Burnard Barlow ’74, harpist, and the Silver
and Strings trio.

Saturday: Concluding Luncheon

Costs

Alumni News
by J e ffr e y Todd ’83

New Members
Appointed to the
Alumni Board
lum ni Association President
Randolph L. Snow ’68 has
appointed Ronald J. Price ’53
and Gretchen Shafer ’49 to threeyear terms on Wooster’s A lum ni Board.
Price, o f Beaver, Pennsylvania, is a retired
Vice President o f Sales for Westinghouse
Electric Corporation. He serves as chair o f
Housing Opportunities o f Beaver County,
Inc., and as an elder in Park Presbyterian
Church. He is also a m otivational speaker at
church and civic organizations. Price has
been an active member o f the Class o f 1953.

A

Weekend. The awards w ill be presented to
Priscilla M ille r H art ’51 and M erton M.
Sealts ’37. Tim othy P. Smucker ’67 also has
been selected to receive an award but the
presentation has been delayed u ntil A lum ni
Weekend ’95 due to a schedule conflict.
Hart is being recognized for her ser
vice to hum anity through her involvement
w ith the Presbyterian Church, Maryland
League o f Women’s Voters, and general
com m unity activities. A renowned scholar
o f Herman Melville, Sealts is being recog
nized for professional achievement.

Distinguished Alumni Award winner
Merton M. Sealts ’37.

Distinguished Alumni Award winner Priscilla Miller Hart '51.

es w ill line up on the walkway between
Low ry Center and Arm ington Physical
Education Center. Once the line-up is com
plete, pipers and drummers w ill lead mem
bers o f the Class o f ’24 at the front o f the
parade down M em orial Walkway, through
Kauke Arch and into McGaw Chapel for the
110th Annual Meeting o f the A lum ni
Association.
A new event ■
— the Festival o f Classes
— w ill be held on Saturday afternoon. After
class reunion luncheons and picnics, the
Festival o f Classes w ill take place on the
tented lawns o f Gault A lum ni Center and
the President’s Home. This fabulous party
w ill include foot-stomping Dixieland music
by the Rib Ticklers, balloons galore, and
plenty o f refreshments.
More class events w ill be held
Saturday evening but i f your class does not
have dinner plans, you may attend a special
cafeteria dinner, Candlelight and
Conversation, featuring dulcimer music by

Reunion News
Gretchen Shafer '49, new member of the Alumni Board.

Shafer, a retired teacher, lives in
Rochester, New York. She is a long-time
Alumni Admissions Representative and
Past recipient o f the John D. McKee A lum ni
olunteer Award. A trustee o f the Brighton
creation Fund, Shafer also serves on the
chool Library Council and on the board o f
Ine League o f Women Voters.

distinguished
Alumni Awards
Announced
The Distinguished A lum ni Awards,
e highest honor bestowed upon alumni by
. e A lum ni Association, w ill be presented
ln a sPecial ceremony during Alum ni

You do not want to miss your reunion
this summer! Classes from the years ending
in 4s and 9s w ill celebrate reunions on the
campus during the weekend o f June 2-6.
Although the respective class reunions are
the major emphasis o f the weekend, a num 
ber o f other activities can be found on the
schedule to complement them.
On Thursday evening faculty m em
bers o f the music department w ill present
an A lum ni Weekend recital. Faculty presen
tations w ill be given on Friday m orning by
Charles Kammer (religious studies) and
Dijana Plestina (political science). I f your
class does not have dinner plans Friday
night, there w ill be a festive All-Class
Barbecue held under a tent on Lowry
Center patio and featuring music by the
Silver String Band.
An outdoor, All-Class Continental
Breakfast w ill be held under the tent at
Low ry Center on Saturday morning.
Following the breakfast, the parade o f class-

Ronald J. Price ’53, new member of the Alumni Board.

W indridge.
The festivities conclude on Sunday
m orning w ith the annual run and walk, a
farewell breakfast in Low ry Center and a
Westminster Presbyterian Church A lum ni
Weekend service in McGaw Chapel,
including music by the alumni choir under
the direction o f Richard T. Gore (music
emeritus).
We have taken several steps to
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group o f no more than 26 participants w ill
sail on the Mary Day July 18-23 for an
entire week o f beautiful scenery, delicious
and abundant food, delightful company,
and wonderful relaxation.
August 15, 1994, is the date for a new
Wooster bicycling experience. The trip,
hosted by Peter Havholm, editor o f Wooster
and a member o f the English department,
w ill be first-class cycling for all levels o f
energy in Oregon, to and around Crater
Lake. There w ill be plenty o f support,
including professional guides and a van.
W hile cycling w ill occupy the day, relax
ation and fabulous food w ill be the rule for
each evening.
The group w ill stay at three different
bed and breakfast inns over the five
evenings o f the trip and each night w ill
enjoy a leisurely, delicious dinner. During
the day, participants w ill be able to take
advantage o f snacks and refreshments avail
able in the support van. The conclusion o f
this trip w ill be two nights in Ashland,
Oregon, where the cyclists can see two d if
ferent productions o f the Oregon
Shakespeare Festival and enjoy pre-perfor
mance lectures by Havholm.
The final travel offering is a special
in n -to -in n hiking/w alking experience in
Vermont. Last year’s participants were
favorably impressed w ith this Wooster

A lum ni and fam ilies pitch in: At the Singapore College
Fair, Associate Director o f Admissions Valerie Baldwin
(seated) was assisted by (standing, fro m I.) Jennifer
Cox, daughter o f Mike Cox ’66 and admitted to the class
o f ’98, Katherine Cox, Mike Cox ’66, Justin Waltz ’95
(studying abroad in Singapore), Jeremiah Jenne '95
(also studying abroad), Lih-Fang Jern ’87, and Jessica
Cox, grade 9, future alumna.

improve services for those who jo in us.
Child care options w ill be available during
the weekend. Complimentary shuttle ser
vice from Cleveland Hopkins International
A irp o rt is being offered, and an A lum ni
Weekend Travel Coordinator is available to
assist you in m aking travel plans. Finally,
during the weekend special shuttle carts
w ill be available to assist alum ni around the
campus. Inform ation about all o f these ser
vices is provided in the A lu m n i Weekend
brochure.
The brochures have been mailed, and
the reservation deadline is May 13. A lum ni
who are interested in attending alumni
weekend but who are not members o f the
class years ending in 4’s or 9’s should con
tact the Office o f A lum ni Relations for a
brochure and reservation form.

Travelling with
Wooster
This summer and fall Wooster is
offering three unique travel opportunities
to alumni, parents and friends. Due to the
positive response from past participants, a
W indjam m er Cruise along the coast o f
Maine is once again being offered. The

The “W”Association’s Hall of Fame Class of 1993:
Gerald Smith ’5 7, Alpha Alexander ’76, Amy
Barnard ’8 2, Vicki Siegel Ferry ’6 5, and Russ
Crawford 8 0 as well as Mark Pruiss ’79, who was
unable to attend the event.

experience, and so it is being offered once
again this year. Not more than ten guests
w ill be able to participate in this
w alking/hiking experience through Robert
Frost country in Vermont. The midweek
trek, scheduled for September 18-24,1994,
foliage season in the Green Mountain State,
w ill be led by two experienced guides.
Transportation is provided between
inns and to the tra il head. Each day p a rtici
pants w ill hike between five and eight miles
with different options available depending
°n experience level. Accommodations w ill
be provided at three different country inns,
each w ith their own unique charm and fab
ulous cuisine.
A brochure outlining each o f these
travel programs should already have arrived
in the mail. I f not, please contact the Office
° f A lum ni Relations at (216) 263-2324 and
a brochure w ill be sent you.

Around the Country
Since the fall issue o f Wooster went to
Press, twenty alum ni gatherings have been
held in various cities around the country. In
the Baltimore/Washington, D.C. area, 100
alum ni, parents and friends attended a
Baltimore Orioles game at the Orioles
Stadium at Camden Yard in September.
The Rain Forest at the Cleveland
Metroparks Zoo was the location o f an
October Sunday afternoon Wooster event in
Cleveland. The participants also heard a
Presentation by the Rain Forest’s curator.
“Wooster’s Own Jurassic Park” was
the title o f M ark Wilson’s (’78, geology) talk
at a College event in Boston at the Union
Club in October. Joining Wilson for this
Pr°gram were Robert Varga (geology) and
students Stephen Smail ’94 and Heather
Catteau ’94.
James Hodges (history) was the
speaker at the fall Cleveland Downtown
uncheon. Hodges discussed “ Out o f Step:
Istorians and the Presidential Rating
Came.”
President Copeland continued his vislts w hh alum ni around the country at meet
ings in New York City and Charlotte in
0vember and Sarasota in February.
Hodges discussed “ B ill Clinton and
e Rules o f Presidential Leadership” w ith
. °oster groups in Detroit and Ann Arbor
ln November.
,
Meanwhile, on the campus, the Land
P bcots hosted a dessert reception in Gault
^ h a l Hall before attending the theatre
department’s fall production o f A Little
'ght Music. The Land o’ Scots also hosted

Three generations ofJohnstons prepare fo r a Women’s
Advisory Board Mayfest. From l„ Beth Johnston, Gennie
Johnston, Doug Johnston, and Marie Johnston.

W illem Lange’s annual holiday reading o f
Charles Dickens’ “A Christmas Carol” as
well as a special dinner before a Wooster
men’s basketball game in January, w ith A1
Van Wie ’52 giving a pre-game talk.
Young alumni gatherings were held in
five different cities during January and
February: Columbus, Boston, New York
City, Washington, D.C., and Chicago.
In Flordia, w inter luncheons were
held in Tampa and Ft. Myers. At both loca
tions Grace Tompos (development) shared
a Wooster video w ith the groups and
brought everyone up to date on campus
developments.

Women’s Advisory
Board Announces
Mayfest 1994
Elizabeth Hooker, President o f the
College’s Women’s Advisory Board,
announced that this year’s Mayfest w ill be
held in Low ry Center on May 15, from
10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
One o f a number o f the organization’s
fund-raising activities, the Mayfest w ill help
fund a variety o f scholarships and other
student aid funds the Board supports.
Founded in 1895 “ to be interested in
young women students on the campus,” the
Board has since expanded its mission to
include Wooster’s international students.
S3
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Alumni Association
Officers & Board
Members 1993-94
President: Randolph L. Snow ’68
128 18th St., N.W., Canton, OH 44703
President-Elect: Anne Takehara Wilson ’73
811 St. Francis Lane, Houston, TX 77079
Class of 1994
Julie Ferguson Haines ’86
9706 Rossetti Court, Burke, VA 22015
Warwick J. Harris, Jr. ’66
11163 Woodelves Way, Columbia, MD 21044
Kathleen Kelly Johnson ’62
3996 State Rd., Akron, OH 44319
William A. Longbrake ’65*
939 18th Avenue East, Seattle, WA 98112
Peter L. Morgan ’SI**
4019 West Corona St., Tampa, FL 33629
Solomon Oliver, Jr. ’69*
1644 Crest Rd., Cleveland Heights, OH 44121
F. Scott Wilson ’78**
7912 Foxhound Rd., McLean, VA 22102
Class of 1995
Sally Sterrett Aber ’52
12913 Bryce, N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87112
Robert A. Allen, Jr. ’63
32 Wincanton Dr., Fairport, NY 14450
Diane Limbird Hamburger ’71*
218 West Grant Village, Hinsdale, IL 60521
Sandra J. Hubler ’80
13325 Stevens Canyon, Cupertino, CA 95014
David S. Mortensen ’64
6 Alesworth Ave., Winchester, MA 01890
John C. Johnston III ’71**
1085 Buchholz Dr., Wooster, OH 44691
Phyllis Smith Simmons ’77**
603 W. Rosedale Ave., West Chester, PA 19382
Class of 1996
Nancy Braund Boruch ’64*
1205-B Central St., Evanston, IL 60201
Mark R. High ’76
1259 Kensington, Grosse Pointe, MI 48230
Ronald J. Price ’53**
840 River Rd., Beaver, PA 15009
Walter H. Rockenstein II ’65*
643 East 57th St., Minneapolis, MN 55417
Jennifer E. Saliers ’83
122 Michigan Ave., Decatur, GA 30033
Gretchen H. Shafer ’49**
22 Indian Spring Lane, Rochester, NY 14618
Daryl Ward ’79
1730 Auburn Ave., Dayton, OH 45406
‘ Members of the Board of Trustees elected by
the alumni
‘ ‘ Members appointed to the Alumni Board
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You’d think we’d been apart for years, the
way our class migrated for Homecoming. The
unconfirmed farthest traveler was Laura
Dardashti, who flew from San Diego, CA, to get
cheap beer at the Underground. Laura is living
with her best friend from Wilmington, DE, in a
new apartment at 4410 Maryland St., San Diego,
CA 92116.
Murray Welsh had only to walk from
Babcock to get a Bud at Happy Hour. She’s an
administrative intern in the office of
International Student Affairs and appears to be
doing swimmingly. Write to her at Box C-3138.
Also in Woo-ville is Elisabeth Knorr,
whom we ran into at the beloved Country
Kitchen. She’s applying to publishing companies
in New York City but now lives at 5 Smith Ln.,
Wooster.
Across the table sat Emily Grevstad, who
purports to be using her “liberal arts” — cook
ing, dance, sculpture, and crafts — to teach
little kids in Chicago. She resides at 1305 E.
Kensington Rd., Arlington Heights, IL 60004.
Teachers, teachers everywhere. Having
received a Pennsylvania teaching certificate,
Kathy Wilson plans to substitute teach this year
until she gets a permanent position. Send job
offers to 26 Thorncrest Dr., Pittsburgh, PA
15235.
Another hearty soul is John Barrera, who
is substitute teaching and coaching track and
soccer near home. His address: P.O. Box 61,
Casstown, OH 45321.
Brooke Watts just got an “awesome”
apartment. She’s taking courses in physics at
Ohio State U and working at Urgent Medical
Care. Go visit her at 1314 Presidential Dr., #202,
Columbus, OH 43212.
While you’re there, drop in on Jen
Holscott, who is rumored to be lovin’ law
school. You can find her in Room 110, Morrison
Tower, Ohio State University, 196 W. 11th St.,
Columbus, OH 43210-1230.
Columbus must be the hot town these
days. Deb Drysdale is marketing sporting
goods there, while KX brothers Greg Deeks,
Mike Holden, Kevin Kilbane, and Chad
Kowalski are reportedly keeping house together
in the capital.
Farther north, Erin Baker has landed a
job as a project specialist at the Ohio Aerospace
Institute in Cleveland. Even farther north, Pete
Mortensen is now a sales associate at Sears,
Roebuck in Albion, MI, although he still rides
his mountain bike on days off. Both are living
with the ’rents.
Others at home, at last report, included
Eugene DePasquale and Galen Gaarder.
Eugene campaigned for a Congressman from
Pittsburgh this fall, and Galen is a data analyst
with the Department of Energy.
From our West Coast bureau: Jill Wolken
is studying physical inorganic chemistry at the

U of Oregon, where the people are sufficiently
cool to meet her needs. Send stuff to her at 71
Mill St., Apt. Bl, Springfield, OR 97477. Nick
Havholm finds himself in Portland, OR, work
ing as a photographer for Yuen Lui Studios.
Emily Silverman, who, by the way, has
written tw ice (that’s a hint), is working for the
Texas PTA in downtown Austin. Her address is
168 Faubion Dr., Georgetown, TX 78628. She
also sent Anne Swierenga’s new address:
Volgada Polytechnical Institute, c/o Semjon B.
Jabko, 3 Voroshilor St., Volgada 160600, Russia.
Kate & H (Anderson and Renshaw) con
tinue their inseparability in Minneapolis, MN.
Kate is studying bassoon at the U of Minnesota,
and Heather is selling Indian jewelry and hair
ribbons at the world’s largest mall. They reside
at 610 11th St. S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55414.
Dart Schmalz has taken off for Vermont,
to do goodness-knows-what. She’s at 37 Pine
Place, Burlington, VT 05401. And Erika
Fischer’s address is 1835 Shirley Ln., Apt. 6-B5,
Ann Arbor, MI 48105.
Garth Fowler has been taken on as
(what else?) an admissions counselor at Grinnell
College. His new pad is 1132 Main St., #4,
Grinnell, IA 50112.
Among the newlyweds are Katie Lederer,
who married Stan Aukamp ’92 on July 3,1993.
She’s teaching speech and language therapy to
deaf children and also is enrolled in grad school;
he works for a computer company. They live at
100 Vanderbilt Lane, Apt M2, Spartanburg,
SC 29301.
The wedding of Alexis Sparks and Erik
Haakonsen on October 9,1993, attracted zil
lions of Wooster alumni. Their honeymoon took
them to Pompano Beach, FL, and the Bahamas,
where they caught a couple of barracuda. Erik is
an underwriter for Independent Life Insurance,
and Lex is an administrative assistant with
American National Bank. The “Hawks” live at
409 Cameron Circle, #3503, Chattanooga,
TN 37402.
This column now has two overseas
correspondents. In December, I (Christopher)
returned to Aberdeen, Scotland, to participate in
a work-exchange program for six months. I
don’t know where I’ll be living, but I’ll definitely
hang with Sara Sutherland, who is working at a
Celtic gift shop there. Meanwhile, continue to
send your tidbits to the house, and Mom and
Dad will pass them along. Remember, your
name does not appear here by osmosis.
Although it’s proper etiquette to save one
self for last, I had to end my portion of this col
umn with the exhausting comings and goings of
Becky Cummings. At the moment, Becky lives
at home, in Richfield, and is assistant drama
director at Revere High School. But her life
hasn’t always been this peaceful. Following her
triumphant march through the arch, Becky
worked on a dude ranch in Colorado for two
months. It was run by a dysfunctional family,
and the dynamics enticed her to run away. So,
she rented a red car named Ruby and toured fif
teen states in two months, living like a Dead
Head transient in a tent. May we all find life so
inviting.

CLASS
The graduates of the Class o f’93 are set
tling into employment or school work, even if it
is not what they originally envisioned post
graduate life to be.
Sharon Mortimer, who is studying on a
Fulbright Grant in Germany, writes, “Now I’m
back in Germany again. What was I thinking?!
(Actually things are going well.) I still haven’t
gotten the hang of teaching: it’s not as easy as it
looks.” Sharon would love your mail. Please
address it to: bei Fuchs, Kapitelsberg 15B, 38855
Wernigerode, Germany.
Using the experience in set design that he
gained at Wooster, Pete McKiernan is now
working on his M.F.A. at the U of CincinnatiUollege Conservatory of Music. His current
address is 2556 Vestry Ave., Cincinnati, OH
45219.
Karen Rhoad became certified to teach
English as a Second Language this summer. She
ls now studying at Miami U in Ohio.
Drawn to Providence, Rl, by its reputab°n as a huge metropolis, Stacy Slater currently
holds a challenging job in a reputable advertis
ing firm in Providence.
Jen Druliner and I (Erika) are now in
Vienna and discovering first-hand that there are
more bureaucrats per person in Austria than
anywhere else in the world. In general, we feel
right at home as foreigners in this country
(not!). Regardless, we are being good American
ambassadors and becoming connoisseurs of
Wine and Viennese pastries. All visitors to our
ed and Breakfast are welcome.
From Denmark, Peter Jakobsen writes
hat he is fine but misses Wooster. Peter works
as an export assistant for a major European
modem manufacturer whose clients include
.EM, Compaq, and Bull/Zenith. His new address
J®Johannes V Jensensvej 30, 9200 Aalborg sv,
Denmark.
Secretaries: Erika Poethig, Quellenstrasse 45/11;
-1100 Vienna, A ustria ; Christopher Myers,

‘ 4 Neill S t, Defiance, OH 43512.

___
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Karin Riggs Woessner sends her greet‘hgs from 140 West 71st St., #7J, New York, NY
923, where she and her husband, Dennis,
reside. They were married in October, 1992 (see
Photo).
Jessica Roberts spent the summer at U of
^a ifornia, Berkeley, studying Hindi. In the fall,
e returned to Syracuse U, where she is pursug her Ph.D. in anthropology. Jess can be
at 1209 Harrison St., Syracuse, NY
^
Helen Wood is working as the director of
i °pS'n8 and residential life at National-Louis U
oth VanSt° n’
W0Ub-J J°ve t0 hear from
er Woosterites, so write to her at Nationalg°Uls University, Office of Residential Life,
•Winston Campus, 2808 Sheridan Rd., Evanston,
IL h020l.i796^

NOTES

The most interesting stationery I have
received thus far came from Jason Hickman.
Jason finished a year of service as an adult
education and literacy teacher with the
Christian Appalachian Project, a non-profit
mission in Kentucky. If you, too, would like to
receive a note with the letterhead “Invasion of
100-pound mutant mice threatens life on
Earth!” — complete with a photo of the hairless
wonder mouse — please write to Jason at 224
Beechwood Rd., New Wilmington, PA 16142.
Audrey Featherman writes that she has
been hired as a seminar administrator for the
Center for Professional Education. The company
provides continuing education seminars for
CPAs and attorneys across the country. Audrey
can be reached at P.O. Box 3087, West Chester,
PA 19381.
Audrey mentioned that Jane Hillier has
moved to Philadelphia, PA, where she is working
as an administrative assistant for the office of
major gifts from grateful patients at the U of
Pennsylvania Medical School.
Cathy Schellhammer continues to work
for Dayton Power and Light. In between U.S.
Volleyball Association (USVBA) games, Cathy is
pursuing athletic excellence in golfing and
white-water rafting. Cathy’s new address is 33 S.
Smithville Rd., #2, Dayton, OH 45431-1832.
Mary Preston writes that her second year
in a metalsmithing program at SUNY, New Paltz,
is challenging. She says that after spending her
third summer on Martha’s Vineyard, coming
back to the rather unaesthetically-pleasing cam
pus is a bit trying. Mary can be reached at 65
Plains Rd., New Paltz, NY 12561.
Laura Ward would love to hear from
friends at Rowell Jackman Hall, Box 180,85
Charles St. West, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 1K7.
Laura is working toward her M.A. in literature at
the U of Toronto.
On May 29,1993, the marquee of the
Strand Theatre, in Delaware, featured K risty and
Sean Get M arried (see photo). It was a dreamcome-true theater wedding for movie buffs
Kristy Bender and Sean Zurbrick. The lobby
was decorated with movie posters featuring
photographs of Kristy and Sean, a boy-meetsgirl slide presentation made with pictures of the
couple was part of the festivities, and guests
threw popcorn when the newlyweds exited the
theater. The Zurbricks were married by James
Bean ’42, Kristy’s cross country coach at
Wooster. They now reside in Columbus, where
Sean manages a Rax Restaurant and Kristy is
with Bethge/Design Communications.
Angelica Amaya works in retail at
Horne’s department store in Wheeling, WV. At
the time she wrote, Angie was planning to ta e a
trip to Zimbabwe and, while there, was hoping
to get in touch with Benjamin Manyindo. Let
us know what happened, Angie.
Aaron Becker writes from Terre Haute,
IN, where he is pursuing his M.A. in psychology
at Indiana State U. Aaron would love to receive
correspondence at 1001 Maple Ave., Terre
Haute, IN 47804.

Also included in Aaron’s letter was a nap
kin from the wedding of Paul (’90) and Amy
Christner Beilis (see photo). Aaron was kind
enough to have Wooster graduates write down
what they are doing and where they are. Here
are the doodles:
Matthew Crummey: “spending the fall
on Martha’s Vineyard before going to Namibia
in January, 1994, as a WorldTeach volunteer to
teach math, science, and English. So much for
that art degree. Write c/o parents: 705 W.
Indiana Ave., Urbana, IL 61801.”
Mary Piekarski: “attending pharmacy
school! 601 Jowell Ave., #19, Cincinnati, OH
45220. Hi!”
Meg Farrar: “second year of M.S. pro
gram (political science) at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State U. 915 University City Blvd.,
#C2, Blacksburg, VA 24060.”
Mus-Man (Mus Garbadawala): “party
ing heavily, have liver problems, will die soon,
send donations to 330 Elm St., Toledo, OH
43604.”
Amy Christner Beilis: “attending graduate
school at Rice U. 5737 Gulfton Dr., #2742,
Houston, TX 77081. Hi, everyone!’
While vacationing at Nags Head, NC,
Diane Bryant interviewed in the area for teach
ing jobs. She is now the reading specialist for
grades K-6. Diane can be reached at P.O. 1541,
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949.
The following other people have moved:
Tammy Brooks to 552 E. Buchtel Ave., Akron,
OH 44304; Stephanie Burrows to 4922 Aurora
Dr., Kensington, MD 20895; and Allen Lincoln
to 2636 E. 122nd, Cleveland, OH 44120.
Where are Amanda Berneking, Matt
Clouse, and Perce Doufou?
Secretary: Erika Seyfried, 2406 Hillcrest Dr.,

Stow, OH 44224.
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First Lt. Mark Pickett, who joined the
Marine Corps immediately following gradua
tion, was sent recently on a six-month deploy
ment to Okinawa, Japan.
Holly Hustwit is nearing completion of
her M.S. in the social work administration pro
gram at Ohio State U. For part of the research on
her thesis project, Indian child welfare policy,
Holly spent two weeks in Minnesota, conducting
interviews with welfare workers and Indian fam
ilies on the White Earth Reservation. Holly plans
to continue her studies at the U of Minnesota,
working on her Ph.D. in social work administra
tion and public policy. She says “hello” to
1990-91 Monyer House cronies and a special
“Hola!” to LC, Holly G„ Maehie, and Linda
in DC.
David Dring is president of his own com
pany, The Event Production Consulting Group,
Inc. (EPC), in New York City. The EPC group
helps organize events for non-profit organiza
tions. Dave loves living in the city and enjoys
roller-blading in Central Park on the weekends.
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W E D D I N G S !
The wedding o f Bonnie
Talbot ’85 and Frank
Morisano. (Seated) bride,
groom. (Standing, I. tor.)
John C. Talbot ’24, Robert
Jolly, Edith Talbot Jolly '52s,
Lynda Jolly Bennett 79,
Heather Talbot Ballantyne
’87, David Gurney ’80, John
C. Talbot, Carol Rustemeyer
Talbot ’51s, John D. Talbot
’81.

The wedding o f Brian
McCreath 88 and Amy
Ebeling. (L. to r.) Rob Ladd
89, Andy Doud, Monica
Fox Doud, Jerry Williams
‘88s, Winnie Williams 87,
Kevin Maxwell 88, Sally
Closser 89, groom, bride,
Kathleen Smythe 88, Tanya
Arbogast 89, Laura Smythe
’90, Dean Johnston 88,
Amy Kaltenmark '90, John
Fanselow 87.

The wedding o f Kristy Bender '92 and Sean Zurbrick.

The wedding of Katie English 85 and Doug Reinhart. (L. to r.) Trish Burdick 85, John Roshelli,
Bob Ruck, Mary Mullen Buck, Cindy Steel ’85s, Bruce Lebish, Tom Johnson 77, Susan Allan,
Shelley Schneider Huber ’85s, Kevin Huber.

The wedding o f Carol Pearson '84 and Rick Schadelbauer. (L. to r.) Sarah Purdutn Ehrlich, Steve Ehrlich 84s, Dan
Strauch '82, Carol Osborne Strauch '83, Sarah Mortensen Patton '84, bride, groom, Lisa Terrett, Ben LeVan 84s, Karen
Mortensen Harris '86, Joyce McFadden '84, Patricia Youngberg Andrew holding Katie Andrew, Paula Youngberg 84s.

The wedding o f Jan Hollinger '69 and Peter Jones.
(Front to back, I. to r.) bride, groom, Kaye McCracken
Roberts, Jane Davison Baessler, Linda Marsch Saif,
Dana Smith '69s.

The wedding o f Cathie Neumiller '86 and JeffE. Heller. (L. to r.) Caroline Neumiller Pfeffer, Sue DeLon 86,.
bride, groom, Adam Feldman, Greg Heller.

,
,
, rr,
,QQ f r yny1t rnw j t o r ) Anne M cArtor 89, Nancy Heard 9U, groom, oriae, Marme Keia, iei n cuu>,
The wedding o f Katie Dwyer 90 and Charles Thorne 89. (Front o , .
■)
^
Geckeler '90, Melissa Collier Stamford ’91, Russ Dunn '90,
Davina Perl '90s, HalBeacham 91 Courtney Donnelley 90
KampashevHolland '88. (Back row) Ben Simon-Thomas '92, Kate Fulmer '88,

“
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NOTES

I (Katie) keep busy working part-time in
a preschool. I also dusted off my flute and joined
a community band, i hope to hear from more of
you by the next issue. Keep your letters coming!

Kae Zulager, or me (Susan) a call with your
suggestions for activities and souvenirs. Write
soon!
Secretary: Susan Fesz, 8676 Edgerton Rd., North

Secretary: Katie Jones McClelland, 390
M agothy Rd., Severna Park, M D 21146.

Royalton, OH 44133.
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Sue Beavins Woltman writes that she
and Mike ’88 were married on October 31,1992.
They live in Cazenovia, NY, where Sue is an
admissions counselor at Cazenovia College.
Mike is a financial consultant with Dean Witter
in Syracuse. Attendees at the wedding included
Melissa Beach, Kim Sullivan, Lori Gillman
Williams, Karen Balogh Stafford, Elaine
Theodore, Nancy McGraw ’91, Laura McGraw
Neill, Jon Neill, Craig Lombardi ’89s, Tika
Davies Walsh, Kevin Walsh, Ryan Ferrara, Brian
Lamb, Tom Kincaid, Andy Martines, and Owen
Lyons ’88s.
My fiancee, Amy, and I (Josh) went to the
wedding of Nancy Heard and Chad Krahmer
on October 2,1993, in Hartford, CT. It was like a
Wooster reunion. In attendance were Mike
Breen, Elise Merrell, Margaret Bellinger, Russ
Dunn, Ted Merkel, Amy Geckeler, Tracy
Beckett, Davina Perl, Terri Elias, Marnie Reid.
Drew Holland, Hal Beacham, Evelyn Pyfrin,
Russ Gaenzle, Bruce Old, Catherine Sykes ’91s,
Ann McArtor ’89, Suzanne Karapashev Holland,
and Rob McKean ’88s. Nancy’s mother tore up
the rug, and the carpet doctors had to be called
in to repair the stitching. The party went on
until the wee hours.
Trond Peersen, who is now living in
Memphis, TN, hasn’t been to Graceland, and he
hopes that no one drags him there. Trond is
communications director at the World Trade
Center in Memphis. He had to give a 20-minute
speech to 500 people, including Vice President
Al Gore and the President of Gambia. I hope that
everything went well for him.
Shoaeb Shams writes that he is back
home in Pakistan, looking after the family busi
ness. A few months ago, Ann Hartman ’93 visit
ed him there, and they had “one heck of a time,”
seeing the Himalayas and many historical sights.
If you have the news, I have the time to
write it up and send it in.

Secretaries: Ken Aldridge, George School,
N ew tow n, PA 18940; Joshua McKain, 1301
North Clayton, W ilmington, DE 19806.
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5th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
“There are times when silence has the
loudest voice” (Leroy Brownlow). And when
your class scribe has no news to report, it is
deafening.
Since the last issue, the reunion commit
tee has been brainstorming for our 5th celebra
tion. Give Gerald Cooper, Dean Economus,
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Many thanks to those who wrote news
and views. As a relatively new class secretary, I
was thrilled to receive your correspondence.
Several classmates have address changes.
Natalie Isvarin writes that she “finally”
has her own apartment at 9823 Lake Ave., #104,
Cleveland, OH 44102.
Michelle Pagano is now director of coun
seling at St. Andrew’s School in Boca Raton, FL.
She would love to hear from Woosterites, partic
ularly those who live in the area or would like to
visit. You can reach Michelle at 2870A Duncan
Dr., Boca Raton, FL 33434.
Carolyn Reierson, too, is living in a
new apartment at 2734 Hampshire Rd.,
#301,Cleveland Heights, OH 44106. Ever the
brave traveler, Carolyn made the six-hour
drive in September to visit us (the Barclays) in
Bloomington, where, as always, she and I
shopped ’til we dropped.
Carolyn updated me on Suzanne
Karapashev Holland, who has been working
for a common-pleas judge in Akron for almost a
year. Suzanne is also taking a course in
scriptwriting, so send her your ideas for wacky
and wild scripts.
In the fall, Karen Cook enrolled in the
public health graduate program at the U of
South Carolina.
My husband, Jonathan Barclay, and I
traveled to northeastern Ohio for the September
25th wedding of Shawn Putman and Sandra
Ginn. We had a great time reminiscing about
Woo with Ken Shepard, who was in the wed
ding party and others, including David Smith,
who finished grad school in chemistry and
received his Ph.D. from Penn State U. Dave now
works as a research chemist for Restek
Corporation in Bellefonte, PA. Scott Miller
reported that he lives in Cleveland, attends law
school, and works as a forensic chemist in the
police crime lab. This past summer, Scott partic
ipated in several triathlons and still plays
lacrosse regularly. Also in attendance at the wed
ding were Joe Thomas and Shawn’s brother,
Noel Putman ’91.
Another wedding reuniting Wooster
friends took place on August 21, in Bethesda,
MD, when Cynthia Castell married Richard
Thacker, a British entomologist (“bug man”),
whom she met while he was doing post-doctoral
work at the OARDC in Wooster. Thanks to
Richard Crouse for the news. The Thackers
now live in Scotland at 30 Woodlands Dr.,
Woodlands, Glasgow, Scotland, U.K. G49DW.
They honeymooned in Brazil.

Richard Crouse also reported that he
received his M.S. in industrial administration
from Carnegie Mellon U. He is an assistant vice
president in the investment management and
trust area at PNC Bank. His wife, Dorothy
Byers, is in her third year teaching visuallyimpaired students in the public schools of
northern West Virginia. In June, Dorothy and
Rich bought their first house, a stone and brick
English-style Tudor built in the 1930s. Their
new address is 451 Serpentine Dr., Pittsburgh,
PA 15243. Thanks for the good news, Rich, and
congratulations.
Congratulations also to Brian McCreath,
who married Amy Ebeling on March 20, 1993.
Brian explains, “Because we met through
Kathleen Smythe and John Fanselow ’87, they
served as matron-of-honor and best man” at the
wedding in Hartland, WI. See the photo for
other Wooster folk in attendance. The
McCreaths now live at 253 Millington Dr., #4,
Hartland, WI 53029. Brian is teaching private
trumpet lessons and is a free-lance performer in
the Milwaukee and Chicago areas. Amy is in her
third year of teaching history and civics at
University Lake School in Hartland. Thanks for
sending the news to me, Brian.
From the “Where are they?” file, I’m told
that Fernando Mack is trying to get in touch
with Dave Cotter. After not hearing from my
former roommate, Sarah Kotchen, for nearly
three years, I received a call from her. And, I’m
happy to report that she is alive and well and in
her third year of medical school at the U of West
Virginia. Hope everyone else is doing well, too.
Please keep writing with news and keep this sec
retary busy and her mailbox full. Happy winter
to all!

Secretary: Mary Cox Barclay, 616 G randview
Dr., Bloom ington, IN 47408.
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Thanks to a few classmates, we have some
news.
Emilie Storrs-Barringer reports seeing
many classmates. On the subway in Boston, she
saw Dan Hogenboom, who is working on his
graduate degree in electrical engineering at
Northeastern U. He’d like Anna Ploplis
Andrews to send him her new e-mail address.
Emilie and her husband, Tom Barringer ’86, vis
ited Anna in Wooster, recently.
Nancy Degener lives in New York City,
where she has a new job at an advertising agen
cy. When Emilie was staying there for an audi
tion, Nance invited Deanna Peden ’85, who had
just moved to the City, and Tracy Thorne for a
visit. They are all quite well. Sal Midolo ’86 was
also invited, but he was in Virginia performing
the role of Beadle in Sweeney Todd.
Emilie also reports that Diana Parker
Powell is happily married and living in Rittman.
Congratulations to Prester Pickett, who
received the Outstanding New Professional
regional award from the National Association of
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Student Personnel Administrators (NASPA).
Prester is a learning specialist in educational
support services at Case Western Reserve, and
he also coordinates special programs for the
office of student affairs and minority affairs.
One of several noteworthy programs which he
developed, “Celebrating Diversity,” was featured
on the “Today” show and was covered by The
New York Times and the local press. Prester is
also busy pursuing his Ph.D. in American
Studies at Case.
I (Winnie) am heading to Munich on
business. It’ll be the fastest trip I’ve made over
seas but should be fun. I’m about to ship my
first software with Cray Research Incorporated’s
new massively parallel processing computer, the
T3D. It’s exciting to watch it go out the door, and
111be doing more traveling over the next few
months to promote it.
If you use e-mail and would like to know
the addresses of other users in the class, send
me your e-mail address. I will then compile the
list of addresses received and send each of the
respondents a copy. When sending information
to my e-mail address listed below, please include
your real name in your message just in case our
system can’t interpret it.
If you’ve been thinking about writing,
take the time to drop me a note. And if you
haven’t been thinking about writing, do so any
how! And if you send me your e-mail address,
let me also know what you are doing.

Secretary: Winnie Williams, 6165 O akw ood Rd.,
Woodbury, M N 55125; ww@ cray.com
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Woosterites are everywhere, just ask Tom
Barringer and his parents! While Tom’s parents
Were on a cruise in Alaska, the ship docked one
evening, and they had a campfire/cookout on
the beach. A young couple approached them
and asked if they were Tom Barringer’s parents.
'tVhen his mother picked up her jaw and
brushed the sand off, she replied: yes. The young
couple was Mike and Peggy (McKee ’84)
Barnhill!
The wedding of Cathie Neumiller and
Jeff E. Heller took place on July 24,1993, at the
rirst United Presbyterian Church in Galesburg,
1L (see photo). The celebration had a Scottish
oeme, including bagpipes and a Scottish reces^onal. Cathie’s grandmother, wife of the late W.
Henry Dilts ’23, traveled from Nova Scotia to
attend the festivities.
Congratulations to Sid Hastings, who
received a Silver Award at the 16th annual
mternational convention and festival of the
Association of Multi-Image, International. The
w°rld-wide event was held in New Orleans, LA,
m August. Sid’s winning entry, The Blue and
Ae Gray, is a nine-projector, 1l:45-minute,
^ulti-image show, reflecting on the work of
am Abell, a photographer for a book which
®^Plores battlefields and interprets the Civil
ar- Sid is a multi-image producer at the
ational Geographic Society and resides in
Gerimantown, MD.

NOTES

Congratulations to Bill Townsend and
Dave Weiss, on their forthcoming marriages on
May 28, 1994. At that time. Bill will marry
Joanne Merola, and Dave will marry Anne
Bonzek. I (Tammy) understand that Dave will
not be holding his annual pig roast in 1994. May
28 seems to be a popular day for weddings, as I
also am engaged and will marry Derrick Perry
on that day.
Your secretary witnessed a beautiful wed
ding ceremony, when Anne Mulichak and Dave
Modarelli married on May 15,1993. Diane
Gorgas, Ruth Mulichak ’82, and Dean
Morrison were in the wedding party, and Liz
Resek, Larry Ford, Tom Kelley ’88, Lara Rowley
’90, Virginia Pett, and LeRoy Haynes were in
attendance.
Janis Warshauer and Dan Garan were
married in McGaw Chapel, on October 9,1993,
the tenth anniversary of their first date at
Wooster. Jim Bean ’42 performed the ceremony,
and a reception was held at the Wooster Inn.
Janis and Dan now reside at 7239 S. 92nd East
Ave., #8, Tulsa, OK 74133. Since Dan was trans
ferred to Oklahoma by his company, Doubletree
Hotel, Janis has been taking classes and seeking
a telecommunications/I.S. position in their
new city.
Best wishes to new parents James and
Carolyn Matthews Craft. Their daughter,
Alyssa Suzanne, was born on June 10, 1993.
A letter from Leslie Winter Gordon
reports that she and Phil are new homeowners.
Their address is 22 Delbon Lane, Avon, CT
06001. Phil is a stockbroker for Dean Witter
Reynolds in Hartford, and Leslie is the lead
teacher at the Noah Webster House. Leslie is
also the co-founder of the Hartford Vegetarian
Society.
Susan Williams received her M.S. in
human resource development from The
American U and is working at the Brookings
Institute in the Center for Public Policy
Education. She often sees Woosterites in the DC
area: Tim Hartrick, Cathy Brown, Anne Belt,
Sharon Gustafson ’85s, and Eric Lapp ’87. Susan
would like to hear from friends, especially Anne
Statton, Uschy Wozak-Keiper, and Beth
Butcher.

Secretary: Tammy Allen, 207 S. Pleasant, Royal
Oak, M I 48067.
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More weddings to report! Katie English
Reinhart and her husband, Doug, were married
on July 12, 1992, in Baltimore, MD (see photo).
Katie has put teaching on hold for three years as
she pursues a career in sales in Williamsburg,
VA. Doug, an ’89 graduate of Princeton, is
attending law school at the College of William 8(
Mary. The Reinharts live at 4003 Governor’s
Square, #8, Williamsburg, VA 23188.

High-tech Chemistry
by M. Zimmerman

Cyndi Wilson Porter with student in multi-media
laboratory.

When C yndi W ilson P orter ’87
began her graduate work, she had two goals
in mind: get her degrees and find a well
paying job. Somewhere between receiving
her M.S. in inorganic chemistry from the U
o f A kron and working on her Ph.D. in x-ray
crystallography, she got sidetracked. She
became a teacher! As a chemistry instructor
at the U o f Akron, Cyndi is becoming rec
ognized as an authority on the innovative
use o f m ultim edia tools in a large lecture
hall.
She engages students in the study of
chemistry w ith her lively lectures, liberally
sprinkled w ith the use o f an overhead TV
camera which shows her calculations on a
9-by 12-foot screen and remote control
devices which allow her to switch to video
tape or live interactive video demonstra
tions. Complementing the lecture hall is the
interactive video m ini-laboratory, com bin
ing the features o f computer-generated
images and data, video demonstrations
from a laser disc, and direct student inter
action, all o f which Cyndi monitors from a
master terminal. She stresses, however, that
“ hands-on chemistry is one o f the keys in
stimulating a student’s interest in science.
This system does not replace a good
teacher.”
Since her first presentation on the use
o f m ultim edia in a large classroom, in
Atlanta, GA, in 1990, Cyndi has given pre
sentations in Jerusalem, Israel, and South
Africa. She is the author o f TALK:

Technology Assisted Lecture Kitfor General
Chemistry, published in 1993 by Wm. C.
Brown Communications, Dubuque, IA.
Currently, she is developing software and
study guides for the nursing and introduc
to ry chemistry sequences.
Cyndi lives in Wooster w ith her hus
band, Vincent, and son, Michael (15).
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The wedding o f M aria Guiao ’85 and Captain John Babilon. (Forefront, seated, I. to r.) bride and
groom. (Row 2) Barbara Guiao, Sonia Bentle. (Row 3) Kim Gabbard, Sungme Kim, Mike Reynolds,
Cathy Smith Senkfor '85, Ann Junkin Heingartner ’85. (Row 4) John Malas, Hyung Kim, Howard
Senkfor '85, Gordon Heingartner ’84, John Hendricks, M im i Krowitz '87, JPNauseef.

The wedding of Anna O’Donnell ’91 and Kenny Wince. (Front row, I. to r.) Liz
Deffenbaugh '91, groom, bride, Katie Jones McClelland, Danielle Dunn ’91s.
(Middle row) Allie Kulow '92, Andy Lewellen, Rowley Brucken ’91s, Andrea
Sweazy '92, Amy Kaltenmark ’90, Laura Kenreich, Carrie Fasolt '91s. (Back
row) Bob Graves ’94, Rich McClelland, Matt Hastings ’9ls.

The wedding o f Nona Suzanne Williston ’53 and Donald Coates ’44. (Row 1)
Rosanne Kennon Schollenberger, Charles Schollenberger ’44s, bride, groom,
Don Brown, Ron Price '53s. (Row 2) Wendy Burnard Barlow ’74, Betsy
Warner Thomas, Dr. Robert Thomas ’44s, Andrew Loess '83, Dr. Robert
Baab ’53. (Row 3) Lorraine Schwartz Sachse, Margaret Gibbons Fish ’44s,
H arry Engman 50, Carol McCool Johnson 53, Nancy Campbell Brown 52.
(Row 4) Sue Shera Retzler 53, Joe Retzler 50, Robert Archibald, Mary
E lliott Archibald ’53s, Marge Coates Chapin ’72, Ginny Coates Robertson
'69. (Row 5) Jim Berry ’44, B ill Haase, Celia Retzler Gates '42, Ray Chapin
'72. (Row 6) Frank Hays 53, La rry Gabriel ’47, Myra Lowe Leeper '76, Joe
Leeper '75, Freddy Beamer Shearer, Keith Shearer '53s, Jim Bean '42, M ary
Ann Pontius Berry ’49.

The wedding o f Catherine Hyun-Kyung Doh and John Wesley I I I ’90s, on August 21,
1993, in San Francisco, CA.

The wedding o f Amy
Christner '92 and Paul
Beilis ’90, on August 7,
1993, in Wooster. (Front
row, kneeling, I. to r.)
Jeannie Benson '92, Dan
Sanor '91, M ary Piekarski
’92. (Back row) Meg Farrar
’92, Kelley Howell ’93, Scott
Miksch ’92, groom, bride,
Dave Sanor, Mustafa
Garbadawala, M att
Crummy, Aaron Becker
’92s, Amy McPhee Hanson,
Laura Stewart, Gretchen
Kribbs ’91s.

1he wedding o f Karen Eberhart ’91 and Andrew Ellison ’90, on June 26, 1993, in
Vmalhaven, ME. (Row 1,1. to r.) Liz Eberhart Click '81, Steve Glick with Melissa, Tricia
Eberhart M ille r 84 holding Sarah, Lola Eberhart, bride, groom, M ary Munger Eberhart ’55,
M ary Lou Chalfant 42, Diana Ruehl ’91. (Row 2) Douglas M ille r ’84, Edward Eberhart ’55,
Ned Eberhart ’87, Corttney McClelland, Brian Yocum '91s.

The wedding o f K arin Riggs ’92 and Dennis Woessner. (Row 1 ,1, tor.) Doug
Gibb ’92, Evelyn Pyfrin, Minna Jinn '91s, Anna Hansel Michael '63, Ciona
Ulbrich ’92. (Row 2) Thelma Riggs, John Konnert, Judy Kruder Konnert ’63s,
groom, bride, William Riggs ’63, Melissa Walmsley, Heather Eppley ’92s, Jay
Michael ’63. (Row 3) Lisa Walsh ’91, Elizabeth Padwe '92, Megan Hess '91,
Linda-Beth Johnson Riggs '65, Chris Chamberlin ’92. (Row 4) Laura
Robinson '91, Todd Waid, Elena Arrojo ’92s, John Wendleboe ’63.

’ wedding o f Sally Robson ’89 and Josh Denbeaux ’90 on August, 15, 1992. (Row 1 ,1, to r.) Peter
'ricant ’65, Judy Black May, Diane Kohler Mesken ’66s, Jean Rohrbaugh Robson M ille r ’62,
dren Lobban Seaton ’34, bride, Kim Sullivan ’90, Marcia Wood Denbeaux ’66, Charlene D ’Cruz,
•kerem Gebrekidan ’89s. (Row 2) B arry M ay ’65, Philip Rohrbaugh, Winnie Myers Rohrbaugh
’• Elisa Perry, Vivien Chan ’89s, groom, Palani Sakthivel 88, Michelle Place ’90, M ark Campbell
(Row 3) Chris Palestrant ’90, Jen Kruchko ’91, Bryan Johnson 89, Murtaza Alibhai 89, Mary
vey ’91> Jason Hickman ’92. (Row 4) Josh Bauroth 89, M ario Jarrin, Julie Kerr ’90s, M ark
’beaux ’65, Shane Robson ’92, Carl Robson '62, Laurence Myers, Jay Roadarmel '89s.
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On September 4, 1993, Maria Guiao
Babilon married U.S. Air Force Captain John
Babilon (see photo). John is a graduate of the
Citadel, The Military College of the South.
Please also note the wedding photo of
Frank and Bonnie Talbot Morisano. News
about the couple appeared in the Fall issue.

Secretary: Lawrence Allen, 808 Blakely Ct.,
#257, Frederick, M D 21702.
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Best wishes to Carol Pearson
Schadelbauer, who married Rick Schadelbauer
on September 18,1993, at St. Augustine’s
Church in Ocean City, NJ (see photo). Carol
works in media relations for the American
Hospital Association in Washington, DC, and
Rick works for Resource Dynamics, an energy
consulting firm in Virginia. The Schadelbauers
reside at 705 N. Illinois St., Arlington, VA 22205.
Secretary: Janet Schellhase Dial, 6928 Sharkon

Lane, Stockton, CA 95210.
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On the baby front, we have three new
prospective alumni. Dave and Nancy Boothe’s
first child, Thomas Boothe, Jr., was born on
September 8,1993. He even has red hair!
Jeff and Kelly Connelly are the proud
parents of their first son, Ryan, born September
30,1993.
Bob (’84) and Cathy Fontaine
VanVolkenburg have a second son, Michael
Edward, born October 9,1993. Congratulations
to all!
Dennis Amari lives in Arlington, VA, and
is employed as a manager of government affairs
by Bell Communications Research.
Michelle Felty Aubrecht is a grant writer
for Ohio State U, Marion. She is the mother of
two children, Katarina (9) and Taryn (4).
Anne Scales Crafts is busy these days,
running after her two-year-old son, Trevor. She
and her husband, Greg, live in Elgin, IL.
Mark and Sandy (Galicki ’84) Ferguson
are helping me get current news about class
mates. They live in New Albany and have one
son, Leland (2). Mark is a lawyer with Taft,
Stettinius and Hollister in Columbus.
Chula Vista, CA, is home to Chuck and
Cathy Howard Nicholas. Cathy is a teacher in
the local school district and the mother of
Casey (3).
Pete Padolik works as a staff scientist in
product development for Procter 8r Gamble
Company in Cincinnati. In his spare time, he
plays soccer, volleyball, does yard work, and
makes beer! He and his wife, Laura, have a son,
Zachary (1).
Kevin Remaley is a senior software engi
neer, providing test engineering support in the
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development of government information sys
tems for Martin Marietta in Denver, CO. He and
Cynthia have two sons, Ryan and Matthew.
Dan (’82) and Carol Osborne Strauch
live in Willow Grove, PA. They have a son,
Robert, who is 2 years old. Carol is an advertis
ing production manager, overseeing the produc
tion of catalogs, brochures, and packaging of
lighting products for the Angelo Brothers
Company.
Jim and Beth Willard live in Mars, PA,
with their son, Danny, and a beagle, CJ. Jim is a
design engineer/geologist for KLH Engineers,
Incorporated.
Steve and Annette Wire Williams live in
Oakland, CA. Steve is a paralegal for Science
Applications International Corporation (SAIC)
in San Francisco. He assists the EPA in cost
recovery efforts under CERCLA (Superfund).
Although no longer coaching lacrosse, he con
tinues to be involved with the sport as a high
school league referee. Annette is a manager of
the accessible services program for the San
Francisco Municipal Railway, directing both
fixed-route and paratransit transportation ser
vices for disabled persons and seniors. When
time permits, she likes to travel in third-world
countries, especially in South America.
Congratulations to Mary Neagoy, who
was named vice president of Corporate
Communications, NBC, in September. In her
new position, Mary oversees all aspects of NBC’s
corporate public relations strategies and helps
develop and execute the company’s overall com
munications plan. She is also a member of
NBC’s communications executive council.
I (Sally) returned recently from a mini
trip to Portland, OR, and Seattle, WA. While in
Portland, I had the opportunity to visit with
Tom Forster. One of the highlights of the visit
was a brief slide show of old candids. 1 especially
liked the shots of some geo snoids doing IS in
the Scovel Hall basement offices, during our
senior year. There were some classic shots of
Eric May and Clint Arnaboldi. Hey, where are
you guys?

Secretary: Sally Widman Ferree, 91 Chatham
Rd., Columbus, OH 43214.
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Congratulations to Amy Barnard, who
was inducted into the 1993 “W” Association
Hall of Fame. Amy is a physical education teach
er and head coach for field hockey and boys’ golf
and swimming at the Barstow School in Kansas
City, MO.

Secretaries: Barb Brown, 325 Bellwalt Dr.,
Bridgeville, PA 15017; Morris Robinson, 901
Octavia, N ew Orleans, LA 70115; Betsy
Williams Crayton, 17 Edgehill Rd., W arwick, RI
02889.
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Char Reed Lyons writes that she and her
husband, Paul, are the proud parents of a beauti
ful baby boy, Griffin Reed Lyons, who was born
on September 28,1993. Griffin topped the
charts at nine pounds, seven ounces.

Secretary: Cheryl Weller Beck, 580 Barclay Hill
Rd., Beaver, PA 15009.
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I (Jenny) received a letter from Steve
“Stork” Ranson, who is a sales manager for
MicroTemps System and Programming, a soft
ware consulting firm. He and his wife have one
son, Jordan Tyler, who was born on June 6,1992.
The family lives in San Jose, CA, and since
Sheila is from the Philippines, the Ransons visit
there frequently.
They keep in touch with friends from
Wooster, including Jay Baker, Rick Thayer,
whose wedding they attended last October, and
John and Liz Stair White. John, who is execu
tive vice president of Taco Incorporated, fre
quently sees the Ransons on his way to Japan
and Korea. Steve and Sheila would welcome
news from classmates.
Your secretary (David) received news
from Adam Grossberg, whose home is in
Simsbury, CT. Adam is enjoying life at Trinity
College as an associate professor of economics.
He and his wife, Amy, especially enjoy spending
time with their two children, Daniel (7) and
Sarah (5). Classmates will remember Adam’s
article “From IS to CBS” in the Summer 1992
issue of Wooster.
Don Leake writes from his home in
Bethesda, MD, that after doing some graduate
work in history at the U of Maryland, he has set
tled in as a bank teller. He is still composing
music and spends his remaining time as an
amateur body builder. In the tradition of college
nicknames, Don is interested in getting in touch
with Snakenose and Catman. Write to Don at
10303 Dickens Ave., Bethesda, MD 20814.
In September, 1993, Kurt Wiebusch
received his Ohio architect’s license. A graduate
of the U of Toronto Architectural School, Kurt is
a job captain for Lesko & Associates, an archi
tectural firm specializing in schools and institu
tional buildings. He and his wife, Karen, and
their two children moved recently to Berea.

Secretaries: Jenny Watson, 1551 O akm ont Rd., S.
Euclid, OH 44121; Leslie Schwartz Burgevin, 8
M cLallen St., Trumansburg, N Y 14886; David
Gilliss, 100 Brandon Rd., Baltim ore, M D 21212.
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Congratulations to Mark Pruiss, who was
inducted into the 1993 “W” Association Athletic
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Good-Time Gathering o f
’76ers. (L. to r.) Sue Purves
McCaffray, Meg Meakin,
Marge Forbush, M a rti
Kaiser Lee, Beau McCaffray.

Hall of Fame. Mark coaches water polo and
swimming at the United States Military
Academy.

Secretaries: Pat Stocker, R.R. # 1 , B ox368-A ,
Dover, OH 44622; Lisa Carter Sherrock, 3500
Colonial Dr., Springfield, OH 45504.

Robert Hoffman, his wife, Sandra, and
three children live in New York, NY. Bob, who
received his M.B.A. from New York U, is vice
president of public finance for Morgan Stanley 8c
Company.
Regretfully, we report the death of David
A. Coughlan, on July 31,1993 (see obituaries).

Secretaries: Dean Walker, 3207 Trail Ridge Rd.,
Louisville, K Y 40241; Sandy Kronitis-Sipols,
39372 Plum brook Dr., Farmington Hills, M I
48331.

Since the news you reported on the 15year reunion forms is now dated, each of you
will be receiving a post card from me (Carole)
during the course of the next few months. Please
take the time to reply with news for our column.
I look forward to hearing from you!
And the honor of being the first to return
a post card goes to Ernst Crown-Weber. Ernie,
who completed his M.Ed. in community health
ln 1981, says that professionally he has gone full
circle. In 1982-85, he was the manager and co°wner of Eddie’s Cycle Center, and in 1985-93,
he was a health educator and trainer for Health
hlanagement Resources at the University of
Kentucky Hospital, in Lexington. Then, in
Klarch 1993, he opened his own business,
Danville Bike and Fitness, supporting health and
fitness in his community. He also enjoys the
business because he is near his family and
doesn’t have a long commute to work. Ernie and
his wife, Kathy Crown, were married in 1981
®nd have two sons, Andrew (9) and Stephan (7).
tKathy is a registered dietitian and director of
dutrition services at a regional hospital. Ernie is
an avid cyclist and runner and is the chairman

for education and community programs for the
American Heart Association.
Betsy Bruce also returned her post card.
She is in her 16th year of full-time collegiate
physical education, instructing and coaching
field hockey and lacrosse. Recently, Betsy was
promoted to associate professor at Hamilton
College. For recreation, she enjoys hand weaving
on a floor loom and being outdoors — the
Adirondack Mountains are nearby. She says
these activities are good therapy for the trials
and tribulations of being a single female homeowner in a blue-collar neighborhood.

Secretaries: Susan Lundal, 608 W. Lincoln St.,
Birm ingham , M I 48009-1964; Carole Lehman
Valliere, 10 R adcliffR d., Beverly, M A 01915.

After receiving his D.Min. from Princeton
Theological Seminary last year, Jonathan Kelley
accepted the call to Midway Community Parish
in Gilby, Forest River, and Inkster, ND. Jonathan
and his wife, Tricia (Hagelin ’75), decided to
move to the Great Plains, when Tricia accepted

the position of chairperson of the department of
geology and geological engineering at the U of
North Dakota. The family, including Timothy
(11) and Katherine (7), especially enjoy the sim
ple benefits of small-town life.
A celebration of nearly 21 years of friend
ship was held this past August on the sunny
shores of Wrightsville Beach, NC. Present at this
mini-reunion were Marge Forbush, Marti
Kaiser Lee, Sue Purves McCaffray, Beau
McCaffray, and Meg Meakin. General consen
sus is that we all look great, still laugh a lot, and
are all doing well (see photo).
Marti is executive director of a communi
ty agency in Kansas City, MO, and has three
children. Marge lives in Wooster with her family,
which includes two children, and teaches ele
mentary school. Sue and Beau live and work in
Wilmington, NC, and have two children. Sue is a
professor of history at the U of North Carolina,
and Beau is director of a drug awareness/prevention program with the city school district
and is still very active in the world of lacrosse.
Meg recently relocated to Albany, NY, where she
is a corporate senior vice president for branch
operations of the Capital District YMCA.
Plans are now underway for the next
“Unofficial, But Still Good-Time Gathering of
’76ers.” Interested? Please contact Meg Meakin
at 86 Woodside Dr., Albany, NY 12208.
In an unprecedented public appearance
east of the Mississippi, Dr. Vicki Lane, who
recently completed her Ph.D., was honored dur
ing a mid-summer gala celebration weekend in
Columbus. A soiree at the home of Bruce
Koppert capped an eventful Saturday, while a
casual spa-side Sunday brunch, hosted by
Jeannie Bacon and Bob Mintz, completed the
weekend festivities. See the photo for the distin
guished guests in attendance. Cher was unable
to attend but sent her congratulations to Vicki.

Secretary: Julie Beuter Bogner, 1660 A rth u r Dr.,
Wooster, OH 44691.

Summer 1976 soiree at the home o f Bruce Koppert.
(Front row, I. to r.) Michael D. Wilkinson, Dave Jeroski.
(Row 2) M ario Miranda, Jeannie Bacon, Dana
Vandenberg Murphy, Marge Forbush, Nancy Troy
Wilkinson, Vicki Lane, and Dave Schafer. (Row 3)
Bruce Koppert, M ark Waggoner. (Row 4) M ary
Marshall, DickStoltz, and Doug Murphy.
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Eric Meyer, executive director of the
Tucson Symphony Orchestra Association, was
featured in a Green Valley News an d Sun article
on September 15,1993. The organization, he
said, has completed five consecutive years of
balanced budgets and is looking forward to its
sixth year of financial success. Eric joined the
orchestra association in 1977, when it faced sig
nificant financial difficulties. The ’93 season
opened in September in the Proscenium Theatre
of Pima Community College.

Secretary: Andrea Steenburg Simmers, 2121
Breeds Rd., Owings M ills, M D 21117.

NOTES

as the time in ’74 when his brakes didn’t work
but we kept on truckin’ anyway. Or the time
that. . . nah, that couldn’t actually have
happened.
We could tell you about my two or his
three kids, which we sincerely, truly love, respec
tively, or about our beloved wifely units. But this
is not the time. This is the flashback section, the
get-funky-on-the-brink-of-the-20th-reunion
part of the magazine. So there. Write. Write
today. Bill needs you.
In October, The Reynolds and Reynolds
Company presented the R.H. Grant Award, the
company’s most prestigious sales honor, to
Crispin Smith. Crispin, who has been with the
company for 17 years, is a sales representative

19 7 4
20th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
Musings from Bob D yer.. . . There we
are, sitting in the maple-paneled bar at Avalon
Lakes Golf Course near Warren, Ohio, of all
places, having just finished 27 holes on a swel
tering Friday afternoon. No, we hadn’t played
there. We had played at nearby Trumbull
Country Club, actually, seeing as how Fred
Brower is a big-damn-deal hospital president in
his old age and has some sort of exchange agree
ment between Trumbull and his home club in
Steubenville. But the Trumbull bar was lame. So
we moved. And along about the fourth or fifth
beer, Fred allows as how he feels sorry for Bill
Irvine every time the alumni magazine comes
out.
The older we get, Fred says, the shorter
the class notes. And that’s a shame, we decide,
because there’s a whole lotta people we’d like to
hear about. And we really should write, and we
almost did last time, but, well, you know how
that goes. And then Fred starts firing at me,
pointing out that I, Bob Dyer, make a living
writing goofy stuff for a newspaper, that being
the Akron Beacon Journal (a three-time Pulitzer
Prize-winning publication, I might add), and
that a letter to Long Lost Bill would be a piece of
cake for me. And then I suggest that Fred start
making some pro bono hospital visits, and
things begin to deteriorate, and we start smack
ing each other with golf utensils and smashing
up the place and the cops come and. . . OK, not
really. I say I might be interested but the turn
around time for class notes seems to be about
2'A generations, and something that sounds cool
in late August might suck in March. So we’re on
to other things, such as the fact that Patty Smyth
is the Goddess of Rock ’n’ Roll, and that I actual
ly know her, having spent a long conversation
with her in the name of work last week.
But we keep going back to the old days,
Fred and I, namely those coed dips in the moon
light on the edge of town and similar highly
charged forays that we don’t tend to talk about
much any more. And then there was some other,
morally indefensible, off-the-record stuff, such
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community sports. While life is hectic, they
wouldn’t trade their large family for anything!
The Seatons would enjoy hearing from class
mates. Their address is 612 Kirsch Ave., Wayne,
PA 19087.
Keimi Harada writes from Tokyo, Japan:
“I worked as the secretary general for IFYA Kobe
’93 (International Forum for Young Architects),
organized by IAA (International Academy of
Architects), with great success, in August. I’m
still vice president of the Alumni Association of
the International Division of Waseda University,
Tokyo, promoting exchange programs between
Waseda and GLCA colleges, including Wooster.”
In September, Navy Cmdr. Ron Rutter
returned from a six-month deployment in the
Mediterranean Sea aboard the USS Saipan, the
lead ship in the Mediterranean Amphibious
Ready Group (MARG). This group also operated
in the Adriatic Sea in support of Operation Deny
Flight, enforcing the U.N. sanctioned “no-fly
zone” over Bosnia-Herzegovina, and helped
with the relief effort for the former Yugoslavia.
The MARG took part in major bilateral exercises
with Spain, Tunisia, and Greece.

Secretary: Suzanne Schluederberg, 3385 Carl
Ct., Ann Arbor, M I 48105.

________1 9 7 2_______
Crispin Smith receiving the R.H. Grant Award fro m The
Reynolds and Reynolds Company.

for the forms and systems group, business forms
division, in Dayton. Active in industry associa
tions and civic organizations, he is also a mem
ber of a local United Way budget committee in
Akron and a committee chairman of the World
Series of Golf.

Secretary: Bill Irvine, 2449 P Northwest,
Washington, D C 20007.
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Paul and Kathleen Lull Seaton write that
they had planned to do two things on the 20th
anniversary of their wedding and their gradua
tion from Wooster: attend our 20th reunion on
campus and take a trip to Scotland. Instead,
they went off to Bryn Mawr Hospital for the
birth of their fifth child. “Life,” Kathy writes, “is
a continual study of child development in our
household.” Their oldest daughter, Erin, is a
sophomore at Earlham College; son Daniel is a
freshman in high school; Kara is in fifth grade;
and Timothy is in first grade. The Seatons’ fifth
“Little Scot,” Andrew, was born on August 20,
1993, and enjoys being the resident baby. Both
Kathy and Paul are heads of schools: Kathy at
the Episcopal Day School in Paoli, PA, and Paul
at Lansdowne Friends School. They both enjoy
teaching Sunday school, working with the Girl
and Boy Scouts, and coaching a variety of

Melody Bales writes that she taught
school and swimming lessons for the Red Cross
in Haiti from 1984 to 1990. She then moved to
Naples, FL, and opened a business, importing
Haitian art. On a buying trip in October, 1992,
Melody met a pregnant girl who wanted to
abandon her unborn child. After remaining in
Haiti until the baby was born and making all the
necessary arrangements, Melody returned to the
U.S. in February, 1993, with the baby. At the
hearing in Richland County Probate Court this
past September, the baby became Rachel
Bathsheba Islandia Bales. At the time she wrote,
Melody said: “She’s a beautiful, sweet, healthy
10-month-old now, and I’m a first-time mom,
single, and 43 years old.” During the tourist sea
son in Naples, Melody operates her business,
The Lady From Haiti and Rachel’s Room. Best
wishes to Melody and Rachel.
Best wishes also go to Bev Kimble
Siligmueller, who married Phillip Siligmueller
on April 24,1993. Bev is director of develop
ment for the Lutheran General Foundation in
Chicago, IL.
A letter from Jim Sentman: “When I
receive my Woo magazine, the first place I turn
to is Class Notes, but, frankly, the section for ’72
has been all too short of late. In fact, the last
issue had no news. Thank goodness, Dave and
Cindy Lyon MacDonell kept us in the Births
column last year with the arrival of Julie, who is
a darling. Anyone a grandparent yet?
“Myself? I’m childless, spouseless, and
beginning my 21st year at the same high school
where I began teaching in September, 1972. So,
I’ll challenge my ’72 classmates to come up with
better news than mine. I’m neither rich nor

CLASS
famous, but here goes.
“If you missed me at our 20th reunion last
year (and many thanks to Ray and Marge
Coates Chapin for the photographs of the occa
sion they sent me), I was about as far away from
Wooster as a person can get. I was an exchange
teacher of English and English as a Second
Language at Norwood High School in Adelaide,
South Australia, throughout 1992. To say I love
Australia is an understatement. I may just retire
there.” During the school holidays, Jim was “able
to travel from Perth on the Indian Ocean
(including a swim with dolphins) to Sydney on
the Pacific, and from Melbourne in the south to
Darwin and Kakadu (Crocodile Dundee coun
try) in the north. In between, there was scuba
diving on the Great Barrier Reef, bungy jumping
in Surfer’s Paradise, bush-walking outside Alice
Springs in the Red Centre, opal prospecting in
Lightning Ridge (which is the epitome of the
Outback), caving at Mt. Gambier, plus rockclimbing and wine tasting (not simultaneously)
in the stunning Adelaide Hills.
“Okay, I took my turn. Now, you pick up a
pen and write to our secretary (Jay) because
mquiring minds want to know what you’re
doing!”

Secretary: Jay Yutzey, 1254 N orw ell D rive E.,
Columbus, OH 43220. Internet:
'C utzey.2@osu.edu; Bitnet: Yutzey.2@ ohstm ail

19 7 1
Share the big, the small, the significant,
the insignificant, the happy, the sad, the funny
happenings in your life with your classmates.
Share som ething or the column w ill be bare.

Secretary: Wendy Smith Dillingham, 540
Elmwood, D earborn, M I 48124.

19 7 0
Classmates, I am giving you another
chance to send news to me, before I really have

NOTES

nothing to write about except how I almost fixed
the family lawnmower.

Art of the Deal

Secretary: Pete Snyder, 2116 Collett Lane,
Flossmoor, IL 60422.

by M. Zimmerman
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,J3U25th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
Best wishes to Jan Hollinger Jones, who
married Peter Jones on May 1,1993. See the
photo for Woosterites in attendance. Carolyn
Donaldson Finke was present for the festivities
but had to leave before the photo was taken. The
Joneses’ new address is 2201 Chatfield Dr.,
Cleveland, Heights, OH 44106. Jan writes that
Larry (’70) and Bonnie Enke Lindberg are
their neighbors.
The U.S. Air Force has named the legal
office at Hickam Air Force Base in Hawaii in
memory of Col. David Woodring, who was
killed on November 30,1992, in a traffic acci
dent in England. At the time of his death, he was
staff judge advocate at the 81st Tactical Fighter
Wing at the Royal Air Force Bentwaters and
Woodbridge bases. While serving in Hawaii
from 1978 to 1981, David was chief of both the
civil law and military justice sections at Hickam
and was also a deputy staff judge advocate. The
building, where he spent much of his time dur
ing his tenure in Hawaii, is now known as the
Woodring Law Center. David was buried in
Arlington National Cemetery with full military
honors.

Secretary: Judy Simkins Haines, 300 Berkshire
Dr., Rochester, N Y 14626.

19 6 8
I (Pat) am writing this on a bright fall day
with the mountains of Rocky Mountain National
Park in the distance, white with a fresh dusting

Annual ’69 Memorial Day
fishing trip. (Back row,
I. to r.) Dave Broehl, Dan
Adams. (Middle row) John
Bone, Ric Martinez. (Front
row) Stu Miller, John
Thomas.

Finding creative solutions to difficult
problems is the trademark of James J.
M a iw u rm ’71, Washington, DC, lawyer and
dealmaker. According to the Washington
Business Journal, Jim is becoming known as the
man who gets things done. Both clients and col
leagues comment on his sound practical judg
ment and his ability to propose a set of practical
alternatives.
He is a member of the downtown firm of
Crowell 8t Moring, but his background is not
that of a typical business lawyer. After receiving
his J.D. from the U of Michigan, Jim started his

James J. Maiwurm

career in Cleveland as a business litigator. After
spending seven years in the courtroom, he lost
interest in the proceedings. Always attracted to
the art of dealmaking, the man known amicably
as “The Wurm” decided to make a career turn.
After working with business transactions
for a while, he tried his hand at being a business
man but soon returned to his law firm to negoti
ate transactions. He worked for the firm of
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey, in DC, before join
ing Crowell 8t Moring in 1990. Now, he repre
sents financial institutions and industrial clients,
assists in securities matters and domestic and
international acquisitions, and dispositions and
related financings.
He enjoys negotiating tough deals and
finding new ways to solve problems. A colleague
who worked with Jim on a complex negotiation
states: “Most lawyers are averse to taking risks,
but Maiwurm understands and can deal with the
natural tension between what companies want to
do to make a profit and the regulatory frame
work in which they must do business. Rather
than just saying the law doesn’t allow something
to be done, he’d propose a set of practical alter
natives.”
Will he stay with this career much longer?
“I have changed careers about every seven years,
so who knows?” Meanwhile, The Wurm is hav
ing fun making deals.
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of snow. As you open to our Class Notes, you
will be deep into winter, hoping to find a name
you recognize from your Wooster past. Since our
25th reunion, I have uncovered my old Alumni
Magazines — you all have yours, don’t you? —
and made some interesting discoveries. We were
the ninety-eighth Wooster Commencement
class, and the speaker. Dr. Carl Rowan, told us
that we were going into a world yearning for
peace, “yet fighting with a savagery unknown in
human history.”
Dave Jerome and his family vacationed in
Colorado this summer. On August 22, Dave, his
wife, Kathi, and their daughter met the
Yanchunas family at Denver’s Mile High
Stadium for a glorious afternoon of baseball. We
saw the best-attended team in the history of
baseball, the Rockies, beat the faltering Mets.

NOTES

part of the country. In addition, he is chairman
of the city’s water board. I have been a home
maker in Longmont for 21 years, raising our
daughter and son and being a volunteer at
church and for community projects. I’m also a
grief counselor.
Jane Sennett Long, you were missed at
the reunion by your Holden Hall floormates. On
her reunion form, Jane indicated that she and
her husband, Richard, have been living in Paris,
France, since March, 1991, and that they would
leave there at the end of December, 1993.1 hope
she’ll share her Parisian experience with us.
If, as you close your W ooster magazine, an
idea or news occurs to you that would make our
column more interesting, please let me know.

Secretary: Pat Silvey Yanchunas, 618 Bowen St.,
Longmont, CO 80501.
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Dave Jerome, Pat Silvey Yanchunas, Denny Yanchunas
’68s.

Dave, who had good seats, made arrangements
for our son to have the seat usually occupied by
his son, James, who is an exchange student in
Germany this year. It’s a miracle that we recog
nized each other in a crown of 70,000 fans out
side the stadium! An attorney, Dave opened his
law firm, Jerome & Associates, in 1982, in
Northfield, MI, his hometown. He loves baseball
and is president of Northfield’s junior league
baseball program.
I was happy that John Shepherd gra
ciously made himself known to me at our class
reunion. Unbeknownst to me, he had married a
high school classmate of mine from Deerfield,
IL, Cheryl Ramsey. Cheryl couldn’t come to the
reunion, but their daughter, Kristen ’96, did. She
was just as gracious as her father as she watched
alumni reunite. John, who earned his Ph.D. from
Purdue U, is a research scientist for Eastman
Kodak in Rochester, NY. Like so many in our
class, John is facing the possibility of company
cutbacks and an uncertain future.
My husband, Denny, and I are just recov
ering from the collapse of the Mutual Benefit
Companies, which went into receivership in
1991. Denny had been associated with them for
17 years, as a life insurance and securities sales
man, in Longmont, CO. Now, he has an inde
pendent office, Fedora Financial Services, and is
associated with Nathan 8t Lewis Securities. He
also has become known as an authority on water
rights and area water irrigation systems in
Longmont. This is an interesting expertise, as
people kill each other over water disputes in this
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Kathleen Woods Wolken continues her
work as senior electron microscopist at Ohio
State U. Her daughter, Jill, is a senior at Wooster,
and her son, David, is a freshman at Ohio State.
A plastic surgeon in Dallas, TX, Robert
Hamas has been involved in educating the pub
lic about plastic surgery: i.e., surgeon qualifica
tions, risk/benefit of procedures, marketing.
“This,” he says, “has taught me more about the
print and TV media than I ever wanted to
know!”
Kathryn Weaver Wynn is now an admin
istrative assistant at the Delaware Valley Friends
School, a Quaker school for LD adolescents. She
and her husband, Dick ’64, live in Haverford,
PA, and have two children: David ’92 and Mary
Beth.

Secretary: Sara Bradley, P.O. Box 599,
Chautauqua, N Y 14722.

19 6 6

help, contact one of them: Bob and Judy Kerr
Kenworthy, John and Claudia Robinson
Boatright, Catherine Long Fischer, David and
Carol Stromberg Pancoast, James Switzer,
Russell and Jane Welton Yamazaki.

Secretaries: Russell & Jane Welton Yamazaki,
1040 Berkshire, Grosse Pointe Park, M I 48230.
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Chuck Furman, assistant general manag
er of WGVU-TV Grand Rapids, has been a staff
member at the Michigan station for the last 21
years. He and his wife, Judy (Nowlin ’64), have
two sons.
A physician, Dick Freeman practices
ophthalmology in Auburn, NY. He and his wife,
Judy, have four children.

Secretary: Ann McKenrick Wase, 412 Ivy
Church Rd., Tim onium, M D 21093.

19 6 2
Pat Anderson Peters teaches private
piano lessons and directs a Kindermusik pro
gram for preschool children in Richland, MI.
Active on the national level with the
Kindermusik Teachers’ Association, Pat served
as the registrar for its 1992 convention and is
coordinator for the teacher training workshops.
She and her husband, Tim, a lawyer, travel to
Europe once a year. They have three children:
Christopher, Andrew ’91, and Emily Jo.
Dr. Emily Eaton Lyon, a clinical psychol
ogist, is in private practice in Palo Alto, CA. She
is the founder and president of the board of The
Spring Foundation for Research on Women.
Emily, whose son, Lars, died of cancer at the age
of 21, writes: “His courage and joy in life has
been a great help in living with this loss.” We
send our best wishes to you, Emily.

Secretary: Linda Park, P.O. Box 6631, Cleveland,
OH 44101.

Please write!

Secretary: Elizabeth Westhafer O’Brien, 101
Hillcrest Ave., Sum m it, NJ 07901.

19 6 5
Congratulations to Vicki Siegel Ferry,
who was inducted into the 1993 “W”
Association Athletic Hall of Fame. Vicki, who
works for the Fahlgren Ad Agency in
Parkersburg, WV, recently won the West
Virginia state tennis doubles championship.

19 6 4
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=HJ30th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
The reunion committee is busy making
plans for our 30th in June. If you are willing to

19 6 1
Please share the happenings in your life
with your secretary. Our column needs your
participation.
Secretary: Larry Vodra, 51 High Ridge Rd.,

Brookfield, CT 06804.

19 6 0
Congratulations to James Traer who, on
October 23,1993, became the 18th president of
Westminster College, Fulton, MO. Previously,
Jim was dean of the college and professor of his
tory at Lynchburg College. He and his wife,
Maribeth, have three daughters.

Secretary: Nancy Brown Tyburski, 3622
Croydon Dr., NW, Canton, OH 44718.

P ho to b y th e W o o s te r D aily R ecord

Their firm, Peripheral Services, Inc., provides
consulting and administrative support to trade
associations and professional societies, helping
them improve the effectiveness of their organi
zations in delivering benefits to members and
fulfilling their specific mission.
For three years, Elwin Vanderland has
been a chaplain for Morningside Manor and
pastor of Pilgrim Presbyterian Church in Smiley,
TX. He ministers to the elderly in both residen
tial and nursing environments. Last year, Elwin
completed a pilot study of “Religion and the
Alzheimer’s Patient,” funded by a grant from the
Guild of Clergy Counselors.

Roger Ramseyer 59 and two o f his prize Haflinger
horses, New G irl (I.) and Cali (r.).

19 5 9
35th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
Roger Ramseyer may have retired as
superintendent of the Green Local Schools on
July 30,1993, but he didn’t retire from the class
room. In September, he began teaching in the
education department at the College. Roger,
who was a four-year member of the basketball
and track teams while in college, returned in
1960-61 to coach the track team, winning the
Ohio Conference Track Championship.
The Ramseyer family lives in the same
historic farmhouse in which Roger was born. He
>s the fourth generation to live in the “pioneer
house,” built over 100 years ago, on Pleasant
View Farm in Smithville. His wife, Beverly,
leaches 6th grade in Berlin and daughter Becky
ls a sophomore at Smithville High School. One
of Roger’s hobbies is raising Haflinger horses, a
breed imported from Austria and Switzerland.
One of his registered horses is a national chamP>on in the two-wheel cart competition held in
Coshocton.
As far as the Ramseyer family is concerned, “country living is impossible to beat.”
Theyextend an invitation to class members to
stoP and visit them on the farm.
Secretary: Gretchen Yant Robinson, 608 Conley
Ave., Ada, OH 45810.
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Ronalyn Mielke Choco retired from
leaching and is now self-employed. With her
nusband, John, she is a travel consultant, lectur
er- and author. The Chocos also present semi
nars and write travel books.
Nancy Calderwood Carleton used what
sne learned as a political volunteer to start an
association management business. Her son,
avid ’87, who helped her initially, is now a regnlar business partner, and her husband, Scott,
°°k early retirement from Kodak to join them.

Secretaries: Bob Carter, 1407 W. Sherwin, #2-N,
Chicago, IL 60626; Bonnie Acton Moccio, 154
Highland Ave., Westfield, MA 01085.

19 5 7
How many of you remember the famous
’54 Cleveland Indians baseball team? Nostalgia
took over the Cleveland area as the Indians
played at the Lakefront Stadium for the last time
(October 1-3). Did your sports channel cover
the game on Friday night? If so, you saw the two
millionth ticket holder being honored. That per
son was our classmate, Joe Mason, of Ashland!
From the Masons’ box seat, your secretary
watched Joe being presented with gifts and
being interviewed. Later, he received TV cover
age, especially as he turned off the last bank of
lights in the stadium following the game. Joe has
been a loyal fan and greatly enjoyed this honor.
We will look for you, Joe, at Gateway next
season.
Congratulations to Ken Plusquellec, who
received the Gerald S. Saddlemire Award from
the Ohio Association of Student Personnel
Administrators (OASPA). In presenting the
award, the Association’s president and former
associate dean of students at Wooster, Sophie
Penney, characterized Ken as “someone who is
willing to take a stand on an issue, even though
voicing that stand may seem the unpopular
thing to do at the time.” The Saddlemire award
is given annually to recognize outstanding con
tributions by an individual to the Association
and the student personnel profession. Ken, who
has been dean of students at Wooster since 1975,
served as president of the OASPA in 1982.
Congratulations also to Gerald Smith,
who was inducted into the “W” Association Hall
of Fame in 1993. Gerald is general sales manager
with Tech Pak in Clearwater, FL.

De Serre Blanc, F-84240, La Bastide Des
Jourdans, France). When her husband’s job with
Sylvania was cut in February, Jet gave up her job
of 25 years as human resources manager for the
International Standards Organization in
Geneva. The Boilers then devoted their energies
to renovating their house near Geneva which
they had built in 1975. During the summer, both
their son, Neal, and daughter, Nadene, were
married, and Jet says she will become a double
grandma in 1994. “Since our move to Provence,
we’ve been busy adapting to our new life of
retirement with a new challenge or project every
day.”
While in the States for her 40th high
school class reunion in 1992, Jet visited with
Nancy Kittredge Geiser and her children at
their summer cottage on Lake George.
In October, Jerry and Jan Ackerly
Carlisle, Jim and Robbie Burns Dinopoulos,
Gene and Jan Douglas Grim met at Robbie’s
home in Poland to spend an all too brief visit
with Don and Lois Jackman Howland. Don
had given the morning message to his home
town church in Youngstown where a pavilion
had been dedicated in memory of his late father.
Mary Ann “Mikey” Lewis Glasgow
McDowell reports that she has made some big
changes in her life. She closed her private coun
seling practice in Salt Lake City, UT, married,
and changed her address. Mikey’s new address is
3336 Ocotea St., Raleigh, NC 27607.
Secretary: Janice Douglas Grim, 17867 E.
Lincoln Way, Dalton, OH 44618.
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Sadly, we have two deaths to report:
Richard Ogden, on July 16,1993, and Lee F.
Beamer, on October 2, 1993. Sympathy of the
class is extended to their families.
In October, your secretary had a visit
from Don and Janet Eckert Johansen and Jan’s
sister and brother-in-law. Jan and I reminisced
about our days as roommates in Holden Hall.
She and Don, who live in Glen Ellyn, IL, have

Secretary: Kathryn Demmon Cilimburg, 28223
Bassett Rd., Westlake, OH 44145.
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Jean “Jet” Teague Boiler writes that 1993
was a year of change for her, including a move to
beautiful Provence in early September (Chemin
Joe Mason 5 7 being honored as the two millionth ticket
holder fo r the last game played by the Cleveland
Indians at the Lakefront Stadium.
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three children, Laura, David, and Chris, and
seven grandchildren.
It was good to see them, and I would like
to have visits from more of you or at least receive
mail from you. How about it?

Secretary: Faith Omans Reynolds, M errell
Tavern Inn, P.O. Box 318, South Lee, M A 01260.
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Congratulations to Bob Ackerman, who
has been named chairman and CEO of Lord,
Sullivan & Yoder Advertising and Public
Relations. Formerly president and CEO of the
Columbus firm, Bob will continue to chair the
agency’s executive committee and be responsi
ble for the organization’s overall management.
He and his wife, Marge, live in Worthington.
Plans are proceeding nicely for our
reunion. So, make your plans to be there!

Secretary : Richard Sheppard, Box 264, Suttons
Bay, M I 49682.
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Recently, I (Don) had an interesting
phone conversation with Frank Hays, who was
in our area of Southern California while his wife,
Barbara, attended a nurses’ conference in the
Anaheim area. Barbara is an R.N. in the obstet
rics department at Wooster Community
Hospital, and Frank and I shared opinions about
the future of medicine with or without the
Clinton health care revisions. We also agreed
that big cities are no longer the exclusive terrain
of gangs with their crime and violence. Increas
ingly, small-town America is discovering such
activities on its doorstep. Frank indicated that
Canton is currently struggling with turmoil. I
remember Canton for its tough football and
rumors of a certain dance routine at a certain
theater. Although Frank claims to have retired
from his partnership role in his law firm, he says
that he is as busy as ever as an employee. He did
find time, however, to take a ten-day tour of the
Kenai Peninsula and the area north of
Anchorage, AK, with Dick Danielson ’54.
I am still having fun looking at the
reunion forms submitted by classmates to the
Alumni Office. What an interesting book could
be written using just a few of the many adven
tures hinted at or recorded in the few lines
allowed on those forms.
William Mithoefer, for instance, from
1958 until his retirement from the State
Department in 1992, lists assignments in
Madrid, Kigali, Ibadan, Douala, Yaounde,
Monrovia, Accra, and Malabo, among others. He
worked on assignments with UNESCO, in muni
tions control, and as a Nigerian analyst. His role
as director of the Office of Human Rights and
Women’s Affairs certainly gave him some sleep
less nights. Bill says that his last job before retir-
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ing and for several months on contract, was
being “the officer in charge of the UN sanctions
programs for Iraq, Yugoslavia, Libya, and
Somalia.” His favorite Wooster memory is the
pleasant evenings spent at Mrs. Orahood’s
boarding house. It obviously prepared him for
his homes away from home during his many for
eign assignments.
Since his retirement, Bill has been work
ing with his 2,000-piece collection of African
art. He reports that 50 pieces were part of a dis
play in the fall at Kent State U and were dis
played at Ohio U in January.
Carl “Milt” Hoffmire, who retired after
41 years in various automotive engineering
positions, now has time to pursue favorite hob
bies. High on his list is playing the trumpet with
the Tri-County Band and Star Dusters dance
band in the Trenton, NJ, area. Not many of our
group still have the lip to last a whole set of
numbers. I’m impressed, Milt. He also loves fly
ing and has a single-engine land pilot’s license,
which is instrument rated so that he can traipse
around the country in various kinds of weather.
Too bad we can’t have a dance at our next
reunion and have Milt fly in with his band.
Although Milt chose to finish his degree work at
the General Motors Institute, he “fondly remem
bers the quality people, including Bob
Anderson, Bill Gardner, Bob Kurth, Dave
Augspurger, John Brandenstein, and Gil
O’Gawa.”
Another classmate who graduated else
where, Richard Campbell, also retired recently,
in this case from teaching in the Salem, NY,
schools. He completed his undergraduate work
at Cornell, but “thought well enough of
[Wooster] to send two children there.” He
remembers the “good people, good friends,
good academics.” Not the good food, Richard?
Oh, well. His work experience included nine
years as a chemical engineer with Amoco, 23
years as a high school math teacher, and two
years as a math-science teacher in an interna
tional school in Thailand.
Rowland Guildford has spent the last 35
years in Cincinnati, working for the Royal
Insurance Company. He enjoyed singing in the
Men’s Glee Club at Wooster, especially going on
the tours and its director, Karl Trump. Gil still
sings with his church choir and does some
choral directing. He also remembers fondly the
Old Chapel (don’t we all), the Eighth Section
House, and pinning. He and his wife, Sally, cur
rently enjoy gardening and “taking short trips
by car to find antiques and bargains.” Isn’t
“antiques and bargains” a contradiction in
terms, Gil?
As I (Don) visited some spots from my
childhood in Ohio and Pennsylvania during the
days surrounding our reunion, I was moved by a
cluster of commemorative stones in Logan, a
memorial to those who served in our country’s
various wars, including the Korean War. For
most people this war has become a forgotten
war except to those of our generation whose
lives it affected.
I thought of that as I read Albert
Vernon’s form, in which he lists his service as a

combat infantryman in Korea during 1952-53.
A1 then worked in various capacities for United
States Steel for 25 years and is now director of
marketing for Gerbus Brothers Construction/
Trans-Ash Division. He is responsible for devel
oping major job opportunities for his employer
and for the “sale of fly ash for use in concrete,
base stabilization, and environmental applica
tions.” I’m tempted to ask how many flies one
must burn to get enough ashes to sell, but I
know from the current controversy about a new
coal-burning plant being built without scrub
bers “south of the border” that such emissions
can become a hot issue.
Although A1 graduated from Columbia U,
he and his family have become “avid fans of Scot
basketball” and spend some vacations and
weekends at the Wooster Inn, where they can
enjoy the sports, theater, and music on campus.
Al remembers the beauty of the campus and is
reminded of that each time he returns. But, in
one of the more special memories I’ve read, Al
writes: “I cherish a letter from Art Murray ’20,
who sought my return to Wooster following my
freshman year. I did return, but only for a single
semester. Although I only heeded his advice in
part, that letter remained a source of encourage
ment throughout my time in service, in my
business career, and in my marriage. Thank you
for naming the baseball field for Art Murray.”
So, as echoed in many responses, the
beauty of the campus is overshadowed in many
ways by the beauty of its people.
I (Nona) recently wrote to several class
mates, inviting recollection of Bruce Becker,
who died unexpectedly on May 4,1993. Whit
Weihe wrote from Ft. Lauderdale, FL, remem
bering Bruce as a “tall, quiet Gary Cooper type;
strong, but gentle, too.” At that time, they were
freshman counselors in Douglass Hall. That
junior year, Whit had a few younger tricksters
who were immune to all persuasion that study
hours should be calm: “I remember Bruce quiet
ly commenting that ‘we have to meet our stu
dents as equals to be effective.’” This strategy
helped restore order to Whit’s section of
Douglass.
Ivan Preston wrote from the U of
Wisconsin School of Journalism and Mass
Communication at Madison and remembers
Bruce from their freshman year together in
Douglass Hall. After that, their paths seldom
crossed as Ivan moved toward a major in
English and Bruce toward one in economics.
About himself, though, Ivan mentioned com
pleting a second book on deceptive advertising,
The Tangled Web They Weave, which will be
published soon. The American Academy of
Advertising, a professor’s organization, has hon
ored Ivan with an award for his research.
Recollections from other friends men
tioned Bruce’s affection for bridge and Shack
coffee, his enjoyment of sports, his kindness,
intelligence, and good humor. His business
career took him to many parts of the world, and
at home he cherished his three daughters, who
were scattered, but close to his heart. Good
memories of a nice person, and I thank you all
for writing.
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If you knew Bruce and would like to add
to these memories of him, please write to his sis
ter, Joan Becker Bissell ’59, at 3310 Morning
View Terrace, Bloomfield Hills, MI 48301. She
will forward copies to Bruce’s three daughters.
Ted and Carolyn MacArdle Fredley: was
■t your home-remodeling-except-for-the-fronthall-closet that kept you from the reunion? Was
>t the arrival of grandchild number five on May
27? Or helping baby Jennifer’s parents move one
week later from Florida to Georgia? Yes, that
must have been it! Good to hear that the reasons
we missed you were all good ones.
Sometimes I run up the phone bill to
check up on y’all. On Labor Day, I called Frank
Cook, who needed to be up and out of his deck
chair, getting a little work done. Frank retired as
director of Southwest Florida Addiction Services
0n July 1. He has a new career in counseling. A
second, very part-time job this gourmet cook
enjoys is with a Ft. Meyers, FL, wine merchant;
Frank’s the local cheese guru. After I hung up I
remembered it was his birthday, so belatedly,
Happy Birthday, Frank. Dan DeArment’s name
came up in the conversation. Dan is retired now
111Sarasota and is an avid fisherman, according
t0 Frank.
Betty Lee Morrison Dodson sent me
some address changes. Jim and Pat Fester
Sanko have retired to Los Gatos, CA 95030,
^here they live at 15860 Poppy Ln„ #3. Marion
avidson Barksdale is now living at 3780
Airport Rd„ Deland, FL 32724.
As I write I’m facing the prospect of filling
Roving boxes once again for a move to Tucson,
4 by the end of November. Along with the
odress change goes a new name, Nona Suzanne
°ates, now that you’ve all finally mastered
ona-rhymes-with-Donna. Don ’44 had trouble
'''llh Nona so, on October 16,1 became Nona
uzanne (with a z and Anne with an e and never
osie or Sue!). Cheech is still allowed, too. That
ould make our second forty years easier. See
e photo for Woosterites who attended our
Wedding. Come see us in Tucson; Don is a goodnatured geologist, and we’ll take you on the
&and tour of Arizona rock formations. Note our
ew address below.
P
w retaries : Nona Suzanne Williston Coates,
j f 55 A A venida San Valle, Tucson, A Z 85715;
onald Orr, 13460 M arlette Dr., La M irada, CA
*0638.
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Jack and Jacquelin Knuckles Swigart are
PPy and healthy in retirement on their sevencJiij8 ^res in Archdale, NC. They stay busy with
ch'M 3n<^ hospice activities and visits with
ten and grandchildren. Last summer they
^ ent fIve weeks on a trip to Montana.
BarttarieS: Jeanne Milanette Merlanti, 250
M c°" Shore Dr., Ann Arbor, M I 48105, Warren
597

^ aSer>Jr., 112 Bieler Lane, Sheridan, M T
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In the Fall 1991 issue of W ooster, I
(Priscilla) mentioned that Ruth Campbell
Ackerman was in the process of writing a book.
Recently, Ruth sent me a copy of the finished
product: Twists & Turns, A M other’s Caring
Journey: Two Children w ith Schizophrenia, pub
lished by Paths of Life Press, Honeoye Falls, NY.
In the book Ruth tells of her family’s
struggle with mental illness, beginning in 1976
when her son was a student at Wooster; it is
Ruth’s story and her perspective on the events
which took place. It speaks of courage, persever
ance, faith, and love and should be a valuable
resource for parents facing similar dilemmas as
well as mental health professionals working with
patients and their families. Ruth hopes that the
book will be accepted by the National Alliance
for the Mentally 111. Thanks, Ruth, for having the
courage to tell your story; the message needs to
be shared and understood.
Scanning the recently received class list of
names, addresses, and occupations, I noted that
Malcolm Gillespie has retired as professor of
philosophy and religion at Wilberforce U. Mac
lives in Yellow Springs.
Ophthalmologist Larry Weiss has a
change of address: 555 Gulf Way, St. Petersburg
Beach, FL 33706.
Mary Russell Weber has-moved from
Manlius, NY, to 110 Samaritan Ave., Ashland,
OH 44805.
Georgia Collyer Rea has decided to leave
Florida for the colder climate of Woodstock, VT.
Ann McElyea Rose has done the same, but she
has moved back to her home state, Pennsyl
vania; she now lives in Trexlertown.
Heather Beck Southwick reports that her
husband, Chuck ’49, retired from teaching E.P.O.
biology at the U of Colorado, Boulder, on August
30. The Southwicks are enjoying getting reac
quainted with Kate Gurney Crawford ’50 and
her husband, John, who have retired recently to
Boulder. On October 1, the Southwicks returned
to India for another research project.
With a tip of the old Wooster cap to the
memory of the late, great Mary Z. Johnson and
her traditional class-opening comment, let me
(Roy) recall that “at the close of the last column
we were discussing” Dawson T. McQuillan, of
Ewa Beach, HI, and his planned visit to
Cleveland to attend a Northwest Airlines Station
reunion.
Early in October, shortly after Pat and I
returned from our cruise to Alaska, our phone
rang. Sure enough, it was Dawson, calling from
a hotel at the Cleveland Hopkins International
Airport. The following morning, Pat and I met
Dawson and his delightful and charming wife,
Connie, and took them to breakfast. It was the
first time Dawson and I had seen each other
since he transferred from Wooster to Cleveland s
Cooper School of Art in 1949.
While in Oregon, making plans to clear
the land on our future home site in Brookings
next June and, we hope, starting construction 12

months later, the Adamses visited with another
Oregon Driftwood Shores, Inc., homeowner,
Betty Jean “BJ” Mitchell Jahnke ’53. BJ thor
oughly enjoys the quietude of life on the gor
geous southern Oregon coast and sends greet
ings to Woosterites.
After our lengthy Brookings stay, Pat and
I spent three days in the Eugene area, and for
dinner one night, we drove 60 miles to the coast
to Florence, where we met old friends, Chuck
Poling ’50 and his lovely wife, Ann, who drove
an equal distance south from their home in
Newport. Since his heart attack some years ago
and his full retirement, Chuck has slowed down
enough to learn how to relax, smell the roses,
and enjoy his grandchildren.
The Adamses’ September Alaskan cruise
on the Regal Princess, a seven-day round trip
from Vancouver to Juneau to Skagway to
Ketchikan to Vancouver, was a wet one. The
food was superb, the entertainment first-class,
the service supreme, the shipboard movie the
ater as luxurious as found anywhere, but the
“Love Boat” captain was no Capt. Steubing
(a.k.a. Darren McGavin) nor his staff filled with
friendly types like Doc, Gopher, Isaac, and Julie,
who welcomed everyone coming on board and
nearly kissed them good-by as they bid farewell.
Oh well, nothing is ever perfect or exactly as we
dream it should be, right?
Correction of the Fall column: Dave
Dowd, Bill McGraw ’52, and John Papp ’60,
received the 1993 Distinguished Alumni Awards
last June.

Secretaries: Roy W. Adams, 12500 Edgewater
Dr., #308, Lakewood, OH 44107; Priscilla Miller
Hart, 5051 Eliots Oak Rd„ Columbia, M D 21044.
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Travel is a key word for classmates these
days. Bob (’48) and Betty Evans Anderson took
the Q E II Panama Canal trip in April and were
looking forward to a family gathering at
Christmas or Easter. Bob has finally recovered
from his traumatic autumn ’92 sojourn in the
hospital, and Betty is trying to decide if this is
the year she’ll give up doing IRS tax work. Their
summer was rather hectic, coping with the care
of Bob’s mother and her death in August.
Kay Shamp reported a grand trip to the
Bad Lands and Canadian Rockies in 1992, as
well as to various sites in Kentucky. She admits
being one of the old-timers at the Cleveland
Public Library these days (and enjoying the def
erential treatment that it brings). Meanwhile,
Kay continues to avail herself of the many cul
tural offerings in the area.
The class record for the most travel con
tinues to go to Jo Brumbaugh Smith. She and
Fran sent an enthusiastic report of their autumn
’92 trip to Australia and New Zealand. Trips in
’93 were varied, but not as exotic, and included a
great stay on Cape Cod with New England side
trips to visit L.L. Bean and go whalewatching.
Trips to Colorado to visit a new granddaughter
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and to help three of their five children move to
new homes filled out the year. The itinerary for
’94 is already planned through May!
After round-tripping the Atlantic 14 times
and the Pacific twice in 22 years (a close second
to Jo Smith?), Tom and Ellie Wright Bousman
kept closer to home in ’92 and traveled to
Washington, DC, Arizona, and Ohio, to visit
family and friends. Ellie also joined the growing
list of classmates who have undergone knee
surgery. Tom reports that he sometimes finds
himself both preacher and organist in his
church.
From Re Monroe Stookesberry came a
“small-world department” travel tale. While
camping at Lake Chautauqua, she and Bob had a
surprise reunion with John and Meredith
“Miki” Hagerman Eludson and Mary Lou
“Gee” Van Kirk Mertz and her husband. Re
reported that they are all retired and were
spending the summer visiting various family
members.

Secretaries: Janice Wilson George, 45 Fareway
Dr., Northfield, M N 55057; Jean Dutch Webster,
7611 Eagle Creek Dr., D ayton, OH 45459.
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JL 45th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
Chuck Southwick retired from teaching
biology at the U of Colorado this past August.
He still has graduate students and is continuing
assignments with the National Geographic
Society and several international conservation
organizations. Chuck has agreed to return to
India to lead a group of Indian scientists in a
conservation research project to determine the
current locations of various species of primates
in India. His wife, Heather (Beck ’51), will
accompany him. The Southwicks have enjoyed
34 years of research in India.

Secretary: Lloyd Vandersall, 1448 S. Kohler Rd.,
O rrville, OH 44667.
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John and Josephine Barr Altstetter live
in Grosse lie, MI, and have two children and five
grandchildren. The Altstetters enjoy traveling in
their 29-foot Real-lite, Class C, motor home and
internationally with The Nomads, a Detroitbased flying club. In fact, that’s why they
couldn’t attend our reunion last June. They were
in the Galapagos Islands with the Nomad group.

Secretaries: Joyce Jarman Little, 130 Center St.,
7A, Chardon, OH 44024.
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Every year the Class Notes Editor sends a
copy of the latest class listing to the class secre
taries. Like to hear about yourselves from the
current release? Since the Neuswangers still
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count by hand, there may be a few numbers off
here and there, but you’ll get the idea.
Our class roll includes 197 members, 140
women and 57 men. We live in 35 states, 10 of
them west of the Mississippi, and in three for
eign countries: Canada, Norway, and
Switzerland.
Ohio claims 65 of us, 14 of whom live in
Wooster; California’s next with 18; then comes
— you guessed it — Florida with 16, New York
with 15, and Texas with 11. Nine states, includ
ing Illinois, North Carolina, Michigan, and
Maine, are home to three-fourths of us.
Forty-nine women have retired and 29
men, though several more may be among the
latter. You retirees must be content where you
are, for few have moved since our 45th reunion.
Those who have new addresses include:
Robert Baxter: 3606 Avenida Madera,
Bradenton, FL 34210-3727. Are you still practic
ing dentistry?
Linda Wells Ellsworth: 553 Lakeshore
Dr. W„ Hebron, OH 43025-9756. This is Dick
and Linda’s long-dreamed-of retirement home.
Marian Arthur Johnson: 13601 N. 111th
Ave., Sun City, AZ 85315-2513.
Lovina Kelley Nace: 916 Berwick Dr.,
Annapolis, MD 21403. Lovina’s still an organist
and choir director.
The men who haven’t yet retired are busy
in 13 occupations. Sam Bell is a Federal Judge
and Harold Hitchcock and Paul Weimer are
lawyers. Bob Baxter, Jim Grifone, Roger
Naftzger, and Ron Seaton, who practices
surgery with Cy Satow ’49 in Hinton, WV, are
physicians.
There are four men in the teaching field:
Don Fluke, a professor of zoology at Duke U
(where else!); Bill Johns in Columbia, MO; and
Bill May at Southern Methodist U.
Teaching must be good for the health, for
11 women continue in that field, also. Esther
Purdy Divney is a professor of education at
Peru State College. Linda Ellsworth directs a
preschool at Central College Presbyterian
Church. Jean Walcroft Mallicote teaches cre
ative writing for the Dade County Board of
Public Instruction, in Florida. Mary Paul
Neumann is still a substitute teacher in the
Waco, TX, public schools. Phyllis Oliver Park,
of North Benton, and Donna Fisher Peters, of
Chicago, IL, are both elementary school teach
ers, while Ruth Pier Pritchat is a reading teach
er in Dover. Portia Robinson Spurney is an
instructor at the Palos Verdes Community Art
Center in California, and Ruth Swan Steffen’s
still going strong as a librarian at the U of
Wisconsin. Teaching piano and voice continues
to be Joan Soderberg Vandersall’s specialty in
Youngstown, while our class president is at St.
Joseph’s College in New York — if, by some odd
chance you don’t know her name, it’s high time
you learned it. Just keep reading your alumni
mail.
Well, that’s it for today, class. Homework
assignment: a report on your retirement, job,
activities, families, trips, grandchildren, and

other blessings. Due to me (Cornelia) or Bloch
soon, or this column is kaput.

Secretaries: Cornelia Lybarger Neuswanger,
32141 S. Railway, Wray, CO 80758; Dale
Blocher, 356 Valley Forge Rd., West Palm Beach,
FL 33405.
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Surely, someone has news to report.
Please, fill my mailbox with letters!

Secretary: Joanne Bender Regenhardt, 2289
Via M unera, La Jolla, CA 92037.
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A few months ago, my husband, Norm,
and I (Virginia), spent a weekend in Wooster
with the enthusiastic Class of 1945 50th anniver
sary committee. Fourteen class members and
some of their spouses gathered at the Wooster
Inn to discuss our anniversary fund. Committee
members in attendance were Bill and Hope
Ringland Benson, Jeanne Haffa McKown,
Lois Barr Cook, Jeanne Swan Garnett, Emily
Kuhles Infield, A1 Kean, Ruth Frost Parker,
Virginia Miller Reed, Richard and Margaret
Shreve Reiman, Roger Secrest, George
Woodman, and your secretary. Our class
president, Jean Ann Pierce Gow, Margaret
Rath Stauffer, Helen Murray Free, and
Margaret Reed Clay couldn’t attend this meet
ing, but the committee will meet several more
times before June, 1995, and will keep you
informed.
While there, I gleaned some news. Last
July, Roger Secrest and his wife, Grace, spent five
days on the Galapagos Islands, then went on to
Ecuador and the Amazon rain forest. In Sep
tember, the Secrests enjoyed the Scandinavian
countries.
Lois Cook visited Japan in 1992 while her
son was employed there. She says that her
granddaughter has learned some Japanese
words.
We were glad to discover that an earlier
health problem had not changed Hope Benson’s
bubbly personality. Since her retirement as a
nursery school teacher, she has been busy with
Meals on Wheels, golfing, and chauffeuring
grandchildren. Doctor Bill still goes to the office
every day and loves those 7:30 a.m. appoint
ments. One of the Bensons’ daughters is a regiS'
tered physician’s assistant; another daughter is
an artist, who operates a frame shop; and their
son is chief of clinical psychology at Baltimore
Veterans Hospital.
Virginia Reed, who has visited many
European cathedrals, lives within two blocks of
the Washington Cathedral, and says it ranks
high on the list of impressive cathedrals.
Ruth Parker is a person who gets things
done. She has been instrumental in bringing
Parkview Place, a retirement home in SanduskY
to fruition. Another project has been the
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restoration of the local theater to its original
glory, and she has also founded a carousel
museum.
A1 and Bev Kean spent last Easter in
England, enjoying Evensong on Good Friday at
Salisbury Cathedral and Easter Sunday in Exeter
Cathedral.
With such a live-wire 50th committee, I’m
sure all classmates will want to participate in our
gift and join us in Wooster in 1995.
Secretary: Virginia Kroehle Wengatz, 7450
West 130th St., Cleveland, OH 44130.
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SJ50th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
September, 1993, brought together 20
classmates, along with some spouses, to plan
our upcoming 50th reunion weekend. What an
enthusiastic young bunch! Attending this plan
ning session were class presidents Kenny
Compton Chase and John Smeltz, with his
wife, Barbara; class secretaries Russ Haley and
Helen Hibbs Bingaman, with their respective
spouses, Cornelia and Bill. Others present were
®ill and Pat Workman (’46) Foxx, Bill and Betty
Glatz, Phyllis Johnson Havener, Frank Smith,
Roger Stoneburner, Rachel Shobert Taylor,
Bob and Betsy Warner Thomas, and Pete and
Jane Atkinson Hanna, who are in charge of the
50th Anniversary Fund.
The Hannas brought the good news that
the class response to the fund is very good. We
have heard from 47 percent of the class and are
now trying to raise the percentage of contributlng members. Our class is smaller than most, so
We are making an extra effort.
Registration begins on Thursday, June 2,
at 1:00 p.m . The class will be guests of the College
°r three nights in Babcock Hall. Thursday
activities include campus walking tours so we
can see the new buildings, including the renovated Kenarden Lodge. That evening we are
•nvited to a reception in the Gault Alumni
Center.
The location of our class dinner on Friday
gening will be announced later. The Parade of
lasses on Saturday morning will be held after
teakfast, so you don’t have to line up so early.
e will walk from Lowry Center to McGaw
hapel for the annual meeting of the Alumni
ss°ciation and the Awards Assembly. At noon
?Ur class will be guests at the President’s
Ur>cheon in Kittredge Hall. On Saturday night,
|jUr good friends Ernie and Rachel Taylor are
°sting a picnic for us at their house. We had
Such a good time there five years ago; we are
m°st grateful to be invited back. Those who like
o sing are invited to join the Alumni Choir for
.. e Sunday church service. There also will be
'me to participate in golf or other athletic activles>to attend faculty lectures, and to visit,
s eeP> and eat.
Important Notice!! Betsy Thomas has volc eered to collect pictures taken during our
lege days, so please go through your albums
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and memory boxes and send her some of your
favorite Wooster photos. Her address is 11548
Robson Rd„ Grafton, OH 44044-9722. Be sure to
identify yourself and the people in the picture.
We are hoping to put the photos together on
videotape, so send yours as soon as possible.
Also, please take the time to fill out and return
the reunion questionnaire.
While the Bingamans were in Wooster,
they had a chance to help celebrate the 50th
wedding anniversaries of Harry (’42) and
Esther Robinson Ditch and Bob (’43) and
Marilynn Eccles August. Also enjoying the
evening were Bob and Betty Lacy Klemens
from Pittsburgh, PA, Merle and Ev Baker Seal
from Canton, Dick and Ginny Wise Reash from
their new home in Columbiana, and Ernie and
Rachel Taylor. In April, Harry and Robbie cele
brated with their family at Kurt’s Inn Restaurant
in Rittman. All of these alumni plan to be back
for the 50th in June. I hope you are making the
same plans.
I received a picture of Emadel Daniel
Ramsay, Don Coates, and George Mulder
enjoying a mini-reunion. What else would they
be doing in the picture but looking at an old
Index?
To see all the Woosterites who attended
the October wedding of Don Coates and his
wife, Suzanne ’53, please note the photo.
Aren’t you glad that I have enough news
and don’t have to tell you about the Bingamans’
trip to Alaska? I do want to say thatlhe 10-day
land tour and the four days on the ship were
magnificent. I surely recommend it to one and
all who enjoy wide-open spaces.
Memories from Russ: Fifty years ago, in
1944, the male class news was focused mostly on
army, navy, marine, and air corps posts. We had
scant news about happenings on the Wooster
campus, aside from the letters from friends that
managed to catch up with us as we moved
around. The Armed Forces Radio, when we had
a chance to hear it, told us that we were driving
the Germans up the boot of Italy, that the
Russians were driving them back toward
Poland, and that one by one we were taking back
the islands that Japan had overrun. D-Day, how
ever, was destined to be postponed until June 6.
And Big Band music followed us wherever we
went. In January, 1944, “My Heart Tells Me” was
topping the charts, closely followed by “Shoo
Shoo Baby.” The Andrews Sisters were at the
peak of their popularity, and Bing, Frankie, and
Dick Haymes weren’t doing badly, either.
Returning to the present, your secretaries
managed to catch the fall meeting of our 50th
reunion committee in Wooster, and it turned out
to be a good source of news about the men in
our class. Our football team was well-represent
ed at the meeting by Bill Bingaman, Bill Glatz,
John Smeltz, Frank Smith, and Roger
Stoneburner.
Bill Glatz is now retired, along with his
partner. The Glatzes’ sons have taken over their
insurance agency and are reported to be doing a
great job.

Bill Foxx, now fully retired, was really
looking forward to his upcoming Florida
migration.
Pete and Jane Atkinson Hanna have
moved to a retirement community in Arizona
that is sponsored by the Presbyterian Church.
Pete has just published his new book on how to
deal with facial tumors. Pete continues to be
active in pro bono affairs. One charitable move
ment that he helped initiate has spread to 22
states, with several more soon to be added to
that total. He’s still doing three-month tours of
duty in India to help eradicate leprosy. Not coin
cidentally, the percentage of the population that
is afflicted with the disease is declining. There’s
only one problem with Pete’s life. Because of his
highly involved lifestyle, his golf handicap is ris
ing!
Phyllis Johnson Havener’s remaining sonat-home has departed for Arabia. Justly, she is
proud of the fact that he has been awarded a
grant, the purpose of which is to improve
U.S./Arab relations. Must be those good genes.
John Smeltz is still active in his law prac
tice and is not ready for retirement yet. Wife
Barbara is a milkshake enthusiast.
Frank Smith works out at the Y regularly
and looks trim as a result. If you should spot a
sharp black Trans-Am zipping by with the
license plate FKS, that’s Frank. He reports that
his wife, Jean, another person not ready to
retire, is doing well with her stock brokerage
firm.
Roger Stoneburner came all the way from
Texas for our meeting. He was accused of look
ing professorial these days. I think that was sup
posed to be a compliment, Roger!
As for Male Call, I had a good long chat
with Jim Thompson, who lives in Minneapolis,
MN. He’s in good health, usually rides his bike
to his office at the U of Minnesota, and is still
enjoying his primary academic interest: mathe
matics. His five children are scattered across the
U.S., from Washington to Maine, with stops in
between in North Carolina, Tennessee, and
Michigan. Jim likes to spend as much time out
doors as he can, watching birds and admiring
the abundant local wildflowers. He supports his
love of music by attending zillions of concerts at
the excellent new music hall recently erected at
the university. He also emphasized his admira
tion for the St. Paul Symphony Orchestra.
Within the past year, Jim saw Henry
Miller and Bill Glatz. Although Jim hasn’t been
in Wooster since 1989, he has every intention of
being at our 50th reunion.
It’s clear now that we are going to have a
huge turnout. The excitement is building, and
we’re planning lots of events, so class members
will have a chance to talk with each other. We
sincerely hope you’ll find a way to be among
those present.
Secretaries: Helen Hibbs Bingaman, S346 E.
Deer Circle, Mesa, A 1 85208: Russell Haley, 53
Ulverston Dr., Kennett Square, PA 19348.
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A Wooster
“Springboard”
by Ruthmary Woolf Cohen ’42
As the 1942 class secretary from 1987
to 1992,1 enjoyed communicating w ith my
classmates and w ritin g about their experi
ences for our class notes column. This led to
more w ritin g activities.
A year after becoming class secretary,
I attended an exciting Elderhostel which
combined nature experiences and creative
w riting. We walked trails, explored woods,
meadows, dunes, and beaches in the
Sleeping Bear Dunes area in Michigan. But
the high point was our creative w ritin g
class, “ From the Path to the Page,” where we
translated our outdoor experiences into
poetry, essays, and short stories.
Another spin-off from m y Wooster
w ritin g experience was helping facilitate
creative w ritin g sessions at Circle Pines
Eldercamp. Campers — aged 50 to 90 —
shared ideas, anecdotes, and memories o f a
lifetime. A fter lively discussions, we put
pencil to paper and turned our thoughts
into limericks, Haiku poetry, essays, and
stories. Since an “author” is someone whose
w ritings have appeared in p rin t, we all
became authors by week’s end when our
compositions were included in the
Eldercamp Gazette.
When I was no longer a class secre
tary, I found I missed the communicating
and w ritin g experience o f the preceding five
years. But “ when one door closes, another
one opens.” That summer, a wonderful 10week class, W riting as Healing, was offered
by the U o f Michigan Turner Geriatric
Clinic.
In that class, we talked together and
then wrote about our memories, feelings,
and experiences. We shared “ The Stories
We Tell” about ourselves and our families.
We composed a group poem, each sharing a
line from “ Our Own Story.” I wrote: Pink
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lights and golden voices/Are livin g memo
ries from M y Story.
One powerful experience was w ritin g
a personal letter to a grandparent, express
ing our feelings, asking questions, and com
menting on what we knew about that
grandparent’s life. In order to learn more
about my grandparents’ early days, I later
got in touch w ith relatives, including my 92year-old aunt.
As we communicated verbally and in
w riting, members o f our w ritin g group
developed strong bonds w ith each other
and w ith our teacher. It was a most satisfy
ing summer experience!
“ The frosting on the w ritin g cake”
came last spring when an intergenerational
w ritin g group was formed at Turner Clinic.
The group consisted o f ten U o f Michigan
freshman English composition students
and ten senior citizens, who met each week
to share ideas and experiences. We talked
together, wrote, and then shared our words
w ith the group.
One class a ctivity involved interview
ing each other and w ritin g m ini-biogra
phies, which were later read aloud. A w rit
ing assignment about our mem ory of a
fam ily meal produced diverse responses,
ranging from savoring favorite foods at a
holiday meal to a mixed bag o f word games,
discussions, and arguments.
We were also asked to w rite what we
did when down-in-the-dum ps. A myriad of
solutions on how to lift the spirits surfaced,
including taking a bubble bath, calling a
good friend, and going for a walk. When I
wrote about my antidote to feeling down —
scarf juggling — people asked what that
was! I agreed to bring m y juggling scarves
to the last session. There, everyone joined
in this delightful pastime. It was a fittin g
end to a wonderful time.
Indeed, m y years as a class secretary,
among encouraging friends, became a
springboard to many rewarding w ritin g
activities.
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Roger Beck served in the U.S. Marine
Corps, received his M.D. from Temple U School
of Medicine, and practiced general surgery at
Hartford Hospital, CT, from 1955 to 1985, serv
ing as president of its medical staff from 1982 to
1985. He also was associate clinical professor of
surgery at the U of Connecticut School of
Medicine. From 1986 until 1991, he was vice
president of clinical programs at Hartford
Hospital. He served as president of the Hartford
County Medical Association and Connecticut
State Medical Society, and was an alternate dele
gate to the AMA. A scoutmaster, he earned the
Silver Beaver Award. He is also a member of
numerous church, civic, and medical commit
tees. He and his wife, Ruth, who have been mar
ried for 49 years, have a son and daughter and
two grandchildren. The Becks are still studying
and most recently took a course on Shakespeare.
Robert Ginther married Katherine (Bush
’45) in 1945, and they have two children. Bob
served with the 84th Infantry Division and was
wounded in the Battle of the Bulge. A retired
CPA, he worked both in public and private
accounting and spent most of his career with the
U.S. Ceramic Tile Company. He and Kay like to
travel and, since retirement in 1977, have been
to several Elderhostels. Their favorite trip was a
three-week stay in London, Scotland, and Wales.
They enjoy playing bridge, and Bob likes to golf,
mainly for the exercise. An impressive but not a
favorite memory of Wooster, Bob writes, was
marching out of the chapel with his diploma,
and all the men were waving letters of their call
to active military service!
After a stint in the navy, Franklin
Conrad earned his M.S. and Ph.D. from Ohio
State U. A chemist, he worked on numerous pro
jects in research and development at Ethyl
Corporation from 1952 until his retirement in
1989. He especially enjoyed working with the
Boy Scouts for several years. His continuing
interest is in amateur astronomy. Franklin and
his wife, Thelma, raised four children and reside
in Baton Rouge, LA.
The above notes are excerpts from some
of the reports you sent in before our 50th
reunion. Until I get some new news from some
of you, I’ll keep referring to those!
Sadly, we report the death of Alice Neff
Allardice, on September 8,1993. See the obitu
aries for the lovely tribute to Neffie written by
her close friend, Alice Carter Vitelli.
Here’s some new news from Jean
“Scotty” Coleman Bender. She spent two
weeks in northern California with her daughter
and grandchildren, “whom,” she wrote, “I just
had to see!” In September, Jean and her hus
band, Jim ’41, went to Jim’s 50th reunion of the
63rd Infantry Division (W.W. II). When Scotty
wrote, she was soon to go to the annual mini
reunion at Marilyn Strock’s home. No doubt IU
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be writing more about that for the next issue of
Wooster.
Secretary: Ida Snodgrass Arthurton, 4737
Trina Ave., Del City, OK 73115.
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Concord, NH 03301 (Oct.-April); C. Paul
Gruber, 68 Kendall Ave., Binghamton, N Y
13903.
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Ginny Lee Bigelow sent a welcome note,
telling about the great 50th wedding anniversary
that she and Harry ’43 celebrated in June. The
gift from their daughters, Victoria ’70 and Beth
79, was a cruise on the largest ship in the
Caribbean. When they returned, Harry and
Ginny attended Harry’s 50th Wooster class
reunion. After greeting old friends, they drove to
New Jersey to attend Harry’s high school
reunion. On their actual anniversary, June 19,
Victoria and her husband and Beth and her
fiancd took them to dinner at a restaurant over
looking Lake Erie and the lights of Cleveland,
and later to a Cleveland Indians game. The next
day, Harry preached at his former church in
Lyndhurst, where the Bigelows were given a
Wonderful reception. Quite a memorable month!
In late August, the Bigelows had a mini
reunion at the home of Bob and Doris Bennett
Haring ’41s. Also there were Lee (’41) and Kay
Smith Culp, Jane Robinson Gillespie, Ernie
( 40) and Alfie (Gabriel ’41) Campbell, and
Prenchy and Joan Campbell Browne ’41s.
Helen Ilene Smith Kearns wrote that she
ls leading a happy and fulfilled life. A retired
school teacher, Ilene has survived cancer and
tw° heart bypass surgeries, and she feels great.
She is busy doing volunteer work for the
American Heart Association, Widowed Persons’
Service, Retired Teachers’ Association, and is a
docent at the local museum. Ilene lives in
jHuncie, IN, and I sent Pete the remainder of her
eVer for his project.
We are sorry to inform you of the death of
“dl Sharp, on September 28,1993 (see obituarles)- Sympathy of the class is extended to his
Wife, Barbara Sharp, and family.
Congratulations to John Boyd who
Received the 1993 Distinguished Service Award
r°m the U of New Mexico Alumni Lettermen’s
Association. He was honored not only for his 30
l^ars of service as the university’s team doctor
ut for his genuine and thoughtful concern for
me Lobos who came under his care. John, an
Orthopedist with a national reputation as an
expert on knee injuries, retired from private
Practice in 1992. He continues to serve a numer of professional societies, and he remains a
j^ernber of the medical advisory committee for
e U of New Mexico athletic department.
I (Helen) spent the summer at my cottage
ln the Adirondacks, enjoying the sun, swim?.'n8> and visits with my children and old
f'ends. I’m still a member of the little church in
e Inlet and the Raquette Lake Church, where I
P‘ayed the organ all summer. Now, I’m back in
°ncord, NH, with my sister. Send news!
l' 1stories: Helen Dayton Cross, P.O. Box 256,
et>N Y 13360 (May-Sept.); 339 S. Main St.,

In an attempt to obtain current informa
tion for our column, I (Chris) will send you a
form which can be answered by just listing your
activities. This will be combined with the infor
mation you sent to the College for the reunion
booklet. With the new format you do not have to
compose a letter, although there is room for the
personal comments you care to share.
Using the new form, Mary Louise Smith
Harrold, my freshman dormmate in Colonial
Club, sent an informative letter. Mary Lou grad
uated from Youngstown State U with a degree in
accounting and business. She poses a very inter
esting question, to which most of us can relate:
“Is there such a thing as retiring from retire
ment?” She says that she has never in her life
been busier — a familiar theme. At present,
Mary Lou is a deacon in the First Presbyterian
Church of Leesburg, FL. She also greets new
comers in her community, acquaints them with
guidelines and activities in the area, and intro
duces them to other residents on a closed-circuit
TV program.
Her hobbies are reading extensively, walk
ing daily, dancing, swimming, and playing ten
nis doubles and bridge. Traveling also is includ
ed in her lifestyle. She went kayaking in British
Columbia and celebrated her birthday by flying
over the Santa Cruz area in an open-cockpit
plane. She lives in Florida and visits her family
in California, Massachusetts, and North
Carolina. Sounds like a great itinerary!
After graduating from Wooster, John
Brinkerhoff obtained his O.D. and practiced in
Wooster for 32 years. He is now retired and lives
in Sun City Center, FL, where he is a volunteer
ambulance driver. On his reunion form, John
wrote that he has enjoyed the best of four
worlds: practicing his chosen profession in
Wooster, enjoying the cultural activities on the
College campus, flying planes (Stearmans to
supersonic jet fighters) while a member of the
Ohio Air National Guard, and racing sailboats
from 1951 to 1987.
Edna Easton is another lucky classmate
who lives in sunny Florida, in Jupiter. Edna is a
retired benefits administrator for IBM
Corporation. She enjoys traveling and took a
wonderful safari trip to East Africa several years
ago and, more recently, a four-island tour of
Hawaii. There was also a trip to the West Coast,
including a tour of the Monterey Peninsula,
Napa Valley, and San Francisco. When
Hurricane Andrew approached the Florida
coast, Edna and her friends left the coastal area
early to avoid heavy traffic and headed for a
hotel in Valdosta, GA. Luckily, Ednas section of
Florida was untouched, but she is now less com
placent about hurricanes.
Our class president, Ruth Gensbigler
Gurney, is one active lady. Her life currently
consists of volunteer community activities. She
is president of the board of the Crime Victim’s

Center in Uniontown, PA. She also serves on the
development committee for the Girl Scouts and
on the board and campaign committee of the
United Way, is a member of the Literacy Council
for the Laubach Method, and is an elder in the
Presbyterian Church. In 1970, Ruth and Jean
Horn Smith ’48 started an AAUW chapter, in
which Ruth is still very active, administering a
scholarship program for women who wish to
further their education. And, of course, Ruth is
always very busy with Wooster-related activities.
Her help and support have been much appreci
ated by your current class secretary.
Secretaries: Christena Bryson Kern, 8475
Metropolitan Blvd., Olmsted Falls, OH 44138;
Sherwood Willard, 2400 Trotter Dr., Allison
Park, PA 15101.
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A most welcome letter from Ab Henshaw
brings us up-to-date on his comings and goings.
Ab reports that he and Beryl, his wife of forty
years, still live in East Aurora in the house they
built 25 years ago. He has sold the family hard
ware business, leaving them free to travel more
and spend a month or so in Naples, FL, every
year. A trip to New England covers both chil
dren, as their daughter lives near Hartford, CT,
and has three children, while their son lives in
Deerfield, MA, and works with a publishing
company. Ab says that after five and a half years
on active duty with the air force, 15 years in the
reserves, 33 years in local government, and
about 40 years in the hardware business, he’s
finding it necessary to fill his time with mowing
the lawn and “tinkering.”
Philip Good, who has had two heart
surgeries and carries a metal ball in his light
shoulder, says that he gets along very well. After
retirement from the Bureau of Mines in 1978, he
took up sailing, and sailed in Puget Sound and
Canadian waters until 1992. He and his wife,
Helga, are vegetable and flower gardeners and
go clamming and crabbing in season. During
the thirteen years he has lived in Blaine, WA,
Philip built three boats but will experience a dif
ferent activity when he and Helga enjoy a visit to
Arizona this winter, courtesy of Ralph Hamilton
’41, who has made his property available to
them during the worst of the weather in
Washington. Phil corresponds with Charles
Chandler, who lives in Massachusetts.
I (Frank), after serving two three-year
terms on its board of directors, was recently
honored by a lifetime appointment as director
emeritus of the Baltimore Association for
Retarded Citizens.
In June, Anne Holden Gould attended a
two-week health improvement course at Duke U.
After it was completed, she took an Amtrak
train north through Washington, DC. Ruth
Nusbaum Forman jumped on, and they contin
ued north to Wilmington, DE. I (Nancy) met
them at the station. It was so much fun seeing
two old friends, and we had several wonderful,
jam-packed days together. We talked and talked,
ate, and visited local sights.
The dedication of the Alice F. Randall
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Writing Center at Christopher Newport U in
Newport News, VA, was held on September 15,
1993. Professor Alice Fracker Randall devoted
herself to the academic well-being of students
and, in particular, to courses in reading and
writing that would assist them in realizing their
full academic potential. Alice taught at the uni
versity for 18 years. As her devoted husband,
Philip, wrote, “It is not often a university honors
a former colleague who retired eight years ago
and passed away in 1987.” A dedicated scholar is
missed but not forgotten.
I had a nice letter from Lou Black. He
and Leonie (Young) live in Jacksonville, FL. Lou
is an attorney in the office of general council of
the Consolidated City of Jacksonville. (City and
county are one.) Leonie is in an experimental
drug program for the treatment of Alzheimer’s
disease. Their sons also live in Jacksonville and
are very supportive. Our prayers are with all of
you.
In late August, the paintings of Peg
Gardner Montgomery’s daughter, Barbara,
were in a Soho gallery show in New York, NY.
Please send news for the Spring issue to
your secretaries!

Secretaries: Frank Thatcher, 717 M aiden Choice
Lane, Apt. 622, Baltim ore, M D 21228; Nancy
Ostrye Miner, 509 Sm ithbridge Rd.,
W ilm ington, D E 19807.
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55th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
From Don:
The first weekend in June ’94
Will give you a good chance to explore
Memories of life at Wooster College
Where hopefully you gained sufficient
knowledge
To start a career, find a way of life
To enjoy the good times, to handle strife
We know that Father Time’s clock is tick
ing
If not quite as loudly as before
A hearing aid will help on that score
Bifocals or trifocals to help us see
Man-made replacements for a hip or a
knee
Child-proof tops on medication
We are a lucky generation
Come back to Wooster then in June
Plan on it now, it’s not too soon.

Secretaries: Donald H. Mills, 800 S. 15th St.,
#1-813, Sebring, OH 44672; Barbara Morse
Leonard, 1676 26th St., Cuyahoga Falls, OH
44223.
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It was good to see Jane Gruber
Alexander at our 55th reunion. She has engaged
in a variety of occupations since she left
Wooster, retiring after 22 years of teaching ele-
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mentary school at Hopewell Valley Regional
School in New Jersey. Jane enjoys her three small
grandchildren. College Club, the Historical
Society of Princeton, and work in the Episcopal
church.
Stuart and Margaret Wilson Brown are
retired from Jefferson County Public Schools in
Colorado, Margaret as a secretary, and Stuart as
a principal and administrator. After retirement,
the Browns were in the Peace Corps in
Botswana, Africa, for two years.
In 1986, Robert and Frances Miller
Miller retired to Highland Farms, Black
Mountain, NC. Fran says: “Nothing can be finer
than to be in Carolina.” Bob’s interests include
golf, travel, music, and being an elder in the
Black Mountain Presbyterian Church.
During half time at the WoosterWittenberg football game, Margie Bowser Rose
and her family were recognized for their major
gift, making possible the complete renovation of
the Carl B. Munson track.
I hope that many of you will pass on to
your secretary the news you write to your
friends during the holidays.

Secretary: Jeanne Lyle Kate, 1256 Delverne Ave.,
SW, Canton, OH 44710.
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In these times when electronic advances
challenge us daily — to cope with answering
machines, telemarketing interruptions of the
dinner hour, fax machines, e-mail, computercontrolled automobile engines — it is nice to
know that some of our long-held guidelines still
prevail. For instance, the class motto of the
Shelby High School, Class of 1933, was Effort
Brings Success. Actually, the class members had
voted for Can Your Can’ts but the senior class
adviser had refused to approve this motto as
being too puerile (her word).
Your class secretaries are proud to
announce that after pursuing the whereabouts
of H. Wendell Palm for ten years, our efforts
paid off. The computerized national telephone
directory led us, after many false starts, to his
sister-in-law and then to Wendell himself. We
talked with him on September 24,1993, at his
home in Florida and learned that he would be in
Flint, MI, in November for an FOE convention.
We hope to see him then and will report on his
life since Wooster in the next column. He and
his wife, Polly, live at 49 Mamaronec Ave., N.E.,
Port Charlotte, FL 33952.
Finding Wendell means that we now have
located all except six of the 324 students who
were, at one time or another, a part of the Class
o f’37. Still unaccounted for are: Helen Glauner
Ellis, Ruth Jenkins, Edward Knott, Raymond
Ober, Louis Schneider, and George Stacy. If
you remember anything about any of them,
please write to us. So far, all of our leads have led
us to dead ends, but we are not giving up.
The eagerly anticipated annual mini
reunion of Woosterites at Atwood Lodge in Ohio
took place as scheduled on October 13. At the

last minute, the Van Bolts had to telephone their
regrets, after Roger made a sudden and spectac
ular crash landing, flat on his back, resulting in a
rainbow of bruises. This made a long automo
bile ride unthinkable. You’ve heard of people
“falling over backwards” in an effort to please,
but what a way to end our 52nd wedding
anniversary on October 11!
The role of hostess for the luncheon was
handled by Bernice Reid McClester: She made
the reservations, provided table decorations and
name tags, and, in the after-lunch social hour,
encouraged each person to relate the best and
the worst events of his or her college experience.
What a column this would have been if we had
been there to record the reminiscences.
Joining Bee and her husband, Bob, were
Paul and Josephine Miller Budde, Ralph and
Margaret Beck Renner, Lee and Bob Andrews,
Don (’39) and Mitch Young Mills, Jeanne Lyle
Kate ’38, and Sara Dilley Entzi. It was the first
that the Millses had joined the group and the
first time Sara (known as Margaret at Wooster)
had attended a Wooster reunion since gradua
tion. In a letter to us, she had written, “I have
just attended a class reunion for high school
— the 60th— and the 50th for the WAVES at
Boulder, so I’m in the mood for another gettogether.” After Wooster, Sara taught school and
later earned an M.A. in library science. During
W.W. II, she served in the WAVES, and since the
navy insists on using first names, Margaret
Dilley became known as Sara. After the war, she
worked overseas as a librarian for the U.S.
Information Services, serving libraries in many
exotic locations. Her husband, Andrew, whom
she married in 1963, died in 1990.
The McClesters were in Ireland in
September, attending the wedding of their
friends’ daughter. Retired since 1982, they
describe themselves as “full-time farmers who
travel between crops.” Most of their travels have
been as members of work crusades with the
World Gospel Missions, and on one of these
missions, they formed a friendship with another
couple, also named McClester but apparently of
no relation.
Hill (’34) and Mim Siegfried McDonald
had planned to join the Atwood reunion but
they, too, had to send their regrets. The hip
which Hill fractured last winter did not heal
properly, and, in August, he had a hip replace
ment, which we hope will put him back in the
driver’s seat.
The 1994 mini-reunion at Atwood Lodge
is scheduled for October 12; put the date on your
calendar, and, if you can attend, let us know well
in advance. Everyone is welcome, whether you
are a ’37er or not.
If you are attempting to keep your 1991
class directory up-to-date, here are some
address changes.
Betty Chandler Gustafson moved a year
ago to 5266 Heceta Beach Rd., Florence, OR
97439. She wanted to be nearer to her son, Eric,
and her two grandchildren, who live in Eugene,
OR. Betty works three days a week doing medi
cal transcription at a clinic and goes to Eugene
once a week for a piano lesson and to see her
family. She still shares her home with a
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menagerie of animals, currently a parrot, para
keets, canaries, three dogs, and a cat.
Arnold and Edna Bupp Carlson got tired
of taking care of a big house and an acre of lawn
and moved to Friendship Village, which is still
in the Westerville district. Their address is 5800
Forest Hills Blvd., #E-216, Columbus, OH 43231.
They are enjoying apartment living but regret
that their son, grandchildren, and great-grand
child live at great distances from them. (One of
our favorite quotes was provided years ago in a
letter from Edna when she wrote, “Small things
give pleasure.” As our horizons close in, those
small pleasures assume greater magnitude.)
Ann Bonsall Braund has moved to a
condo at 43 Ships Way, Buzzards Bay, MA 02532.
Ann says her move was engineered by her
daughter, Nancy Braund Boruch ’64, and she is
very happy in her new location.
Eleanor Karch Rigterink and her hus
band, Merle, moved from their seven-room
house to a two-bedroom apartment with a beau
tiful lake view at 1150 8th Ave. S.W., #604,
Largo, FL 34640. They visited the lake district in
England last year. Other travels include visits to
their children and families in Wisconsin and
Maryland.
We talked with Esther McKinney Hyland
m Port Angeles, WA, to confirm that her correct
address is 3149 E. Greentree Ln., rather than
^249, as we had printed in our class directory.
Esther had a total hip replacement in August,
but she still manages her volunteer work at the
Visiting Place, under the auspices of the Health
and Human Resources Department. There, she
is involved in keeping children who are living in
foster homes in touch with their parents. Esther
jf grateful that several of her 11 grandchildren
Eve nearby in Seattle.
Lois Jackson Dailard was omitted from
°ur latest class print-out from the Alumni
Office, so we telephoned the number that we
. acL at some time in the past, mistakenly inked
lri our master copy of our class directory. What a
'■omedy of errors ensued, for the number we had
'aled, hoping to hear Lois’s voice in California,
turned out to be that of Libby Thompson Dale
m Pennsylvania. After a good laugh at the mix^Pi Libby reported that she is well and leading a
busy life.
We finally obtained the correct number
0r Lois Dailard and had a long talk. Her hus. ar>d, Ralph, died in 1991. Currently, she is
Evolved in editing her late husband’s papers
and relies heavily on the help of a grandson to
eeP her on track with her computer.
When we last reported on Charlotte
eals Tasker, she had sold her house in Tahsis,
anada, put her possessions in storage, and had
^aken off for England. There, she had a wondertwo-month visit with her sister, with whom
e hadn’t spent time since childhood. She is
. gently at the home of her daughter and son. r law in Woodinville, WA, where she is busy
eeping house,” gardening, and taking care of
o\yS Eventually, she will move to a place of her
jy

We reported in the Winter 1993 issue of

p o s t e r that Martha Rider Gambill was plan-
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resides at 2701 Pickett Rd., #4023, Durham, NC
27705. She is happy in her new living quarters
and reports that there are many activities, so she
can be as busy or as lazy as she chooses. She
swims daily and has made many friends.
Elizabeth Owen Smith and her husband,
Lawrence, have also moved to an apartment in a
retirement center, where they find much to
choose from in the way of planned programs.
The Smiths’ address is 819 N.E. 122nd St.,
Portland, OR 97230.
Marian Frey Pratt also has a new
address. She writes that she is alive and well and
living at 33 N. Main St., #4G, Lombard, IL
60148. She sold her home in Villa Park, IL, two
years ago and moved into a condo one block
away from her younger daughter. She keeps busy
with volunteer work at the YMCA, playing
bridge, and helping second-graders with reading
two mornings a week. Occasionally, she sees
Ruth Lyle Relph. Ruth and Earl ’39 visited rela
tives and friends in Canton this past summer
and had a chance to visit with Jo Miller Budde.
Recently, we talked briefly with Nellie
May Young Twombly and learned that she is
currently disabled as a result of a fall. She is con
sidering major surgery to make walking possi
ble.
On October 1,1993, Ray and Halene
McGugin Weaver marked their 50th wedding
anniversary. A surprise celebration, hosted by
their children, took place on October 16. If you
would like to send a card, the address is 5929
Guadalupe Tr., NW, Albuquerque, NM 87107.
John Mack adds that he and his wife,
Beverly, are both doing OK — “playing bridge
and roaming our state (Colorado) at our conve
nience. Of course, mountain driving is consider
ably different for a flatlander to become accus
tomed to.”
Ned Hull included a report on the “unbe
lievable gathering in Concord (MA) which last
ed four days” in celebration of his 80th birthday.
Forty people from ten states attended. Ned says
he and his wife, Mildred, swim daily. If you
check our senior year Index, you will note that
Ned held the Ohio Conference 220-yard freestyle
record (2:18) and the 440-yard freestyle record
(5:04.1). The Hulls have completed their eighth
year of delivering Meals on Wheels.
Dorothy Johnson Knight writes that she
continues to help college students with their
courses in mathematics. She has five of them
who come regularly for upper-level courses. She
refers to calculus as the easiest subject for her to
tutor, since she does not have to work out the
problems in advance. Dorothy’s eighth-grade
grandson goes to the high school daily to attend
an algebra class. He obviously inherited the
math gene from his parents and his great grand
father, Dr. Lyman C. Knight ’04.
We are very pleased with all the notes we
have received containing kind words about this
column. As we send this off, we are happy to
report that Roger is mobile again after his fall,
but his best friend at the moment is his heating
pad. More later.
Secretaries: Roger & Mollie Tilock Van Bolt,

2020 Glendale Ave., Flint, M I 48503.
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You will remember how Jack Maxwell, as
the class president in 1981, and Bob Cadmus, as
the chairman of our 50th anniversary fund
drive, pestered you for contributions for our gift
to the College. You also will remember that we
raised over $500,000, the largest class gift up to
that time. Those attending our 50th reunion will
also remember that we dedicated the unrestrict
ed portion of that gift to start a building fund for
a new alumni center.
Although it has been twelve years since
the class started its campaign and seven years
since the gift was made, Jack and Bob were
invited to represent the class at the dedication of
the renovated building during the ’93
Homecoming weekend. Representatives of the
Classes of 1937, 1940, and 1941, which also
made contributions, were also invited. Since Flo
and Stanley Gault ’48, chairman of the Board of
Trustees, made the major gift to the fund and
have done so much for the College, the building,
formerly Merz Hall, was dedicated appropriately
as the Stanley C. and Flo K. Gault Alumni
Center.
The restoration and renovation are fabu
lous. The beauty of the former home built in
1903 was tenderly retained and enhanced, yet
the facility has been so skillfully renovated that
the accommodations are as modern and func
tional as one would build today. The dedication
ceremonies were brief followed by a ribbon cut
ting. The Lord provided a cloudless, warm fall
day but did little to help the football team which
lost to Ohio Wesleyan 41 to 0.
Thank you for helping in this project.
Visit the Center. You will be awed and pleased.
A note from Roger Van Bolt, men’s secre
tary for the Class of 1937, brought news of the
death of Walter Crowe, on August 10,1993 (see
obituaries). Our sympathy goes to his wife,
Marjorie (Glenn) and family. Marjorie’s address
is 1718 Sanford PL, Ann Arbor, MI 48103.
We also extend our sympathy to Jack
Maxwell, whose wife, Peg, died June 11,1993,
after an extended illness. A Canton native and
graduate of McKinley High School, she attended
Kent State U and had been a teacher at Cedar
School in Canton. The Maxwells were married
on August 20,1940. Surviving, in addition to
Jack, are their son, Dr. Richard A. ’68, a pediatri
cian at the Wooster Clinic, and his wife, Pam;
daughter, Bobbi, a teacher at Fraser School in
the Plain Local School District in Stark County,
and her husband, David M. Young ’72; brother,
Donald L. Winchell; four grandchildren.
Genevieve Marsh Seese has moved from
her apartment to a room in West View Manor.
Her new address is 1715 Mechanicsburg Rd.,
Wooster, OH 44691. Soon after her move, a
group of friends surprised her with a tea in the
solarium at Manor. Those in attendance were:
Elinor Agricola, Isabelle Sproul Bear, Arleen
Dodez, Florence Johnson McKee ’37, Harriet
Knight, Mary Lou Tonks Shaw, Ila Smith
Weiford. It was a beautiful afternoon, and we
had a good visit.

g a move to a retirement center. She now
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Secretaries: Harriet Knight, 905 Portage Rd.,
Apt. 41, Wooster, OH 44691; J. Ralph Gillman,
565 M alvern Rd., Akron, OH 44303.
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Robert W. Marshall, husband of
Alexandra Babcock Marshall, was honored
with the Life Membership Award by the Old
Guard of Summit, NJ, during its annual fall lun
cheon. This award recognizes the significant
contribution of time and energy in participation
in the activities of the Old Guard, whose mem
bers are retired professionals in the suburban
New Jersey area.
A word from the class secretary: Recent
information lists 157 living class members.
Surely, among you there are many stories that
would be of interest to the class. Would you take
ten minutes and send some news about yourself
or other classmates to me?

Secretary: William Burger, 1300 South Border
Ave., #264, Weslaco, TX 78596 (O ct-M ay); P.O.
Box 350, Farmington, ME 04938 (Summ er).

19 3 4
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60th Reunion/June 2-5,1994

In September, the planning committee for
our 60th reunion met on campus and, with the
help of the College staff, began drafting ideas for
programs. Much was accomplished; details will
be available soon in various mailings. Send your
suggestions to one of the following committee
members: Paul and Virginia Gruber Smith,
Park Vista North, 1310 Fifth Ave., #805,
Youngstown, OH 44504-1767; Thelma Martin
Dyer, 310 Highland Ave., Wooster, OH 446911354; Franklin Barlow, our class president, 200
Laurel Lake, #W314, Hudson, OH 44236-2132;
your secretary, Elizabeth.
Write also with your nominations for
class officers. I suggest it may be prudent to have
co-presidents and co-secretaries. Please send
your names to me, if you are interested in serv
ing as a class officer. Franklin says that the presi
dent doesn’t have much to do but help plan and
preside over the next reunion weekend. The sec
retary’s job is what you make it. Class news is
due quarterly, so the job involves some writing,
and your reward is the receipt of some great let
ters.
I came away from the committee meeting
thinking: What optimists we are, planning for
folks 80-years-young to make the journey nine
months away! Start dreaming now how you can
be in Wooster in June.
There are 145 persons now on our class
roster. Since I had sent cards to everyone during
the past four years, 1 rested this quarter and
received mail from only two people about other
matters. But I can say that Kay Hunter Lanz has
moved to the San Diego area from Hawaii, and
she is waiting for an apartment opening in a
retirement village. She’s still traveling and meet-
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ing interesting people.
Sympathy of the class is extended to
Helen Humes Lamale, whose husband,
Dwight, died on October 19,1993 (see obituar
ies). Helen’s address is 4907 46th Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20016.
Marg (Gourley ’35) Cruickshank wrote
for herself and Art. They have adjusted to their
Vermont home, and Art has done some preach
ing. The Cruickshanks keep busy, as do we all.
Earlier, Mary Ellen Frame Weaver wrote
glowing reports about and sent pictures of vari
ous grandchildren’s accomplishments. They’ve
done well, and she was rightly pleased. Some
folks believe our immortality comes through
our children and their descendants; some
believe we gain it through good works and the
benefits given to others. Who knows for sure?
But both give satisfaction in the here and now.
Do write!

Secretary: Elizabeth Lapham Wills, 3873
M ontevista Rd., Cleveland, OH 44121.

19 3 3
Laura Lang Cameron is retired and liv
ing in Butler, PA. Laura served for ten years as a
medical missionary in Thailand, India, and New
Mexico, and then spent 24 years as a Veterans
Hospital physician, specializing in rehabilitation
medical services.
Lois Ober Flanagan writes that her hob
bies include reading, sewing, and a variety of
volunteer projects, many for Central
Presbyterian Church in Massillon. For 25 years
she has been responsible for the church’s cloth
ing project for local needs, as well as mission
areas of the Presbyterian Church. Most recently,
she has been writing a history of her mother’s
family, which came to the Dalton area from
Switzerland in 1887. She says it is much more
than a born-married-died history, since it
includes pictorial and written memories fur
nished by family members. Lois reports that her
wings were clipped in November, 1992, when
she slipped on wet leaves and broke her hip; she
notes that she is making a good recovery and
keeping busy as usual.
The reunion information sheets brought
us up to date on Bill Kurtz, of Navarre. After
graduating from Wooster, he taught in a small
elementary school and eventually became
superintendent of schools. In 1976, he joined the
R. G. Drage Vocational School as director of
adult education and held that position for 10
years. When he retired, the Tuslaw Board of
Education renamed the football stadium the
William E. Kurtz Stadium. A well-deserved
honor, we’re sure.
Remember Mary Clark Gash, who was
with us our freshman year? After leaving
Wooster, she went on to graduate from UCLA,
marry, and raise a family. Her activities centered
on her family and included the usual Boy
Scout/Girl Scout/PTA routine, plus her hobbies.
Among others, her hobbies still include playing
the piano, making rugs, and doing needlepoint,

which testify to the capable, talented person
many of us remember.

Secretary: Ethel McCullough Schmidt, 100
Brookm ont Rd., #346, Akron, OH 44333.
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Mary Fletcher sent me several items,
and I am grateful. Here is the promised new
address for Shirley Gardner Seaman: 236
Independence Village, 2530 Marsitt Rd., East
Lansing, MI 48823.
A clipping from Mary tells of a gift to the
College from the late Willard A. Hanna and his
wife, Marybelle, to establish a library collection
in Asian studies. “The fund will be used to build
and sustain a collection in Asian studies of
books, journals, and videocassettes for use by
undergraduates.” Willard was an author and an
expert on Southeast Asia (see obituaries).
Mary’s other clipping is about the
Massillon mansion, Five Oaks, built by J. Walter
McClymonds and now owned by the Woman’s
Club of Massillon. The article says that “Mary
Blanche Oberlin, a past president of the
Woman’s Club and two-time president of the
Heritage Foundation, has forgotten more about
Five Oaks than most people will ever know. She
has written one history of the mansion and is
working on a book about the McClymonds
family.”
To the Korner Klub girls: remember the
freshman girls who were placed with us that
year — Nell Purdy ’33 and Jo Guss ’33? Out of
the blue, I received a letter from Nell Purdy Fray
in Harrisonburg, VA. Someone had lent her a
copy of Wooster, and she recognized my name
and wrote. She mentions Mary Oberlin and
Roberta Gibson Woodall. I sent a copy to Ethel
McCullough Schmidt ’33 and received a nice
note.
Why don’t some of you write and surprise
Ralph and me?

Secretaries: Roenna Kamerer Koste, 500 Gregg
St., Shillington, PA 19607-1334; Ralph Liske,
1195 Fairchild Ave., Kent, OH 44240-1811.

19 3 1
Libby Miller Powers died on October 1>
1993, in Portland, OR, after a long illness. Sally
Craig Moore, Betty Francis Spahn, and Jinny
Bourns Jeffery attended the graveside service if
the Wooster Cemetery.
William W. Shoup died on October 8,
1993. We send our condolences to his wife,
Myna, and family.
As members of The Friendship Force, Ed
and Pat Arn spent two weeks in October in
Germany, where they served as ambassadors for
the program. They were hosted in Halle-on-theSaal, formerly in East Germany, and spent the
second week in the area of Hannover, formerly
in West Germany. While there, the Arns visited
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many towns where Ed was involved both in
combat during W.W. II and in occupational
duties after the war. The Friendship Force is an
organization that promotes international good
will through travel. Their motto is Faces, not
Places. Currently, Pat is treasurer of the
Northeastern Ohio chapter. She also has served
as exchange director and host director.

Secretaries: Tom Mills, 3183 N. Quincy St.,
Arlington, VA 22207; Bernice Rees Snively, 816
Phillips Rd. NE, M assillon, OH 44646.

Secretaries: Hal C. Teal, 43 Pocono Dr.,
Pittsburgh, PA 15220; Virginia Bourns Jeffery,
1507 Avalon Rd„ Wooster, OH 44691.

The class extends sympathy to the fami
lies of Margaret McCuskey Ewing, who died
July 28,1993, Ella Jacot Manson, who died June
27,1993, and Florence Rapp Cowie, who died
November 15,1993.
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Secretaries: Sarah Painter, 1577 Cleveland Rd.,
Wooster, OH 44691; Edna Kienzle Comin, 1138
E. Wayne, Wooster, OH 44691.
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The class extends sympathy to Peg Reed
frey, whose husband, Joseph, died in May.
Pearl Skog Regester reports better health
and is now able to drive her car again.
Anna Snively Wainger, who was ground
ed by knee surgery for a while, is able to drive
ner car again and spent the summer at her
mountain home. If she was able to drive up that
mountain road, she’s doing pretty well.
To honor W. Dean Hopkins, who died on
ebruary 7,1993, two red maple trees were
planted on the south lawn of the new Gault
Alumni Center. They were given by the members of his extended family.
Observations by your men’s secretary:
According to the alumni master file in mid^93, the Class of 1930 had 28 percent fewer
members than in June, 1990, our 60th reunion.
s expected, the ladies are proving to be hardier
s°uls and now represent about two-thirds of the
class.
No one in the class would admit to being

2^ ^ employed, with the probable exception of
classmates who listed their occupation as
omemaker. Twenty-four are retired teachers to
r !ch might be added a dozen who reported
^ehrement from related administrative and
mpervisory jobs in education and library posi'°ns. Other occupations listed were four clergy
a'\ three physicians, as well as a miscellany of
^countants, social workers, attorneys, bankers,
n salespeople. More than 80 percent named a
sPecific occupation.
10

^ ne
°lr
c^ass lives 'n Ohio, about
Percent in Pennsylvania, and the sunshine
acates °f Florida, California, and Arizona
Sj?Cl?ljnt f°r nearly 20 percent more. There are
yQa, e colonies, about four percent each, in New
Sca ’ Ulmois, and Massachusetts, and others are
trjesterecl among 18 states and two foreign counviv Members of the Class of 1930 are the surlhe0r S,°^two World Wars (three, if we include
H0 .
War), numerous lesser conflicts, ecoters ICturmoil, social upheaval, natural disasal tr ° ° numerous to mention, as well as personadv°U^ eS'
^ave w!tnessed spectacular
As fa1CeS *n sc'ence>engineering, and medicine,
al fa3r as 1 know, none of us has attained nationq u e ” (l e ’ but neither have we been unduly delinhave m meet>ng our responsibilities. Most of us
fhe c ra*Secl Emilies, paid our taxes, and served
°mmunities of which we are a part.

Although such a recital may seem trite, it
is not improbable that we are observers, through
no merit of our own, of the most lively period in
human history, not always exciting but always
interesting.

j|j6 5 th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
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We hope you are planning to join us in
June.

70th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
19 2 8
Sympathy of the class is extended to the
family of Ruth Murdoch Ball, who died this
past August (see obituaries).

We are sorry to inform you that our for
mer class secretary, Betty Hower, passed away
in August (see obituaries). Sympathy of the class
is extended to her sister, Gladys ’31.

Secretary: George McClure, 1255 South
Pasadena Ave., #1119-B, St. Petersburg, FL
33707.

19 2 7
19 2 3
A most welcome letter from Mary Belle
Shields Rosnagle brings us up to date on her
eventful year. She attended the weddings of two
granddaughters and welcomed a new greatgranddaughter into the family circle. The sad
dest and most painful event came in June with
the death of her son, Dr. Robert S. Rosnagle ’53,
in Albuquerque, NM. Mary was able to go the
memorial service, although a short trip to the
hospital followed. She also had a hard fall when
she came out of the doctor’s office in April — no
broken bones but broken glasses and a shake up
which she felt for months. Now recuperated, she
gives thanks that she is in Friendship Village
with good friends and has kind and loving care.
Her address is 5790 Denlinger Rd., Apt. 4101,
Dayton, OH 45426. Sympathy of the class goes
to her in the death of her son.

Secretary: Florence Painter Griffith, 1577
Cleveland Rd., Wooster, OH 44691.

19 2 6
Recently, the College received a gift from
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Andrew, to establish a
professorship in physics in memory of Mr.
Andrew’s father, Victor J. Andrew.

Secretary: Margaret Koester Welty, Rt. 5, Box
180, M t. Pleasant, PA 15666.

Asher B. Case, a retired missionary, and
his wife, Ruth, live in Deland, FL.
Lelia Weaver Bolds says her favorite
memories of Wooster are the many friends she
made while in school.
Secretary: Marian Atkins, 720 Steubenville Ave.,

Cambridge, OH 43725.

B I R T H S
’81 To Paul and Charlotte Reed Lyons, son,
Griffin Reed, September 28,1993.
’82 To John and Jennie Parrish Rakos, daugh
ter, Chloe Elizabeth, October 24, 1993.
’84 To Whitney and Andrew Baird, daughter,
Susannah Russell, November 2,1993.
To David and Kristen Nicewander
Carlson, daughter, Elisabeth Anneke,
August 9,1993.
’86 To John and Julie Ferguson Haines,
daughter, Alexandra Danielle, August 28,
1993, joining brother, Nicholas (4).
’89 To Mark (’88) and Ruth Callaghan
Clippinger, daughter, Melanie Rose, July
19, 1993.

OBITUARIES
’24 Kathryn Ford Bender, March 25,
1993, in Akron, where she had lived for most of
her life. She was a public school teacher for 30
years, mostly at the King School in Akron. She
was fond of gardening and was an active mem
ber of the Bath United Church of Christ. From
1966 to 1974, she served as the 1924 class secre
tary. Her husband, Earva, whom she married on
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Dec. 27,1930, predeceased her. There are no
known survivors.
’24 S. Elizabeth “Betty” Hower, of
Warren, August 30,1993, of heart failure, in St.
Joseph Riverside Hospital. She was born in
Honesdale, PA, and resided in Trumbull County
for most of her life. For 11 years she was a case
worker for the Trumbull County Children’s
Services Board, retiring in 1970. She then devot
ed her time to volunteer work. A member of
Mobile Meals, she delivered meals for 20 years in
the Warren area. During the Vietnam War, she
devoted her time to the American Red Cross
and later gave service to military families every
week at the Chapter House. She was one of the
initial CONTACT volunteers and manned the
phones for nine years. With her sister, Gladys,
she received in 1986 the Taylor Memorial Award
for Voluntary Service in Warren.
Active in the First Presbyterian Church,
she was a member of the Miriam-Esther Circle
and former president of the Presbyterian
Women’s Association. She was also former presi
dent of Church Women United. Other organiza
tions in which she was active include DAR and
the Business Women’s Club of YWCA. The
College also benefited from her willingness to
serve, as she was secretary for the Class of 1924
from 1979 to 1989. She enjoyed music and
played the piano. Surviving are her sister, Gladys
’31, with whom she made her home; brother,
Wayne.
’25 Florence Rapp Cowie, November 15,
1993, at Northwestern Memorial Hospital,
Chicago, 1L. She was born on May 8,1903, in Ft.
Recovery. After graduation from Wooster, she
taught French in the Ft. Recovery schools for
three years. In 1928, she moved to Chicago and
joined the staff of the Times Community
Newspapers, a chain owned by her uncle, W.L.
Johnson. Eventually, she became managing edi
tor and retired when her uncle sold the papers.
She also taught at North Park College. In 1942
she joined the Chicago Women’s Club, serving
two terms as president during her more than 50
years of membership. The Club is the oldest
continually-operating women’s club in the coun
try, and Florence was, at the time of her death,
the woman who held the longest membership.
She was a member and past president of The
Chicago Outdoor Art League and a long-stand
ing member of the Auxiliary of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers.
She also was involved in other social and
philanthropic organizations, including the
University Club of Chicago. Through the years,
she maintained strong ties with her hometown,
supporting the Ft. Recovery Historical Society
and the restoration of the original fort. Her hus
band, Alexander, whom she married in 1941,
died on June 3,1993. Surviving are two cousins,
William D. Johnson ’45 and Janet Johnson
Murphey ’48.
’25 Margaret McCuskey Ewing, July 28,
1993, in Duarte, CA. She was born in Landour,
Mussoorie, India, where her parents served as
missionaries. Later, she served as a missionary
in the field of education in India and Pakistan.
In 1951, her husband, Rhea, became president
of Forman Christian College in Lahore,
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Pakistan, and she served as his hostess in cam
pus affairs. For several years, she was also prin
cipal of the Forman High School for Girls. When
ill health caused her husband’s retirement in
1962, the Ewings returned to the States. He died
in 1974. Surviving are her daughter, Margaret
Devine, and two granddaughters.
x’25 Ella May Jacot Manson, June 27,
1993, at Smithville-Western Care Center,
Wooster. She was born on May 22,1904, in
Apple Creek, where she had lived for most of her
life. From 1934 until her retirement in 1974, she
was postmaster of the Apple Creek Post Office.
Prior to that, she had taught school for five years
in a one-room school house. She was a member
of St. Peter’s United Church of Christ in Apple
Creek. Her son, Daniel William Manson, died in
1957. Surviving are one grandson; one greatgrandson; several nieces and nephews, one of
whom is Alice Jacot McArdle ’78.
x’27 Frances Fager McMillen, November
6,1992, in Timken Mercy Medical Center, after a
brief illness. She was a life resident of Canton.
Her interests centered on her family and church
work. She was a lifelong member of Church of
the Savior, United Methodist, and the United
Methodist Women. An active member of the
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union, she
served two years as president and many years as
treasurer. She was also a member of the Canton
Sorosis. Her husband, John R. McMillen, died
on July 20,1968. Surviving are two sons, John F.
and Lawrence R.; three grandchildren; one sis
ter, Jeanette Fager ’25.
’27 Helen Glenn Ward, respected teacher,
librarian, and conservationist, November 5,
1993, in Wooster. She was born in Emsworth,
PA, on March 13,1904, and later graduated from
Wooster High School. After graduation from the
College, she studied at the U of Utah and
Ashland College and did graduate study at Ohio
State U and Bowling Green State U. She began
her teaching career in 1927 at Washington High
School in Massillon, and from 1928 to 1931, she
taught language arts at Wooster High School.
For the next 23 years, she taught language arts at
Northwestern High School and then worked as
the librarian until her retirement in 1975. While
at Northwestern, she founded the Future
Teachers of America, Junior Classical League,
National Honor Society, and the Northwestern
Chapter of the Izaak Walton League of America
(IWLA). She also was active in Le Cercle
Fran^ais, Library Club, and with the Youth
Chairman Ohio Division of IWLA. She led many
senior class trips and served as a leader and
counselor for the Foreign Language League in
Leysin, Switzerland, in 1965. Beginning in 1966,
she was a leader and counselor for People to
People High School Ambassadors for 13 years.
Professionally, she was a member of NEA,
serving as a delegate in 1963; life member of
OEA, serving as a delegate from 1962 to 1966
and as a member of the human relations com
mittee from 1963 to 1966; ECOTA, serving as a
delegate in 1962; Wayne County Education
Association, serving as president in 1963-64;
Ohio Association of School Librarians; and
served as chairman of the Language Arts
Curriculum Study, Wayne County.

Dedicated to the youth of the area, she
was executive director for the Wooster Girl
Scouts, 1947-54, and directed the Girl Scout
camp at Lake Leesville for many years. She was a
founder of the Junior Red Cross of Wooster and
Wayne County and served as its chairman for 13
years.
An advocate of conservation, she was a
national and state director of IWLA and held
many positions in the organization. She served
as chairman for the Ohio and National Nature
Conservancy and chaired 10 of the Ohio
Division Youth Conferences on Conservation
Education. She was a former director of the
Ohio Conservation Outdoor Education
Association.
She had served four five-year terms on
the Wooster City Health Department and was a
member of the Wayne County Nature Club,
Wimodausis, McDowell Club, Wooster
Community Hospital Auxiliary, AAUW, Order of
Eastern Star and White Shrine, Phi Sigma Iota,
and a member and past president of Wooster
Garden Study Club and Delta Kappa Gamma.
An active member of the United Methodist
Church, she had served as a Sunday school
teacher and superintendent.
She was the recipient of many awards,
including the 1985 People to People Distin
guished Service Award, 1967 and 1969 Martha
Holden Jennings Scholar, 1969 Department of
Natural Resources Distinguished Service Award,
1969 Ohio State University Conservation
Laboratory Award of Merit, 1971 Leader of
American Secondary Education, 1973 Out
standing Secondary Educator of America, 1978
Ohio Conservation and Outdoor Education
Association certificate of appreciation. Her hus
band, Vincent, died in 1961. Surviving are one
daughter, Barbara McGraw ’53; five grandchil
dren, Sarah McGraw Krushinski ’85, Carrie
McGraw Johnson ’88, Laura McGraw Neill ’89,
Nancy McGraw ’91, William S. McGraw.
’28 Ruth Murdoch Ball, of Princeton, NJ>
August 11,1993, of congestive heart failure. She
was born in Pittsburgh, PA, and married George
W. Ball ’64H, former Undersecretary of State
and Ambassador to the United Nations. They
celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary on
September 16,1992. Prior to her marriage, she
studied painting at Carnegie Institute of Fine
Arts. In addition to her husband, she is survived
by two sons, John C. and Douglas B. ’61; two
grandchildren.
’30 Wilbur W. Grimm, former dean of
the graduate school of Bradley U, June 6,1993,
in Schaumburg, IL. He received his M.A. from
Miami U and Ph.D. from Ohio State U, in zoolo
gy. He joined the biology faculty of Lincoln
Memorial U in Harrogate, TN, in 1935 and
served as head of the department from 1936 to
1941. He was assistant director of Ohio State
Experimental Lab on Lake Erie at Put-in-Bay. 1°
1941, he became professor ofbiology and chair
man of the department at Bradley U, a position
in which he served for 23 years. He then served
as associate dean of the graduate school at
Bradley in 1964, becoming dean in 1965. He
retired in 1974.
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He was past president of Peoria Academy
of Science, Illinois Association of Junior
Colleges, and Illinois State Academy of Science.
He was a member of Sigma Xi, Phi Eta Sigma,
Phi Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, and the Town and
Gown Club at Bradley, and was listed in W ho’s
Who in A m erica and A m erican M en o f Science.
Formerly, he served on the board of the Visiting
Nurses Association and the Peoria Chapter of
the American Cancer Society. He was a member
and elder of the First Presbyterian Church of
Peoria and a member of Rotary Club. Surviving
are his wife, Dorothy; two sons, Richard and
Thomas; two daughters, Judith Southwick and
Nancy Erickson; seven grandchildren; one sis
ter, Hazel Hahn.
’31 Charles B. Moke, September 30,
•993, at Plaza del Rio Care Center, Peoria, AZ.
Charlie Moke’s impact on The College of
Wooster is best measured by his 36 years of
teaching geology in Scovel Hall, but there was so
much more.
Upon graduation from Wooster, Charlie
went to Harvard for graduate study, asserting as
he considered various geological professions,
There’s one thing I am sure o f . . . I’m not going
to teach.” Fortunately, he changed his mind,
returning to Wooster for what he thought was a
short-term contract. And if he did not teach, he
eertainly inspired a number of students to learn.
When he retired in 1972 the Charles B.
Moke Prize was established to provide a Brunton
Compass to the graduating geology major who
Plans to make geology a vocation and who, in
the judgment of the geology faculty, has shown
the greatest improvement during his or her col[ege career. The tribute to each recipient of the
badge of a geologist” is well deserved — and a
'tting reminder of Charlie who always quietly
Urged each of his students to improve . . . to do
° Ur best. . . to learn.
Countless geology students — and I susPect many other students, since these words
ave assumed a life well beyond Scovel — will
recall Charlie’s advice/admonition: “you write
your own letters of recommendation,” explainlng that his role as a faculty member, advisor,
and friend was to watch students grow so that he
could “simply” report on what he had observed
Uring their years at Wooster.
.
During his years at Wooster and during
Is 20-plus years of retirement, Charlie not only
J^r°te his own letter of recommendation, indeed
e Wrote his own eulogy. At his memorial
jfrv’ce words were used that had been written at
e time he received the Distinguished Alumni
Ward in 1974 and at the time of the dedication
o the renovated Scovel Hall in 1985 to which his
1 classmates had donated more than
00,000 so that the second floor lecture room is
named the Moke Lecture Room.
At the DAA ceremony, the following
rds about Charlie were read: “demanding and
Jedding when appropriate; stern and strict
en unavoidable; understanding when necesy; compassionate when it most counts; honSP fair and reliable — always.”
.
Publicly, words about Charlie from many
fe ,rces have been shared, words that express the
ings of countless others. Ted Danner, who
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ing in Arizona. He certainly does live on not
only in the lives of those who knew him but in
the lives of Wooster students today and in the
future who are or will be recipients of the Moke
Award and the Charles Burdette and Margaret
Kate Moke Scholarships established in 1984 by
Fritz Kate in recognition of the Mokes’ long ser
vice to Wooster and sincere interest and concern
for students and alumni.
Surviving are Charlie’s wife, Margaret;
daughter, Sally DeWitt ’64; son, Bob ’65; two
grandchildren.

by F. W. Cropp ’54
Charles B. Moke
taught at Wooster from 1950-1954, put it so well:
“I have never worked under a more agreeable
person that Charlie Moke. . . he and Margaret
are like second parents to me.” Indeed Charlie
and Margaret adopted many students at the
College . . . people who are now geologists,
teachers, ministers, or are in many other
professions.
When he heard of Charlie’s death, George
Davis ’64, whose passion for structural geology
no doubt began in Charlie’s classes, wrote to
Margaret: “My memories of Charlie Moke, and
of the two of you as a generous, loving, engaging
couple, abound with joy, warmth, and deeply
felt appreciation. As a young student at Wooster
it was my good fortune to be placed in the hands
of Charlie Moke. He took care of me intellectual
ly and personally. He showed me a world of
teaching and scholarship that I am now a part
of. He served as a model for giving to others. His
eyes were bright, alive, full of energy, full of
curiosity.
“1 have no doubt that he now resides in
the loving arms of God and, while he awaits the
rest of us, is surveying the grandeur of the uni
verse with awe. And we know that he is pointing
a few things out to others from a distance. That
is his way. That is why we love him.”
Not only was Charlie Moke an influential
and respected member of the campus commu
nity, he also served the Wooster community in
the 20-30 Club, of which he became president;
the Rotary Club, of which he became a director;
the YMCA board of trustees, of which he
became president; and Westminster
Presbyterian Church, of which he became an
elder, trustee, and superintendent of the junior
Sunday school department. In 1985 he received
the Auble-Gerig Humanitarian Award for ser
vice on the Wayne County Committee for
Handicapped Children and Adults.
His interest in athletics earned Charlie the
dubious honor of becoming a team statistician,
roaming the sidelines at football games to
record the exact yardage figures and then spend
ing much of the rest of his weekend working
with his numbers. Charlie was Wooster’s faculty
representative to the Ohio Athletic Conference
from 1950 to 1970 and, unsurprisingly, he
served as president of the OAC for two years.
Charlie influenced so many people for so
many years that several persons have comment
ed that it is hard to believe Charlie is not still liv-

’31 Elizabeth Miller Powers, September
30, 1993, in Portland, OR. Previously, she had
lived in Penney Farms Retirement Community
in Florida, where she was active in volunteer
work at Beyer House, the extended care unit,
and with Penney Farms Partners, Inc., a non
profit organization. She was also a member of
the Village Improvement Association and the
Good Citizenship League. While living in
Cleveland, she was a member and elder of
Lakewood Presbyterian Church, where she
served as director of volunteer ministries. She
was also a member of and held offices in Church
Women United and helped organize the FISH
organization in Lakewood. For 17 years she was
a volunteer worker for the Girl Scouts before
joining the Lake Erie Girl Scout Council as field
director-manager from 1968 to 1974.
While at Wooster, she was president of the
YWCA, vice president of the Girls’ Glee Club, a
member of the Pembroke Literary Society,
Fortnightly Musical Club, and Theta Chi Delta.
Upon graduation she received the Galpin first
prize. She then became secretary to the dean of
men and part-time secretary to the dean of the
College until December, 1933, when she married
Raymond A. Powers ’30. An enthusiastic
Woosterian, she served as class secretary from
1931 to 1941. She was predeceased by her hus
band in 1968 and her daughter, Betty, in 1974.
Surviving are one son, Charles; two daughters,
Jeanne Lemieux and Edith Powers ’58; ten
grandchildren.
’31 William W. Shoup, of De Land, FL,
October 8,1993. He received his M.B.A. from
the U of Pennsylvania. From 1942 to 1949, he
served in the U.S. Army, attaining the rank of
captain. He spent most of his career as a civilian
military analyst in the combat developments
command of the army, retiring in 1977. He was a
Christian Scientist. Surviving are his wife,
Myna, whom he married on April 28,1943; one
son, William H.; one daughter, Frances Baker;
two granddaughters.
’32 Willard A. Hanna, an author, teacher,
and expert on Southeast Asia, October 5,1993,
of pneumonia, at his home in Hanover, NH. He
had been ill for several months, following a
stroke. He was born on August 3,1911, in Cross
Creek, PA. After graduating from Wooster, he
spent fours in China, where he taught English
for three years in Shanghai and one year at the
Hangchow Christian College in Hangchow. He
then returned to the U.S. and earned his M.A.
from Ohio State U and Ph.D. from the U of
Michigan.
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Until the eruption of W.W. II, he taught at
Michigan State Normal College, now Southern
Michigan U. He joined the U.S. Navy in 1942 and
was assigned to the military’s Japanese language
school at the U of Colorado, then to the military
government program at Columbia U. In 1945,
Lt. Comdr. Hanna took part in the landing on
Okinawa and remained there for more than a
year, helping to set up schools and protecting
the surviving cultural artifacts.
Following his naval service, he joined the
U.S. Department of State and served as a cultur
al affairs officer and chief public affairs officer in
Manila, Philippines. He set up the U.S.
Information Service offices in Jakarta,
Indonesia, and operated those offices until 1952,
when he was called back to Washington, DC, to
attend the National War College. After graduat
ing in 1953, he was assigned to the U.S. Embassy
in Tokyo, where he was a public affairs officer. In
1954, he resigned from the State Department
and joined the American Universities Field Staff,
a foundation studying foreign cultures. During
that time, he lived in Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur,
Singapore, and Hong Kong. He retired in 1976.
He was the author of many books, mainly
nonfiction, about the politics and history of
Asia. His novel, D estiny Has Eight Eyes, pub
lished by Harper & Brothers in 1941, is set in
China at the outbreak of W.W. II. His other
books include: Bali Profile, The Form ation o f
M alaysia, and Eight N ation M akers. Surviving
are his wife, Marybelle; a sister, Grace Arthur
’38; several nieces and nephews.
’33 Eleanor “Teddie” Breitwieser
Thomas, September 7, 1993, of cardiac arrest.
At Wooster, she majored in chemistry and
English. She was a reporter for the Voice and
became news editor. In her senior year, she was
president of the Women’s Self Government
Judicial Board. Teddie was a member of Theta
Chi Delta, national honorary chemistry society.
After graduation, she worked as a medical tech
nologist. On January 8,1938, she married
William H. Thomas.
Teddie was active in community service
and was interested in gardening, flower arrang
ing, reading, and playing bridge. Working with
the Girl Scouts of Southwestern Pennsylvania,
she became vice president of the council. Her
widespread community service resulted in her
being listed in W ho’s Who o f A m erican Women.
She served on the Alumni Admissions program
of the College. During the past five years, she
was vice president of the Class of 1933, succeed
ing to the office of president when the previous
president died. She helped plan for the 60th
reunion of the class but was unable to attend
because of her health. In addition to her hus
band, surviving are three daughters, Ruth Ann
Thomas ’65, Nancy Ahluwalia ’69, Susan Baum;
three grandchildren.
’34 Dwight N. Lamale, of Washington,
DC, October 19,1993, at the Carriage Hill
Bethesda Nursing Center, in Bethesda, MD, fol
lowing a long illness. At Wooster, he majored in
history and economics and was a member of the
International Club. He received his LL.B. in 1939
from the Law School of Salmon P. Chase College
of Y.M.C.A., and was awarded his J.D. in 1968,
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when the law school became the Chase College
of Law of Northern Kentucky U. He served in
the U.S. Army Finance Unit from 1943 to 1946.
For 29 years he worked in the U.S. Treasury
Department headquarters office of the
Comptroller of Currency of the United States,
retiring in 1973. He was an associate member of
New York Avenue Presbyterian Church in
Washington and was a member of Covenant
First Presbyterian Church in Cincinnati. He was
also a member of the Wooster and Chase
Alumni Clubs. Surviving are his wife, Helen
(Humes ’34), whom he married on October 2,
1954. He was predeceased by his parents and
brother.
x’35 Helen Early Boffo, of New
Philadelphia, May 29,1989. She received her
B.Mus. from Waynesburg College and had been
an instructor in the New Philadelphia public
schools. A violinist, she was also a member of
the Canton Symphony Orchestra String Quartet.
Surviving are her husband, Al; son, Daniel;
three grandchildren.
’36 Walter R. Crowe, August 10, 1993, in
Ann Arbor, MI. He received his M.A. from the U
of Michigan, specializing in fisheries, aquatic
biology, and zoology. A distinguished biologist
with the Michigan Department of Natural
Resources, he worked with its Institute of
Fisheries Research for more than 30 years, retir
ing in 1970. He then worked with the Sea Grant
Program of the U of Michigan School of Natural
Resources and the Great Lakes Fishery
Commission. He was the author of many publi
cations on fisheries and related subjects.
From 1943 to 1946, he served with the
U.S. Naval Reserve. He was an avid sportsman
and an active member of the First
Congregational Church of Ann Arbor. From
1981 to 1986, he served as secretary of the 1936
class fund committee. Surviving are his wife,
Marjorie (Glenn ’36), whom he married in 1986;
two sons, John ’69 and James; three stepsons,
John, Bruce, and Richard Bussert; three grand
children. He was preceded in death by his first
wife, Allene (Gates ’36), who died in 1984.
’36 Robert H. Johnson, of Copeland
Oaks in Sebring, August 23,1993, at Crandall
Medical Center. For 35 years, he was a chemist
and sales manager for R. T. Vanderbilt Company
in Norwalk, CT. He then moved to Salem, where
he worked for five years as a marketing and sales
manager for the Salem Tool Company, retiring
in 1987. He was a member of the Presbyterian
Church of Salem and a former member of Salem
Rotary Club and Salem Golf Club. He was also a
member of the Al Koran Shrine of Cleveland
and the American Chemical Society. In
Norwalk, CT, he was a member of St. John’s
Masonic Lodge. Surviving are his wife, Dorothy
(Harroff’35), whom he married in 1940; a
brother, Wayne ’40.
’36 Ethel Mershon Swank, August 29,
1993, in Berkeley, CA, following a second stroke.
Born and raised in Portsmouth, she was helped
by Howard Lowry, also a Portsmouth native, to
enroll at Wooster, where she was welcomed at
the home of Professor and Mrs. Lowell Coolidge.

After graduating from Wooster, she taught for
two years in the Portsmouth public schools. In
1938, she was married to Ray Swank ’34, in the
Chapel, by President Wishart. During her hus
band’s career as a librarian, they lived in the uni
versity towns of Boulder, Chicago, Minnesota,
Oregon, Stanford, and, during the roaring ’60s,
the U of California, Berkeley.
She loved to travel and over the years, she
spent time in Europe, the Middle East, Africa,
South East Asia, and Japan. Her many interests
included flower arranging, lapidary work and
jewelry making, the cultivation of bonsai, book
binding, furniture restoration, picture framing,
doll collections, puppetry, and music. For many
years, she did volunteer work as an usher for the
San Francisco Opera and its Symphony
Orchestra. Along the long road from
Portsmouth to Berkeley, she left coteries of
friends who shared her pleasures. In addition to
her husband, surviving are three sons, Damon
’62, Barry, and Martin; one daughter, Diana
Weber; three grandchildren; sister, Erma Stone.
’36 George J. Taylor, August 6, 1993, of a
heart attack, in Port Clinton, where he had been
visiting for the summer. He was born on
September 30,1913, in Niles. A retired minister,
he received his S.T.B. from Boston U School of
Theology and M.Ed. from Boston U School of
Education. From 1945 to 1946, he served in the
W.W. II European Theater as an army chaplain,
attaining the rank of Captain. During his 50
years of service in Ohio churches, he served pas
torates in Parkview United Methodist Church,
Columbus; Bellefontaine United Methodist
Church, Bellefontaine; and Trinity United
Methodist Church, Lima, from which he retired
in 1979.
In retirement, he continued his interest in
making needlepoint, counted cross-stitch, and
latch hook pictures, creating his own designs for
some of them. His needlework won many blue
ribbons in county fairs and craft shows, includ
ing seven Grand Champion Awards at Ottawa
County Fairs. At Wooster, he joined Sixth
Section and was a member and manager of the
Men’s Glee Club and a member of Clericus in his
senior year. Surviving are his wife, Evelyn,
whom he married on October 29,1944; two
sons, David and Timothy; three daughters,
Constance Fason, Deborah Hager, Rebecca
Roberts; nine grandchildren; one great
grandchild; sister, Jean Dunwoody.
’38 Joseph A. Hall, Jr., a retired physi
cian, August 8,1993, after a long illness, at his
home in Vancouver, WA. The son of a medical
missionary, he was born on April 19, 1913, at
Iloilo, Philippines. He received his M.D. from
the U of Manitoba Medical School in Winnipeg,
Canada. He served in the U.S. Army in W.W. H
as a battalion surgeon and commanding officer.
During his career, he was a pioneer of the organ
transplant program at the Veterans Admin
istration Hospital in Denver, CO. From 1965 to
1976, he served as director of the Vancouver
Veterans Hospital and implemented the first
drug treatment program at the hospital. He was
a long-term member of Rotary International
and was a member and elder of the First
Presbyterian Church. He was also an ardent
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sailor and conservationist. Surviving are his
wife, Naomi; one daughter, Catherine Greer; one
son, Richard; four grandchildren.
’39 Richard M. Kate, September 29,
1993, at his home in Port Clinton. He was born
on January 23,1917, in Ragersville and was
raised in Wooster. A W.W. II U.S. Army veteran,
he served with the 5th Army, 179th Chemical
Company, in North Africa and Italy. He received
his M.Ed. from Ohio State U in 1953. From 1948
to 1963, he taught mathematics and coached
football at South High School in Columbus, and
from 1963 until his retirement in 1983, he
served as athletic director at that school. An out
standing athlete, he was inducted into the
Wooster High School Sports Hall of Fame in
May, 1993. While in College, he played football,
basketball, and baseball. Surviving are his wife,
Margaret, whom he married on June 2,1943;
three daughters, Linda Smith, Sandra Kate,
Diana Kate; five grandchildren.
’41 Richard H. Wallace, October 7,1993,
after a long illness, at his home in Mansfield,
where he had resided for the past 40 years. A
veteran of W.W. II, he served with the U.S.
Marine Corps in Guadalcanal and New Britain,
attaining the rank of Captain. He was a division
sales manager for the Star Rubber Company and
Kelly Springfield Tire Company, retiring in 1981.
An active member of the First Presbyterian
Church, he served as an elder, was in charge of
the ushers for 17 years, and taught the Thursday
Men’s Brown Bag Lunch group for 10 years. He
was a former member and past president of the
Sales and Marketing Executives of North Central
Ohio. Surviving are his wife, Mary (Palmer ’40),
Whom he married on December 25, 1941; two
sons, Richard H. and W. Bruce; two daughters,
Janet Herdman and Patricia Andrews; eight
grandchildren; one brother, Eugene.
’42 Ralph E. Crider, Jr., a retired chemist,
October 6,1993, in Cheswick, PA. He received
Ms M.A. from the U of Pittsburgh and was
emPl°yed by Gulf Oil Corporation in their
^search and development division in
ittsburgh. He traveled widely and was a memer of the Presbyterian Church, where he sang in
Me choir. A loyal alumnus, he served as class
secretary during the ’50s and as class president
com 1982 to 1986. He is survived by relatives
and friends.
’42 William G. Sharp, Jr., former Wayne
County judge, September 28,1993, at his home
lri Wooster. He was born in Auglaize County and
Moved to Wooster in 1927. From 1942-46, he
served in the U.S. Army as a 2nd Lt. with duty in
j. e Philippines. He received his J.D. in 1948
l°1ti Ohio State U and, in 1949, was admitted to
e Ohio Bar Association. In May, 1949, he
opened his law practice in Wooster and Apple
reek. During his 14 years of practice, he served
s . poster Township clerk (1950), Wooster city
q lcit°r (1958-60), and councilman-at-large
62-64). He was a judge of the Wayne County
q Un'cipal Court (1964-1968), and the Wayne
°Unty Common Pleas Court (1969-82).
ber ^ct've in his community, he was a memg /°M h e American Legion, Wooster Kiwanis,
a ?’ dnd Masonic Lodge, and was a member
°rmer president of the Wayne County Bar
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Association. He was a former member of the
Izaak Walton League, Ohio and American Bar
Associations, Wooster Chamber of Commerce,
Boy Scout Troop 65 Committee, and was a for
mer member and president of Wooster Jaycees.
At the time of his death, he was president of the
Wayne County Library Board. He also support
ed his alma mater with enthusiasm. He served
as president of the Land o’ Scots Alumni Club
for two years and as president of the Class of
1942 for five years. A Prize Fund has been estab
lished in his name at the College. Surviving are
his wife, Barbara (Baughan), whom he married
in 1944; three sons, Matthew ’76, Stephen, and
Andrew; one daughter, Barbie Recht; six grand
children; one sister, Harriet Freeman.
’43 Alice “Neffie” Neff Allardice,
September 8,1993. Neffie and I were roommates
in Babcock our senior year. We had been close
friends since our first week at Wooster, when it
was discovered that there were two Alices on the
second floor of Hoover. Fortunately, we had our
nicknames to distinguish us, and although the
name Alice, with its connotations of “sweet and
gentle,” neatly matched her person, her close
friends from Wooster days still think of her as
Neffie.
Rooming with Neffie was easy and fun.
She was always pleasant, never grouchy or
moody. I can recall no moments of tension,
never a roommate spat, because Neffie always let
it be known, tactfully, when she thought some
thing was amiss, and the problem was faced,
resolved.
She had a keen sense of humor which
enabled her to tolerate and even to enjoy our
dorm hijinks and foolish disruptions. She sel
dom had time to join in the fun, as she worked
hard to catch up on her studies after play
rehearsals and to maintain her scholarship.
She worked devotedly in the Little Theatre
and, by her senior year, had become a fine, sen
sitive actress. Her love of the theatre and her
savvy about it made her an ideal partner for Jim
Allardice ’41 and his creative gift. Working
together, they made a powerful team and were
always a delightful pair to be with. Her apparent
diffidence concealed the extent and strength of
her role in their joint career in the theatre and
was not evident to most people.
I realize now that some of us who were
her closest friends always treated her with spe
cial care, as though she were fragile, and mistak
enly assumed that since she was shy and quiet
she must be delicate, unworldly.
Neffie was the first to admit that she was
not sophisticated, not cool, suave. She looked to
her friends for guidance on fancy social occa
sions, such as pouring tea in Babcock lounge,
which senior women were pressed to do. And
later there was the memorable opening night on
Broadway of Jim’s first success (A t War w ith the
A rm y), for which (as she put it to me) she had to
buy a fashionable and expensive dress, in New
York City, and all by herself. It was frightening
for her, and she worried about her choice: would
she be overdressed, underdressed? She wished
I’d been there to help her.

Of course, the dress was fine — royal blue
satin with a sweetheart neck — and very stylish
at that moment. But no matter the choice, she’d
have pulled it off no matter what she wore,
because she had a natural presence — no
phoney airs, no posturing — her happy shining
self.
When she and Jim moved on to the
Hollywood scene where Jim wrote for the film
and TV studios, she had to adapt to Hollywood
parties, where the beautiful people of that La-La
Land vied for attention. Jim moved through it all
amused, carrying his usual glass of milk or soda
pop, and kept a close eye and attentive ear on
the comedy around them, while Neffie learned
the art of escape: keep moving and talk to the
other shy and quiet guests. The one concession
the Allardices made to that world of the glam
orous was a house with a swimming pool.
Otherwise, they remained uncontaminated by
the glitz around them.
Neffie worked at motherhood, scouting,
and the PTA and was always there for Jim, his
first audience, critic, consultant, judge. Jim’s
sudden early death left Neffie, as she said, feel
ing like half a person. But she knew what she
had to do: learn to become a whole person, her
self. “I will teach, which is what I always wanted
to do,” she told me.
So, she spent thirteen years teaching,
most of it at McClay Junior High School, in a
predominently African-American and Hispanic
neighborhood. Her students all loved her, of
course, this little blonde, gentle woman whose
fortitude was not masked by her bright eyes and
warm smile. She coped with the students’ prob
lems, the school’s problems and her own, each
with the same strong resolve.
She was an excellent and devoted teacher,
but it was her natural warmth and sensitivity
that endeared her to her students and col
leagues. She exuded hope and optimism; she
never asked too much of anyone and supported
any good try. Most importantly, I think, Neffie
could make you feel good about yourself, about
any small accomplishment. Her students must
have flourished in the sunny ambience of learn
ing she maintained. Her school was reluctant to
let her retire, and after she finally did, she was
recalled to assist in the training of new teachers.
The day she called to tell me she had can
cer and would soon undergo surgery I was dev
astated, but she was optimistic and cheerful, and
counseled m e against gloom and depression.
She fought through several more radical opera
tions and therapies, always with hope and cheer
ful expectations. The last time I talked with her
she said, “The doctors give me a choice for one
more fight, and since I’ve always been a fighter,
111 try again. A gutsy little gal. She’s still very
much with us.

by Alice “Tinker ” C arter Vitelli ’43
Alice Neff Allardice is survived by one
son, James E. ’71; two daughters, Jean and
Barbara; two grandsons.
’43 Norman A. Krebbs, July 18, 1993, in
Seattle, WA. He was born on August 11,1920, in
Pittsburgh, PA. He received his B.D. from
Princeton Theological Seminary and held pas
torates in Illinois and the Colonial Presbyterian
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Church in Kansas City, MO. In 1963, he attended
the U of Washington and received his Ph.D. in
1968. He became professor and chairman of the
philosophy department at Whitworth College in
Spokane, WA. After 12 years of teaching, he
returned to the pastorate in the Seattle area and
retired from Calvin Presbyterian Church in
1985. As a teacher, philosopher, and pastor, his
vital Christian faith touched and inspired many
people. Surviving are his wife, Rachel, whom he
married in 1943; one daughter, Karen MacLeod;
three grandchildren.
’43 Mary Jo Kibler Sosman, September
15,1993, of cardiac arrest, at her home in
Concord, MA. Before moving to Massachusetts
in 1954, she worked in the insurance industry.
In Concord, she was an active member of the
Concord Players, served on its board of direc
tors, and produced several plays. She was known
throughout New England for her expertise in
costume design, especially in fabric choice and
historical designs. She was also a volunteer for
the Red Cross and Cancer Society and was a for
mer member of the first Handel and Haydn
Society in Baltimore, MD. Surviving are her hus
band, J. Leland; one son, Eric; four daughters,
Martha, Carol 76 , Nancy, and Amy.
x’44 Curzon C. Ferris, Jr., a retired
physician, July 27,1993, at Hendrick Medical
Center in Abilene, TX. He entered the U.S. Army
in 1943 and was sent to the U of Buffalo School
of Medicine, completing medical training in
three years. Following his internship at Mount
Mercy Hospital in Buffalo, NY, he was in private
practice until returning to active duty with the
U.S. Air Force in 1951. He was assigned to the
School of Aerospace Medicine at Randolph Air
Force Base in San Antonio, TX, and Sampson
Air Force Base in New York. From 1952 to 1954,
he was stationed in England and was then
assigned to Walter Reed Army Hospital as a resi
dent in general surgery until 1958. He served at
Brookley Air Force Base as chief of professional
services and as hospital commander at Hahn Air
Force Base in Germany. Returning to the States
he was assigned to Dyess Air Force Base, where
he assumed command of the 819th Medical
Group and Dyess USAF Hospital. After his
retirement in 1970, he engaged in private prac
tice in Abilene as a general surgeon from 1970
until 1986.
In 1975, he was appointed director of
public health for the Abilene-Taylor County
Health Department. He retired from the
Hendrick Medical Center staff in 1988. He was a
former member of the Texas Medical
Association and Taylor-Jones-Haskell County
Medical Society. He is well-remembered by his
patients and friends for his unstinting compas
sion and generosity, well-respected by his peers,
and well-loved by his family. Surviving are his
wife, Sylvia; two sons, Jeffrey and Keith; four
daughters, Charlotte Ferris, Beverly Pettit,
Nancy Carver, and Melissa Boyd; four grand
children; three brothers, Charles, Arthur, and
James.
’49 Claire H. Balfour, August 14,1993, in
San Diego, CA. She received her M.A. from
Teachers College, Columbia U, and was an ele
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mentary public school teacher, mainly in the
San Diego area, before her retirement in 1987.
She was an active member of North Clairemont
Methodist Church. There are no known
survivors.
’50 Alice Clark Bewley, September 27,
1993, in San Diego, CA, where she was born. She
received her M.A. from Teachers College,
Columbia U, in 1978. She had taught mathemat
ics in the Oakland Public Schools before moving
to Escondido, where she taught in the elemen
tary school district. After 20 years of service, she
retired. She was a member of the Sierra Club.
Her favorite pastimes included hiking and
attending opera performances and symphony
orchestra concerts. Surviving are her two sons,
Mark and Scott Vande Pol; four grandchildren;
one sister, Carol Cunningham; one brother,
Granville.
’50 John H. Macy, of Swanton, VT,
August 1,1993. During W.W. II, he served in
the U.S. Air Force. He was the owner and man
ager of a powerboat business in Saint Albans.
Surviving is his wife, Peggy.
x’55 Lee F. Beamer, of Hot Springs
Village, AR, October 2,1993, as a result of a car
accident. He received his M.D. from the U of
Indiana and served his internship at Passavant
Hospital in Chicago, IL, and his residency at
Jackson Memorial Hospital in Miami, FL. From
1962 to 1964, he served as a U.S. Navy doctor
and was stationed in Japan, Okinawa, and South
Vietnam, where he was attached to a U.S.
Marine Corps division in Da Nang. He worked
in the office of the medical examiner in Dade
County, FL, and Cook County, IL. He also served
as the associate medical examiner of the State of
Arkansas. At the time of his death, he was in pri
vate practice and was a consultant in forensic
pathology in Hot Springs Village. Surviving are
his wife, Nijole; his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. Lee
Beamer; one sister, Freddy Shearer ’53.
’55 Richard R. Ogden, of Bowling Green,
July 16,1993, at Heartland Nursing Home in
Perrysburg. He received his Ph.D. from Bowling
Green State U and was a school administrator
for Bowling Green City Schools for 13 years,
retiring in 1986. He also served part-time on the
faculty of Bowling Green State U in the educa
tion department. From 1956-58, he served in
the U.S. Army. He was a member of Phi Delta
Kappa, the Ohio Association of Elementary
School Administrators, Train Collectors’
Association, Toledo Craftsmen’s Guild, and Ohio
Realty Association. Surviving are his wife, Nina,
whom he married on July 24,1971; one daugh
ter, Marcia; one brother, W. Michael 68; two sis
ters, Joyce Johnson and Judith Ogden.
’56 N. Richard “Doc” Stefanek, July 17,
1993, of metastatic melanoma, at his home in
Tyler, TX. He was born on September 20,1934,
in Monesson, PA, and had lived in Tyler since
1990, moving there from Dallas. An M.B.A.
graduate of Kent State U, he was director of pur
chases for Vertex Communications Corporation
in Kilgore, TX. Previously, he held the same
position at the General Portland Cement
Company in Dallas, and the White Truck &.
White Motor Corporation and Medusa Portland

Cement Company, in Cleveland. Earlier, he
worked for Hamlin Metal Products and McNeil
Machine 8c Engineering in Akron.
He was a member of the Cathedral of the
Immaculate Conception in Tyler. In 1980, he was
inducted into the “W” Athletic Hall of Fame.
During his Wooster sports career, Doc won four
football letters, was All-Ohio Conference for
three years and All-Ohio in 1955. He was a
member of the first Scot wrestling team and
became Wooster’s initial OAC champion when
he captured the heavyweight title in 1955. In
1982, he was inducted into the Sports Hall of
Fame of the City of Barberton, where he lettered
in football and wrestling at Barberton High
School. He married Susan Allen ’57 on June 8,
1957. In addition to his wife, surviving are three
sons, Richard, Michael, and Andrew; one
daughter, Linda Zatarain.
’56 O. Frank Storch III, a Presbyterian
minister, April 13,1993, after a long illness, at
his residence in Norwalk. He received his M.Div.
from McCormick Theological Seminary. During
his 33-year career, he served Ohio pastorates in
North Kingsville and Cambridge and, since
1973, had served as minister of the First
Presbyterian Church in Norwalk. Well-loved and
respected by his congregations and peers, he is
remembered for his friendship, commitment to
his work, and leadership from the pulpit. He was
an active member of the Norwalk Ministerial
Association. His hobbies included woodworking
and collecting antiques. Surviving are his wife,
Janet (Donald ’57); one son, O. Frank IV; one
daughter, Carolyn Carroll; three grandchildren;
two sisters, Marcia Capps and Susan Fonger.
’57 Robert A. Wehe, September 1,1993,
of a brain tumor, at his home in Reynoldsburg.
Rob received his M.D. from The Ohio State U
College of Medicine and completed his intern
ship at Mt. Carmel Medical Center and residen
cies at Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, MI, and
Children’s Hospital, Columbus. Rob served as a
Fellow in child development and as director of
the Clinic of Child Development at the
Children’s Hospital in Columbus in the 1970s.
Dr. Wehe was a practicing pediatric physician in
Reynoldsburg for 28 years.
Whenever I remember Rob Wehe, I recall
his statement the day after completing a nineday Environmental Experiences Grand Canyon
Trip and after seeing the Grand Canyon IMAX
movie in Tusayan, AZ, a 30-minute film which
cost $7 to view: “Everything about the Grand
Canyon seems under-priced.”
Rob’s quiet appreciation of life and his
influence on the lives of thousands of young
people and their families in Reynoldsburg was
obvious in the seemingly endless line of former
patients and their families who, along with
friends of Rob and his family, attended the call
ing hours the day before his funeral service. The
hundreds of celebrants of the life of Rob Wehe
would no doubt have said that their contacts
with him were “under-priced.”
Rob was well known for his gardening,
winning ribbons for his tomatoes at the
Reynoldsburg Tomato Festival and the Ohio
State Fair, where once he was photographed for
a Miracle Grow TV commercial.

Rob in spirit will be on one of the 1994
Environmental Experiences Grand Canyon
trips, for when he died, Wooster and Ohio State
U classmate Dr. Jim Singer ’57 and others began
a Rob Wehe Scholarship Fund. This will enable a
Wooster student, who otherwise could not
afford the trip, to experience the Canyon which
affected Rob so deeply in 1991.
Rob is survived by his wife, Kit; two
daughters, Katharine Harter and Rebecca; son,
Robert E.; mother, Lucile, of Bellaire, where Rob
was interred; sister, Miriam.

by F. W. Cropp '54
’59 John “Jack” H. Burrow, Jr., of Polk,
September 5,1993. He was a former member of
the National Guard and had attended Kent State
U. At the time of his death, he was the owner
and president of Brad International, in Akron.
He was a past director of administration for the
American Chemical Society Rubber Division, a
member of Northeast Ohio Rubber Group, a
board member of the Ft. Wayne Rubber &
Plastics Group, and held memberships in two
Fairlawn Toastmaster Clubs. Also a farmer, he
owned Hoofprint Farm in Polk, and was a
trustee of the Ashland County Farm Bureau, a
4-H advisor, and a member of the Ashland
County 4-H committee and Polk Lions Club.
Surviving are his wife, Joan; two sons, Jeff and
Bill; one daughter, Koreen Fox.
’60 George R. Armstrong, September 18,
1992, of AIDS, in Richmond, CA. He was born
on March 11,1939, in Evanston, IL. In 1966, he
received his M.Div. from Boston U School of
Theology. At the time of his death, he was a
telecommunications-data analyst for Charles
Schwab & Company, Inc., in San Francisco. He
was also an artist, exhibiting and selling his
Paintings in the San Francisco area. Surviving
are two brothers, Gregory and Philip; five nieces.
’60 Eleanor Hope Kuykendall, October
23, 1993, of cancer, at her home in New Paltz,
NY. She received her Ph.D. from Columbia U
and was the former chairperson of the philoso
phy department at SUNY at New Paltz. Her col
leagues gave the following tribute at the memo
rial service: “Dr. Kuykendall’s 25 years of teach*ng were sparked by her rigorous scholarship;
her enthusiasm for leadership in academic innoyation; and her deep caring for, and commit
ment to her students.” While at Wooster, she was
a member of several organizations: Thistle,
Thorn, Zeta Phi Gamma (Imps), Concert Choir,
and Phi Alpha Theta. Surviving are her father,
Sidney; sister, Nancy Brown.
’67 Wade F. Boyle, October 3, 1993, of
malignant melanoma, at his home in East
Palestine. He was born in Pittsburgh, PA, and
!ad lived in East Palestine for nine years. He
deceived his M.Div. from Hartford Seminary
0l|ndation, Hartford, CT; B.S. in human biolo
gy from Kansas Newman College in 1980; and
^■T). from the National College of Naturopathic
Medicine in Portland, OR, in 1983. For eight
fears, he cared for his patients in a holistic and
°vmg manner at the Mantell Clinic in
fanberry, PA, and most recently at his office in
ast Palestine. Surviving are his wife, Karen,
''morn he married in 1980; three sons, Lee, Jack,
aild Steve; his mother, Doris; two sisters, Carole

Wasnich and Lee Ann Heller.
’77 Ronald E. Walker, head women’s bas
ketball coach at Kennesaw State U, Kennesaw,
GA, died at his home, October 1,1993, after a
year-long battle with cancer. Those who knew
Ron remember him fondly as one of the most
popular young men to wear the Wooster black
and gold. He had a ready smile, a quick step, and
a contagious enthusiasm for life. He came to the
College from Lakota High School in West
Chester, where he was an outstanding basketball
player and student. At Wooster, he proved to be
a totally unselfish player who had the ability as a
point guard to see the entire court and get the
ball into the hands of players who were in a
position to score. At the beginning of his junior
year, he realized that he would enhance his life
long dream of being a coach by forsaking play
ing to become a student coach. Ron’s teammate
and closest friend, Sam Dixon ’79, has stated: “It
was obvious that Ron had all the necessary
ingredients to become an excellent coach, and
there wasn’t any question that he was.”
After graduation from Wooster, Ron
moved to Austin Peay U, where he worked for
two years as a graduate assistant coach while
earning his M.A. From there he went to Albion
College, serving as assistant men’s basketball
coach and head women’s softball coach. In 1986,
Ron accepted the position of head women’s bas
ketball coach at Kennesaw State U. Immediately,
his knowledge of the game and his charismatic
coaching style turned a perennial loser into a
winner. In six short years, he compiled a 124-55
record and was the NIAA District 25 Coach of
the Year three times.
Upon his death, Ron received the highest
praise from his players, former players, col
leagues, and university administrators. This was
a very special individual, an individual who
taught and lived that there was much more to
life and college than basketball. Ron is survived
by his wife, Karen; son, Corey; parents, Hugh
and Jane Walker.

by A lvin Van Wie
Em eritus Professor o f Physical Education
’78 David A. Coughlan, of Kent, July 31,
1993, of lung cancer. He was a graduate student
at Kent State U, working on his Ph.D. in history.
He was a graduate of Friends School in
Baltimore, MD, and majored in speech at
Wooster. He was an active participant in College
theatrical productions, most notably as Count
Dracula in the 1976 Homecoming play. After
graduating from Wooster, he enlisted in the U.S.
Air Force and was commissioned in 1981. He
served for nine years and saw service in Saudi
Arabia between 1985 and 1987, participating in
the search-and-rescue operations for the USS
Stark in May, 1987. While on active duty, he also
received his M.A. in government from New
Mexico State U in 1983. After leaving the ser
vice, he worked in television for three years
before returning to school. He was diagnosed
with lung cancer at the start of his first semester
at Kent State and took a brief leave of absence.
After treatment, he resumed his studies.
Surviving are his parents, Robert E. and
Meredith F. Coughlan; two brothers, Brian and

Stephen.
’96 Andrew D. Cronin, of Olney, MD,
October 19,1993, as a result of a one-car acci
dent while en route to Wooster after a fall break
in Michigan. He was active in the Student
Government Association (SGA), and he was a
member of Omega Alpha Tau and the men’s
lacrosse team. He was “well-liked . . . a positive
influence,” said his lacrosse coach, Tim Clark.
The 1993 lacrosse season is dedicated in his
honor. The president of SGA, Lauren Cohen ’94,
spoke of Andrew’s leadership qualities and said,
“He will certainly be missed, and the passion
and drive he brought to SGA will continue to
motivate us to work to achieve our goals.”
Surviving are his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edmund
B. Cronin, Jr.; two brothers, Brendan and
Christian.
We have received word of the following
deaths but have no further information.
’18 Adelaide R. Smith.
x’20 Robert A. Strobel.
’24 A. Lucille Lee.
’26 Dorothy Drawbaugh Kennedy.
x’28 Evelyn Slatmyer Joyce, March 12, 1992.
’29 Ralph H. Crawford.
x’32 Robert J. Hickin.
x’34 Dwight O. Thomas.
’36 Norman B. Wiley.
’43 Anthony Gervasio, 1992.
x’83 Glenn A. Ulrich.
’90 Kimberly A. LaVinn, February 9,1992.

F A MI L Y

NOT E S

Bruce Hunter, former Wooster admis
sions counselor and the founding coach of
women’s track and field and cross country,
1978-80, is now a college guidance counselor at
the American School in London. His new
address is 93 Boundary Rd„ London, NW8
ORG, England.

E D I T O R ’S C O R N E R
Information in the Class Notes has been
compiled from reports by the class secretaries,
newspapers, press releases, and letters to the
Alumni Office or the editors. Class secretaries
— please note the following deadlines for each
issue of W ooster:
Fall:
August 18
Winter: October 22
Spring: February 2
Summer Non-reunion Classes: May 13
Summer Reunion Classes:
June 13
If you plan to have your wedding photo
graph appear in W ooster , consider having a cou
ple of black and white prints made when you
make arrangements with your photographer.
You will be pleased with the result.
You may send information via e-mail to
marlene@acs.wooster.edu or Fax to 216-2632427.
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Photo by M a tt Dilyard

Pia Edmonds ’97 visits an exhibition o f drawings by
Holocaust survivor Gyorgy Kadar at The College o f
Wooster A rt Museum.

The Validity of
Sources
by Julia Hodson
s assignments for first-semester
college students go, College o f
Wooster art historian A rn Lewis
admits it was more than a little
ambitious. But in an effort to give members
o f his section o f Wooster’s First-Year
Seminar a sense o f what critical th inking
and analysis entail, Lewis asked them to
marshal proof against revisionist claims
that the Holocaust did not occur.
“ Was the assignment reasonable?
Provocative?” Lewis says he asked himself.
“ I really didn’t know what to expect in their
papers.”
Lewis’s decision to have the seventeen
students in his section conduct research on
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the literature o f the Holocaust was sparked
by an exhibition o f drawings by Holocaust
survivor Gyorgy Kadar which was on dis
play at The College o f Wooster A rt Museum
and by a recent Roper Organization poll
which found that 22 percent o f American
adults th in k it seems “ possible” that the
Holocaust never happened.
“ The poll reaffirmed evidence that an
act o f denial, or forgetfulness, was in pro
cess,” Lewis said. “And it raised the question
o f how one proves consequential events in
history, particularly when those events
seem so self-evident and verifiable through
diverse and abundant proofs. W hy were
some educated people questioning the real

ity o f the horror and magnitude o f the
Holocaust when I was not?”
Lewis said some students found the
paper difficu lt to write. “ I th in k it demon
strated to them that saying something hap
pened was one thing and proving it was
another, and that there is a very large gap
between the two,” he said.
Class member Scott D oty ’97 said
completing the assignment taught him
more about the Holocaust itself and about
the importance o f knowing the source o f
the inform ation.
“ You need to question the valid ity o f
your sources, whether their opinion is
biased or not. In high school we never
talked about how a source m ight be biased.
It’s im portant to look for that when you’re
looking at history,” D oty said.
In his paper, Doty cited Nazi propa
ganda, the progression o f laws which abol
ished the rights o f Jewish persons, and the
development o f ghettos and camps as evi
dence that the Holocaust occurred. Other
students referred to the decimation o f the
Jewish population in Nazi-occupied coun
tries, meticulous German records, period
photographs and films, and personal
accounts from victim s and Nazi officers. S3

Above, Sarita Trawick ’94 says hello to A nn etta
Jefferson (theatre) during a rehearsal o f this
W inter’s College-C om m unity show: A rthur
M iller’s Death of a Salesman.
On our back cover, Sam M urrell (religious
studies, above) an d Susan Frazier-Kouassi (p sy
chology, below ) teach — in their offices, in these
pictures. Frazier-Kouassi's student is SunnyM arie Birney ’94; M urrell’s student, out o f the
fram e, is the editor.

